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CHARGE TRÄNSPORT IN RANDOM ORGANIC PHOTOCONDUCTORS 

H. Baessler 

Fachbereich Physikalische Chemie und Zentrum fuer Materialwissenschaften 
der Philipps Universitaet, Marburg, Germany 

A conceptual framework will be laid out to describe charge transport in random 
organic photoconductors such as molecularly doped polymers, glasses prepared by vapor 
deposition, or conjugated polymers. It rests on the idea that energetic and positional 
disorder controlls the stochastic hopping motion of charge carriers. The energetic disorder 
usually arises from random electric fields caused by both static and induced dipole moments. 
In conjugated polymers it results from the variation of the electrive conjugation lenght. 
The concept is able to explain the dependence of the charge carrier mobility on 
temperature, electric field and polarity of the matrix as well as the various temporal features 
of the time-of-flight signal. 



ANOMALOUS TRANSPORT IN GLASSES 

A. Bunde 
Universität Hamburg, Hamburg, Germany 

Abstract not available. 



Recent Advances in Electrical Degradation and 
Breakdown in Polymers 

Dr John C Fothergill 
Department of Engineer! rg, University of Leicester, 

Leicester, LEI 7RH,UK 

The talk will centre around the considerable recent advances that have been 
made in water treeing and electrical treeing. Some of these have been due 
to a better understanding of aspects d electrical breakdown which will also 
be presented. 

Many theories of water treeing have buen proposed and virtually all of them 
can be shown to be untrue or, at least, not the whole truth. It seems that, in 
order to explain the phenomenon completely, It is necessary to consider 
water treeing as synergistic electrical/chemical/physical effect which takes 
places in several stages [1]. Some new [2] results indicate how difficult water 
treeing is to accelerate in a way useful for predicting an insulating system's 
resistance to it. Some unpublished results on a new water tree retarding 
material will also be given. 

Electrical treeing has been studied carefully since Mason's seminal work in 
the 1950s [3]. However most of the work has been on the nature of the 
partial discharge within the tree. Recently work has progressed to relate the 
fractal nature of the tree shape to the lime to breakdown and to the way the 
discharge in a branch produces a new branch [4L A particularly encouraging 
feature of this model is the prediction erf the rather peculiar non-monotonic 
relationship between the length of an electrical tree after a given ageing "iime 
and the ageing voltage. The fractal shape predictions are also very realistic. 
Not all aspects of tree growth have beim explained however and it seems 
likely that it is necessary to invoke an ulectromechanical cracking 
mechanism. This has been suggested before by Arbab, Auckland and Varlow 
[5]. Such a mechanism may be filamentary electromechanical breakdown [6]. 

%Fff* ^Tffij.-p^ , 
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DIELECTRIC METHODS IN INTEF:FACE STUDIES 

M.Kryszewski * and G.W.Bak* 
* Center of Molecular and Macro Tiolecular Studies, Polish Academy of 

Sciences, ul.Sienkiewicza 112, 90-363 Lodz, Poland 
* Institute of Physics, Technical Univ. of Lodz, ul.Wölczahska 219, 

93-005 Lodz, Poland 

The importance of multiphase and heterogeneous systems has increased 
significantly in the last decades. In this situation the interest in all kinds of 
boundary phenomena has increased toe. All the phenomena taking place at the 
phase boundary may be divided into two groups. The phenomena occurring in 
the substance being between the two basic phases of two-phase system 
belong to. the first group and may te called the interphase phenomena. 
Discussing the interphase phenomena we should distinguish a few various 
cases, i.e.: 
I.The inter-grain regions in polycrystalline structures. Such regions are 

usually more disordered then the substance inside the crystallites. 
2!Substance adsorbed on surfaces of a multiphase system. The properties of 

thin films of materials adsorbed on surfaces usually differs from the 
properties of bulk material. There are some differences between adsorption 
of non-polar and polar molecules on solid surfaces [1], so the two cases of 
adsorption should be discussed separately. 

3. If we take into account that there exists some interphase substance in 
a two-phase system, the system becomes actually a three-phase one. There 
are many models describing macroscopic properties of such systems . 

Maxwell-Wagner interfacial polarizetion, leaching of surface fragments of 
composite compounds, transport and polarization in interfacial electrolytes and 
related osmotic pressure may be numbered among the interfacial phenomena 
which  belong to the second  group  of the boundary  effects.  All  these 
phenomena are of particular importance for water ageing of composite 
materials which is discussed in the nert part of the paper. The division of the 
boundary phenomena into interphase phenomena and interfacial phenomena is 
not perfectly precise, as the two groups are not quite separable. The interfacial 
phenomena can have influence on properties of the interphase substance and 
the properties of the  interphase substance can  influence the  interfacial 
phenomena too. 

There are several methods to study the interphase and interfacial 
phenomena, but the dielectric methods seem to be a particulary useful way to 
get comparatively simple and straightforward understanding of the two 
phenomena in heterogeneous systems. 

POWDERS 
In case of polycrystalline structures; we have to do with more disordered 

material at the grain boundaries. In polar substances such disordered regions 



just result in a broader dielectric loss peak connected with orientational dipolar 
polarization. More interesting situation occurs when the dielectric response is 
controlled by semi-free movement of cnarge carriers (hopping, multiple 
trapping). Applying sufficiently low frequency of measuring electric field we can 
detect dissipation of charge carriers at inter-grain regions. The dielectric 
response of polycrystalline aromatic hydrocarbons may be an example of such 
a phenomenon [2]. At about 10 Hz the slope of x"(co) curve changes distinctly. 
The value of the activation energy varies considerably as well and the low- 
frequency value is equal to about 0.;! e^. The low-frequency value of the 
activation energy is by one order of magnitude greater than the high-frequency 
one which characterize the charge transport inside the grains of polycrystalline 
structure. 
ADSORBED SURFACE PHASES 

Solid surfaces almost always adsorb a la /er of molecules of gases or liquids 
they are exposed to. In case of adsorpt on :>f polar molecules at a surface of a 
polar solid the thickness of the adsorbed layer may be quite considerable and 
be greater than 10 monomolecular laye-s. The dielectric and conducting 
properties of such adsorbed layer may chsmge with changing layer thickness. 
Dielectric measurements make it possible to estimate the influence of adsorbed 
layer thickness on the properties of adsorbed substance because in case of 
dielectric additivity we get [1]: 

e'measured = e'l + <> 2 " s'l)V2 

where e'i is the permittivity of adsorben , e'2 is the permittivity of adsorbed layer 
and v2 is the volume fraction of the adsorbed substance. The measured 
dielectric permittivity is a linear function ol the volume fraction with the slope 
dependent on the dielectric permittivity rf the adsorbed substance. The 
change of the slope means that the dielectric properties of adsorbed sub- 
stance change with its increasing volume fraction as it will be shown later on. 
Adsorption of non-polar molecules on cierricallv inert surface 

Adsorption of butane on silica gel, titanium oxide or porous glass is an 
example of adsorption of this kind [3]. Two linear regions of the dependence of 
dielectric permittivity on volume fraction of adsorbed butane on silica gel have 
been found. The permittivities for butare on silica gel proved to be 1.84 for the 
layers first adsorbed and 1.57 for the fjrther region. The lower value of 
permittivity is probably related to the latsr adsorption on sites adjacent to 
residual hydroxyl groups on silica surface. The permittivity for liquid butane is 
equal to 1.9. But in case of adsorption of tutane on non-porous titanium oxide 
only a single linear relation between the measured permittivity and the volume 
fraction of adsorbed substance is detected and the value of dielectric 
permittivity agrees with that for the liquid phase within the experimental error. In 
general the non-polar substances rray sometimes change their dielectric 
properties with increasing thickness of adsorbed layer but the phenomenon is 
rather not as common as in case of pol ar molecules. 
Adsorption of polar molecules on chemicall / inert surfaces. 

In case of adsorption of polar molecules wo different regions of dependence 
of the permittivity on the volume fraction of adsorbed substance is nearly 



always registered. Adsorption of ethyl chloride and sulphur dioxide on titanium 
oxide and silicon gel are examples of two different linear regions with different 
slopes of effective permittivity vs. volume fraction curve [3]. It turns out that the 
intersection of the two linear regions tah es place where the surface acquires a 
unimolecular layer. The value of unilayer permittivity is usually considerably 
lower than that of liquid phase and relati /eiy weakly dependent on temperature. 
This means that the molecular reorientation of adsorbed substance differs 
significantly from the liquid or gaseous state. .   . 

Hydroxyl groups on silica and silicate system surfaces have been found to 
have influence on reorientation of pclar molecules adsorbed close to the 
groups. It has been shown that if the hydroxyl groups are. removed by strong 
heating (1200 K) the region of reduced permittivity is not detected [3]. It 
suggests that the molecular reorientation in the presence of hydroxyl groups is 
more limited: . 

Adsorption of water is a very imponant process from both theoretical ana 
practical point of view. Much attention has been paid to adsorption of water on 
surfaces of oxides (silicon and titanium oxides and y-alumina) and silica gel 
where water molecules are held strongly. Some relaxation processes were 
detected at comparatively low frequencies (about 1kHz) and temperatures 
(100K-300K). The relaxation processes have nothing to do with free rotation of 
molecules and must be connected with strong interaction of water molecules 
and adsorbent surface. An interesting phenomenon relating to adsorption of 
water on y-alumina surfaces has been reported. Over frequency range 100 kHz 
-10 MHz three absorption peaks hava been detected, at least one of them 
turned out to be sharper in contour then a Debye process [4]. It suggests there 
should exist some resonance dielectic absorption probably resulting from 
oscillations of water molecular layers. 

INTERPHASE PHENOMENA IN HETERQftFNFOUS MATERIALS 
In the last decades a great interest hss been paid to heterogeneous materials 

consisting of at least two phases. If two-phase material is exposed to water or 
air humidity an interlayer of some elecrolyte originates between the two basic 
phases and such a composite become:; actually a three-phase system. One of 
the important models to describe physical properties of such three-phase 
systems is Maurer"s model though other methods to describe such systems are 
also used. Maurer*s model may be used to describe the shear modulus, bulk 
modulus, thermal expansitivity and dielectric properties of composites with 
interfacial conducting layers [5]. Most cf composites exposed to humidity fulfills 
the following assumptions: 1)The volume of interlayer is much smaller than the 
volume Of other components 2)Electrical conductivity of the interlayer is finite 
and greater than zero. As a result af the above assumptions we get the 
following conclusions: 1)The relaxation of such a system is Debye-like 2)Low- 
frequency limit of dielectric permittivity depends on the permittivity of matrix 
substance and the volume fraction of the filler and is independent of the 
permittivity of the filler 3)The relaxation time is inversely proportional to the 
volume fraction of the interlayer and its electrical conductivity. Maurer's model 



has been tested for many polymer composites axposed to humidity. An 
experiment carried out very carefully fcy S^eeman, Maurer and van Es [6] is a 
good example of such a test. Dielectric monitoring of water absorption in glass- 
bead-filled high-density polyethylene is described in their paper and their 
results are in good agreement with the nodsl. 

Among the interfaciai phenomena ü,e ,oi nation of electrolyte in the interface 
volume and the osmotic pressure re-siltinc from the former are comparatively 
weakly known. The formation of eiec.rciy.e results from leaching of surface 
elements of composite oomponents during exposition to water. The osmotic 
pressure results from differences of ion concentration in the interlayer and the 
surrounding witsr. The glass fiber real,id with silane epoxy/ polyethylene 
terephtalate (PET) and the untreated glass fiber/PET composites aged in water 
may be s good example of the influence ov osmotic pressure on stability of 
composites [7] in case of the treated clssz fiber/PET composite the leaching of 
ions from glass surface rather does no occur. As a result the dielectric 
properties of the composite does not change essentially during water ageing 
whereas the dielectric resoonse of the untreated glass fiber/PET composite 
change distinctly with time during exposition to water. The influence of water 
ageing on coherence of the untrealec fibf >r/PET composite was confirmed by 
electron micrographs. The results mav bt; nterpreted by means of the osmotic 
pressure giving rise to the increase cf the distance between the glass fibres 
and PET matrix. 
The dielectric measurements on heterogeneous and multiphase systems may 
be a source of essential information abou! physical properties of the systems. 
The measurements of mechanical proper ies {shear modulus, bulk modulus) 
may give much additional information atout the systems. In case of water 
ageing of polymer composites the die ectr c properties of the composites give 
information about modification of surface A composite components, while the 
mechanical measurements give information about piasticization of polymer 
matrix first of all. 
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MOLECULAR REORIENTATION IN LIQUID CRYSTALS VIA 
NEUTRON SCATTERING, DIELECTRIC RELAXATION AND 

RELATED METHODS 

J. A. Jcnik 
Institute of Nuclear Physics, Krakow, Poland 

Abstract not available. 



ADVANTAGES AND PROBLEMS OF THE USE OF 
POLYMERS IN HIGH VOLTAGE APPLICATIONS 

R. Pclscn 

Institute for Materials o/Elxtrical Engineering 
University of Sii'get:, Germany 

During the last decades polymer materials have been increasingly 
used in commercial high voltage eqiipnent. The specific properties of 
the polymers led to advantages in different fields, in some cases 
the production techniques are easier in ;ome cases there is less need for 
maintenance during service. Some new solutions have become possible 
only due to the specific properties of polymers, but in some cases there 
have drawbacks too, because unexpectei problems occurred. 

Taking the example of high voltage cables the advantages and 
the specific requirements in regard to the technological processes during 
manufacture of the solid insulation vill be discussed. Additionally 
the influence of the service conditions on the useful life time will be 
discussed. 

The relevant degradation mecha lisn s will be discussed especially in 
regard to the influence if chaiges in the procedures during 
the manufacturing process and specific service conditions. The mainly 
non-electrical phenomena that influence the so-called 'water treeing' 
process will be discussed. 

Finally typical diagnostic tools that n onitor changes in the dielectric 
properties will be presented and discus ;ed from the physical point of 
view in regard to their ability to monitor he actual state of deterioration 
of polymer insulated medium voltag•; ca lies. 
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INTERCONNECTION BETWEEN THE EMPIRICAL AND THE THEORETICAL 

"FIRST PASSAGE" RELAXATION FUNCTIONS 

Karina Weron 

Instytute of Physics, Technical University of Wroclaw, 
Wroclaw, Poland 

We present the probabilistic representation [1-4] of the cluster model [5] for 
dielectric relaxation in dipolar systems yie ding a broad class of observed dielec- 
tric responses (D, KWW, BD, CC, CD, HN) [6]. The analysis is based on a new 
definition of the so-called "first passage" relaxation function which is the mathemat- 
ically correct representation of the statistical meaning of the relaxation function of a 
system of dipoles and contains the tradition.il definition expressed as a weighted av- 
erage of exponential relaxations as a special case. However, we show that in contrast 
to the traditional definition the new one explains the universality of the dielectric 
relaxation law. Moreover, via a tool of ordei statistics, we prove that the "first pas- 
sage" relaxation function expresses the pror ortion of dipoles which did not change 
their imposed aligned orientation up to the time t and hence that it is, essentially, 
identical with the experimental meaning öf i relaxation function [7]. 

We provide also a graphical illustration of possible dielectric responses from the 
derived "first passage" relaxation function md show the interconnection with the 
widely used empirical responses (KWW, HN) [8]. 
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MOLECULAR DYNAMICS AND ALIGNMENT BEHAVIOUR OF LIQUID 
CRYSTAL POLYMERS AS STUDIED BY DIELECTRIC RELAXATION 

SPECTROSCCPY 

Graham Williams 
Department of Chemistry, University of Wales, Swansea, 

Singleton Park, Swansen SA2 8PP. 
United Kingdom. 

Low molar mass liquid crystals in their nenatic, smectic and ferroelectric states, 
find increasing applications In optical displays and storage devices. Polymeric 
analogues, as side chain liquid crystal polymers (SCLC polymers), while not 
sufficiently fast for optical displays, find potential applications as optical storage media 
using thermal or photophysical processes to generate optical contrast. While LC 
materials are ordered in the structural sense they are also dynamically disordered, The 
LC-forming (mesogenic) groups undergo anisotropic reorientational motions that may 
be monitored using broad-band dielectric relaxation spectroscopy (DRS). 

The macroscopic alignment of LCSC polymers in directing ac or dc electric 
fields is a dielectric process involving the fracuency-dependent anisotropy of the 
dielectric permittivity 4£' to) =e*„(u)) - ex(üi), where w = Znf/Hz. It will be shown how 
homeotropically-aligned (H) and planarly-ai. gnec (P) samples of siloxane-chain and 
carbon-chain polymers may be obtained using the two-frequency addressing principle 
together with carefully-chosen thermal treatments of samples. 

The alignment behaviour of siloxane-chain and carbon-chain LCSC polymers in 
directing E-fields is described and is rationalized in terms of continuum 
electrohydrodynamics. The DRS behaviour of H, P and intermediately-aligned films 
thus prepared are described and the systematic changes in the multiple dielectric 
relaxation processes that are observed are interpret id in terms of a molecular theory for 
the dielectric properties of a LC phase in which the dipolar mesogenic head groups 
undergo anisotropic motions in the local LC-potential. 
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DIELECTRIC RELAXATION AND COMPLEX 
FORMATION IN SOME MALEIMIDES _ .STYRENE 

SYSTEMS 
K.N. ABD _ EL NOÜR, S.L ABD - EL - MESSIEH and 

U.Z. ELSABEE* 
Microwave Physics Department 

National Research centre. Dokki, Cairo. Egypt. 
•*♦   Faculty of Science, Kuws.it University, Kuwait 

Dielectric relaxation behaviour of polar molecules in non polar 
solvents using microwave absorption methods have been frequently 
studied. Such studies using binary mixtures, however, are limited. The 
work reported here is an investigation of the molecular interaction which 
is expectedly, takes place between some substituted maleimöes namely N_ 
phenyl maleimides (NPMI) and o_ ra_ and P- nitro N. phenyl 
maleimides with styrene which was chosen to act as a non _ polar 
donor. Different mole fractions 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75 from the binary 
mixtures in dilute solutions of carboi tetrachloride and benzene were 
prepared. 

The dielectric loss £'/x data which were obtoined at frequency 
range 0:2_18 GHz using a sweep, frequency generator, HP were analysed 
by the sum of two Debye (1) terms (3r even one term). An example of 
the analysis, Fig (1) shows the vacation of e/x versus the applied 
frequency for o_ nitro NPML mixed with styrene with the different 
mole fractions in corbon tetrachloride and benzene. The values of the 
relaxation times obtained for the investigated maleimide _ styrene 
systems with the different mole fraction are found to be higher than the 
maleimide itself. This could be attributed to some sort of molecular 
interaction which is expected to be forried via the pi-delocalized electron 
cloud of the phenyl ring. This may lead to the increase in the molecular 
volume and consequently the relaxation time. 

As styrene is considered to be a non.polar, another approach was 
tried to study the molecular interaction which is expected to takes place 
between the investigated maleimides and styrene through the solvent 
mixtures of either styrene _ CC14 or :;tyrene - benzerv  The values of 
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e"/x for such systems were analysed in (he same way as mentioned before 
and the relaxation times obtained are illustrated graphically in Fig (2). 
The experimental values of 'C which aw found to be higher than those 
calculated from the individual ^i's when the mole fraction is taken into 
account could be attributed to the molecular interaction between the 
different maleimides and styrene. 

To find an expression describing these interactions, the ratio 
between the measured values of r and those calculated from the 
individual's are considered. It is interesting to notice that these ratios 
incrase in the order p-ritro NPMI, ro-ritro NPMI, o-nitro NPMI and 
NPMI. The existence of two carbonyl groups in the maleimide ring attract 
electrons away from the double bond, thus imparting a partial positive 
charge upon it. The presence of nitro group attached to the maleimide 
ring could increase the electron withdrawing ability of the phenyl ring 
which is considered to be a maximum in the p-position. 

Also, it is interesting to notio: that the molecular interaction 
formed in CC14 solutions is higher than that firmed in benzene solutions. 
Benzene is considered to. be an aromatic; donor which could compete with 
styrene and thus decreasing its available concentration required to form 
the complex between the substituted maieimides and styrene.1 

The interaction between the makimides and styrene is also studied 
quantitavely by means of dielectric polarization measurements using the 
methd of Few and Smith (2). The equilibrium constant K was abtained 
and it is interesting to find that its values follow the trend given by the 
dielectric relaxation measurements. 
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DIELECTRIC PERMITIVITY AND DIELECTRIC SUSCEPTIBILITY OF LIQUID CRYSTALS 

P.Adamski 
Institute of Physics Technical University of Lodz   93 005 Lodz 

Wölczaiiska str. 21S Poland 

The dielectric properties of a matter are characterized by its dielectric 
permittivity e , refractive index n and dielectric susceptibility X. 
Electric properties of molecules are dsscribed their polarizability a 
and a mean square dipole moment JI .As ve know a liquid crystals belong to 
the substances having an axially symmetric arrangement of molecules. This 
system is characterized by an optical axis and two components of 
refractive indices n# and n^ . or dielectric permittivitiesee and e^ as 
functions of temperature'.' For each temperature of a mesophase these two 
values must fulfill a mathematic base :(e„ - e)/{sl -e )= - 2. Where c = ( e„ 
+ 2 e^ )/3 . It means that all equations for c and X based on the local 
electric field theory must fulfill a mentioned above a mathematic 
base. Having calculated the values e and c from Mossottie's Equation we 
obtain a Equation ( e„-e )/(ex - e) =[(l+;:Xj )/(l-X„) - e]/[(l+2X_j.)/ (1-X.J - 
e ]. In the last Equation the right side is not equal - 2. The same results 
are obtained using the other equations [1-6] based on the Lorentz local 
electric field theory. This is a reason :hat we determine to find a new 
relation between dielectric permittivity and dielectric susceptibility of 
Liquid crystals.New equations must be motivated on the base of Maxwell 
electrodynamics. We assume that the information about local electric field 
exists at the values of dielectric susceptibility tensor components. This 
tensor characterizes a dielectric properties of substances investigated. If 
we want to obtain a good results at thij dielectric investigations we must 
find a new formula combining a dielectric permittivity with a dielectric 
susceptibility. Here it is an aim of this work 

THEORETICAL 

The two refractive indices n„ and nA rave been obtained by the use of 
refractometer and two one of dielectric permitivity e:, and e^ .The values of 
refractive indices are connected with the magnitude of deformation 
polarization phenomenon.The dielectric properties of substances are 
characterized by two polarization phenomenons.One of them is a mentioned 
above deformation phenomenon. The second one is the orientation 
polarization of substance which molecule have a finite dipole moment n. 

Now we want to give a motivation of a new relation between dielectric 
permittivity and components of dielectric susceptibility of second row 
tensor.The dielectric susceptibility tensor X is a sum of two one because 
two dielectric phenomenons exist at the proqess of polarization of 
dielectric substance. All of these tensors are described at the main 
coordinate system therefore their components are laying on the diagonal 
line of tensor. 

According to the transformation law of second row tensor the 
components of X   tensor may be written at a new coordinate system. 

Vx V (xn - XI,(S:.*J -1/3 V (1) 
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where   5^      -   is   the   Kroneker   symbol.   z„ and      z' -   are   a   projections   of 
singular  Vectors  on  the  optical  axis  and,     X  =(   X*,  +  2 X, )/3  +   (   X,,  +  2 
X°)/3 = Xd+ X°. 
Having   the   dielectric   susceptibility   tensor   in   a   new   coordinate   system   we 
can    write    the    components    of    polarization    vector    P    of    the    substance 
investigated. 

P = X E;+ ( X - X,)( I^z,  - 1/3 E') (2) 

Now   according   to   the   electrodynarn.es   theory,   the   induction   vector   D^ 
may be written in the two way. The first is 

D = coe: E (r,t) (3) 

and the second one may be written as 

D = eo E^r.t) + eoP<.(r,t) (4) 

where e      is the dielectric permittivity tensor of the matter investigated. 
Comoining Equations (3) and (4) you can write: 

( e    - 8.   ) E (r.t) = I'i(r,t) (5) 

The  two   components  of  dielectric  permittivity  e     and  c     are  obtained  for 
axially symmetric materials from Equation:; (5) and (2). 

e^  - 1 - Xd + X° + 2/3 [(Xd, - XJ)+(X* - X°)]      (6) 

ex - 1 = Xd + X° - 1/3 [CXd - Xd)+(X^ - X°)] 

The Equations (6) are combining a dielectric permittivity components e and 
e with a dielectric susceptibility components Xf-f and X^ .Now we can check 
if the mathematic base of two numbers; is fulfilled by the quantities of 
Equations (6).According to this mathematic base the relation (e/, - e )/(ex 

- e ) must be equal - 2. We remember that e is equal (e.+ 2 e )/3.From the 
Equations (6) it can be obtained e = 1 + (X + X° ). Combining mentioned 
relation for e    with the Equations (6) you can write a new one. 

C)| - c =   2/3 l(Xd - Xd ) + (X°(|- X^)] (7) 

e± - e = -1/3 [(Xd
n - >:dL ) + (X°n- X^}] 

From the Equations (7) it is very easily to ascertain that the 
dielectric permitivity components e and e fulfill the mathematic base of 
two any numbers. We remember that all equations basing on the local electric 
field theory of Lorentz do not make it. It is a additional proof that 
equations founded on the base of local electric field theory are wrong.In 
work [7] we motivated the new mathematic formulas for the relation between 
refractive    indices    nÄ and    n^      ,    und    the    components    of    dielectric 
susceptibilities of deformation polarization. 

nj - 1 = Xd + 2/3( Xd, - Xd ) (8) 

n^ - 1 = Xd - l/3( Xd„ - X^ ) 



where   Xd = ( X* + 2 XJ. )/3. 
Putting the Equations (8) to the one (6) you can obtain a new Equations.: 

e(| - njj = X° + 2/3 ( X" - X° ) (9) 

E    - n2 = X° - 1/3 ( X|  - X° ) 

Equations (9) are very important one for the investigation of dielectric 
properties of liquid crystals and low molecular weight liquid.We must say 
that Equations (9) were obtained without any assumption of a local electric, 
field model.We can test the Equations (9) assuming that the X ..is equal X 
for a case of isotropic liquid.It is easily to calculate a mean dielectric 
permittivity e = (e + 2e )/3 and mein square refractive index n = ( 
n + 2 n )/ 3 in order to obtain the nev equation for a isotropic liquid 
.This Equation has a simple mathematic form: 

e    - n2 =   X° (10) 

If we want to use of Equation (10) to a study of dielectric properties 
of liquid we must have a evident formula of dielectric susceptibility in 
this case.In the literature [8] you can fined the motivation of relation 
between the dielectric susceptibility X and mean square dipole moment of 
molecule of medium investigated.Now we will describe a manner of obtaining 
of temperature dependence of dielectric susceptibility and mean square 
dipole moment of molecule. 
Each dipole moment of molecule .belonged to the collection of molecules , 
has a potential energy at a electric fied E.The value of this energy is 
equal.: U = - (i E cos y = -( \i . E ).In order to obtain . a value of 
polarization vector P of the polar dielec :ric we must calculate a sum of 
dipole moment projections on the direction of electric field E.To this end 
we take a sphere having singular radius ar.d calculate a number of molecules 
which directions of dipole moments are contained between angles y and y + 
Ay .As we know the thermodynamic theory gives the formula on base which 
the value of polarization vector may be calculated. 

(zEcosy 
71      k~T 

NffS e sin y cos y dy 
p = _:_»  

fiEcosy 7j    -£-^ 
J" e sin y cly 
o 

Assuming fiE/kT is equal a and cos y is uqual x we can calculate the value 
of polarization vector P in the direction of electric field E. 

P = N tx I ctg h a - 1/a ). 

This is a Langevin's formula from work [«].Taking _a principle a<l , what is 
correct because a dipole moment is very snail quantity , the ctg h a may be 
factorized on the sequence.: ctg h a = 1/a + a/3 - a2/45 ...Taking only two 

first sequences for the count we obtain the values of polarization vector P 

P = ( N p2 E )/ 3 k T = X° eo E 

hence X°= ( N //)/ 3 k T eo 
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where N is number of molecule per the unit volume of dielectric, eo - is 
dielectric constant of vacuum . k - is Boltzmann's constant. Having a 
evident formula for a dielectric susceptibility you can calculate a value 
of mean square dipole moments of molecules of different substances. In this 
work we calculated a mean square dipole moments for a four chemical 
substances. Below these results are illustrated: 

Acetone 25 °C e = 20.5 
2 

n = 2.11 d (kg/m2) = 785 
2 

H = = 4.677 D2 

Nitromethane 20 35.87 1.9 1124 5.541 

Nitrobenzene 25 35.25 2.43 1198 7.430 

Etheretylene 20 4.33 1.97 713 1.987 

CONCLUSION 

The   new   important  Equations   were  leaded  out  for   the  study   of   dielectric 
properties   of   a   axially   symmetric   and   having   optical   axis   materials   from 
the laws of Maxwell's electrodynamics. 
Obtained     Equations     may     replace     a     hitherto     existing     Equations     of 
Mossottie.Debye and an others. 
The new Equation may be use to the study of mean square dipole moments of 
low molecular weight liquid as well of liquid crystal molecules. 
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SURFACE LUMINESCENCE OF YBAPCU-,0, x 

A. A. Avdeenko, V. V. Eremenko, P. V. Zinoviev, 
N. B. Silaeva, T. V. Sukhareva, Yu. A. Tiunov, V. I. Fomin 

B. I. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics & 
Engineering of Ukrainian Academy of Sciences 

310164, Kharkov, Ukraine 

Spectroscopy of different high-T superconductors CHTSC3 

in a wide spectral region was carried out immediately after 
discovery of the phenomenon of high-T  superconductivity. 

However the number of reports on the HTSC luminescence is 
relatively small. The obtained results and especially their 
interpretations are fairly inconsistent Ce. g. (1-3H. Such 
situation with the luminescence studies of HTSC is induced 
by different facts, in particular, the extremely low 
luminescence quantum yield in the visible spectrum, 
radiation instability of HTSC crystal lattices under 
intensive light exposure and difficult interpretation of the 
spectra due to the influence of processes induced by the 
interaction of HTSC surface and environment. 

The present work is concerned with comparison of the 
luminescence spectra of single crystals and poiycrystals 
Cceramics) of HTSC YBapCuoO^_r under the excitation in a 

wide spectral region. The spectra excitation sources were a 
mercury-discharge lamp C\  = 366, 436 and 549 nm.3 and the 

fourth harmonic of a YAG laser with Nd Ck        = 265 nmJ. The 

photoluminescence was detected using a cooled 
photoelectronic multiplier FEU-79 in the photon counting or 
dc current regime with a scanning monochromator MDR-3. 
Photoluminescence spectra were not corrected for the 
spectral sensitivity of a photomultiplier.The HTSC samples 
were specified by the X-ray diffraction analysis, Raman 
spectra and noncontact measurement of T , The studied 

samples were, in fact, uniphase tin ceramics the share of 
accompanying phase of BaCuOp did not exceed 1-2%, the oxygen 

index 7-6  was equal to about 6.95 and T = 92 JO. 

Figure 1 shows the luminescence spectra of HTSC ceramics 
YBapCug0.7 -. The unpolished surface spectrum Ccurve D 

exhibit a continuum with two maxima at about 440 and 530 nm. 
After mechanical polishing of the surface by fine-grained 
diamond abrasive the luminescence spectrum transforms Ccurve 
23, the band at' Xmax = 440 nm, in fact, disappears and that 

at Xfflax = 530 nm becomes dominant and the spectral integral 

intensity appreciably increases. It should be noted that 
similar evolution of the luminescence spectrum of HTSC 
ceramics YBagCug0^_j is also observed due to irradiation of 
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the surface by powerful laser pulses [4,51, 
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spectra of ceramic 
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CD  - unpolished 
surface; 
C23 - surface after 
mechanical 
polishing. 

Fig. 2.Luminescence 

spectra of 

irBa2Cu307_£ single 

crystal at room 

temperature before 

CD and after 

C23 additional 

annealing. 

The luminescence spectra of SfBagCugG^ single crystals 

qualitatively differ from those of ceramics and excibit upon 
excitation by a mercury-discharging lamp with X.exc = 366 nm 

only one band with \ax    - 440 nm CFig.^ 2, curve 13. 

Moreover, after additional annealing at 450° C for 10 hours 
this band narrows CFig. 2, curve 2). It is significant that 
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the luminescence spectrum of a YBagCugO^ single crystal 
freshly out in high vacuum exhibits only the band at >-1Bax = 
440 nm [61. 

Comparison of the luminescence spectra of ceramic and 
single crystal HTSC samples of YBagCugO^ make it possible 
to conclude that the intrinsic HTSC emission is responsible 
only for the band at X av = 440 nm. The 530 nm band which is 
enhances due to both the mechanical and radiation [4,5] 
effect on the HTSC surface seems to be due to'-the formation 
of emission centers induced by either photodefects [51 or 
new luminescent phases [41. 

For dielectric single crystal samples of YBapCugO^...^ 
with the low oxygen concentration Co > 0.6D the intrinsic 
exciton emission band was searched which would correspond to 
the exciton absorption band Cat 2.5 - 1.9 eVO [73. However 
one failed to observe such a band at the experimental 
conditions. 

Of special interest is the luminescence of HTSC samples 
where one of the copper sites is substituted by the elements 
of transition metals. Observation of fine luminescence 
spectra of dopants Cluminescence marksD could give very 
important information about the electron excitation energy 
and charge transfer at the transition and HTSC material to 
the superconducting state. 

Our studies showed that even in the case when, according 
to the X-ray diffraction analysis, doped elements CMn, Cr3 
substituted copper, separate dopant luminescence spectra 
were not observed. We assume that this can be accounted for 
by the fact that in the place of copper substitution local 
charge transfer complexes were formed 183. Such complexes 
should have extremely broad luminescence bands. We plan to 
study their luminescence. 
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THE DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF HUMID DIATOMITES 

A. BAK, K. CHLSDOWSKA 
Physics Department, Rzeszöw Technical University, W. Pola 2, 
35-959 Rzeszow, Poland 

We have performed dielectric measurements on natural organic sedimentary 
rocks, i.e., Carpathian diatomites. The diatomites are very light and porous 
materials. Si02 is their main constituent [1]. The measurements are reported for 
two kinds of diatomites, easily and difficult for mechanical processing. For that 
reason we called first as "soft" and second as "hard" diatomite. 

Dielectric measurements are reported in the frequency range 10-3 - 104 Hz 
and time range 10-3 - 104 s for different values of the applied step voltage. 
Frequency - domain measurements were made using a Solartron Frequency 
Response Analyzer (FRA) in Royal Holloway (Egham). Time - domain 
measurements were made in our laboratory. 

-B.00 

■9.O0 

•10.00 

Fig.l. The frequency dependence of the real part of the complex capacitance at 
50% rh for different values of the 'step voltage for "soft" diatomite. 
A negative capacitance for 5 and 10 V is observed. 

Figs. 1 and 2 shown the frequency dependence real C'(<o) and imaginary 
C"(co) components of the complex capacitance for "soft" material at constant 
humidity rh = 50%. 
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Fig. 2. The frequency dependence of the imaginary part of the complex 
capacitance at 50% rh for different values of the step voltage for "soft" 
diatomite. 

Figs. 3 and 4 shown the corresponding data for "hard" diatomite, for rh = 
76%. The data in these figures show a strong dispersion of the real and imaginary 
parts of the capacitance at low frequencies. The frequency dependences of the 
both, real and   imaginary components   we   may describe by means the 

power-law[2]   C(oo)~©nH; C"(a>)~a>nH 

■ e.oo 
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Fig. 3. The frequency dependence of the real part of the complex capacitance at 
76% rh for different values of the step voltage for "hard" diatomite. 
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Fig. 4. The frequency dependence of the imaginary part of the complex 
capacitance at 76% rh for different values of the step voltage for "hard" 
diatomite. 

But nx * n2 and the slope these curves varied between -0,2 to -1,18. The ratio 
of the two components is not consistent with the Kramers - Kronig relation. That 
means strongly non-linear behaviour in the response with respect to the 
amplitude of the applied electric field. 
l.OE-3 -a ,       T   . = logI,A 
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Fig.5.The charging current for the same sample 
asinFig.l.rh = 80% 

In Fig. 1 we can see 
additional effect, namely 
negative values of 
capacitance C'(ö>) at low 
frequencies for 5 and 10 
rms amplitude. This effect 
has been observed in the 
past [3,4,5,6]. As it was 
pointed [7], the negative 
capacitance may be 
associated with time - 
domain response where it 
corresponds to a slowly 
rising current in the time 
domain under a voltage step 
excitation. 

Fig.5 shows the results 
of time - domain response: 
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charging currents for values of amplitudes V of the charging voltage step 
corresponding to values as in Fig.l. We observed a large peak of current for V - 
0,5V, and there for over range negative capacitance. The peak of current also 
appear for "hard" material. The negative capacitance is absent for "hard" 
material. It seems, must be other reasons for appearence these peaks. 
Measurements were made with painted silver paste contacts. We believe the 
silver electrodes are ion-injecting (but the reasons of this are unknown for us). 
The confirmation of the concept of ion-injecting electrodes requires of the next 
experimental studies. 
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BIOACnVE GLASS-CERAMICS 

L. Berzina 

Technical University, Riga, Latvia 

Formation of phases during glass synthesis in the system CaO-Nb205- 
P7O5 at the temperature 1400° C was determined. In the glass forming 
region the relationships between the physical properties and chemical 
composition and structure of glasses were investigated. Conditions 01 
crystallisation and products of crystallisation of glasses were established. 

Glass ceramics (GC) were obtained by powder technology, and 
extensive investigations were carried out to evaluate their properties. The 
complex evaluation of both the mechanical properties and the results olm 
vivo tests allowed to reveal the optimal glass compositions for obtaining OrC. 
In vivo studies of GC with the Ca/P ratio 0.9-1.1 and 10-15 mol% Nb205 

confirmed their biocompatibility with soft tissues in white rats. The study 01 
response reactions in the implants vicinity were carried out after 1, 2, 4, b 
and 7 months of implantation. 

To promote ions exchange between the living body and bioceramics 
(BC) implants the optimal composition of glass was modified with Na20 (up 
to 10 mol%). The highest bending strength (130 MPa by 4-point test) has the 
BC with 8 mol% Na20 (designated as 4N). A detailed study of the 
relationships between the structure and mechanical strength m dependence 
upon tfie conditions of synthesis of the BC "4N" at the temperature range 
from 600° to 1200° C was made. 

To evaluate the bioactivity of BC "4N" a cylindrical specimens (diam. 5 
mm length 5 mm) were manufactured and implanted into the tibia of 12 
rabbits After 7 months of implantation the implants were removed and 
subjected to micro X-ray analysis to detect the distribution of chemical 
elements in the interfacial zones: glass ceramic-bone, glass ceramic-bone 

callus and bone-bone callus. 
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LOW FREQUENCY ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF CHITOSAN. 

St. Boiyniec, H. Struszczyk, Institute of Chemical Fibers, Lodz,Poland 
M. Olejnik, Chair of Physics, Technical University of Rzeszöw, Poland 

A.B. Szymariski, Technical University ofRzeszow and Cracow Institute of Technology 

Abstract. 
Chitosan /poly/ 2-amino-2-deoxy-b, D-glucose/ is a polymer obtained by deacerylation 

of chitm, one of the most widespread in nature organic polymer.High water retention value 
observed for chitosan would suggest considerable ionic conductivity of this material. 

The present experiments have been undertaken to egzamine this assumption 
The sandwich type polymer samples were investigated by time-domain set up. The applied 
apparatus was capable of recording current transient fortunes ranging from 1ms up to 10 s 
for broad range of sample impedances and temperatures. The polimer has been 
investigated for different humidity content,as well as with the use of electrodes of 
different properties. 

The results of measurement will be demonstrated. 
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ELECTROMAGNETIC METHOD FOR QUALITY ESTIMATION 
OF DIALECTRIC COATING IN UNDERGROUND PIPELINES. 

A.M.Brlskln. U.M.Uchanln. 
Institute of Automatic Control Devices. 
5a. Naukova St.. Lvlv, 290601.Ukraine. 

Underground metallic structures, such as pipelines are 
exploited In conditions of immersion into electrolytic me- 
dium. For corrosion protection metallic parts of pipelines 
are insulated by dialectric coating. For this purpose or- 
ganic dialectric materials such as polyethylene are usual- 
ly used. The damages of insulating coating and coating qu- 
ality reduction lead to corrosion fracture of damaged zone 
with great pecuniary arid ecological losses til. 

That Is why the cathodlc protection was suggested as the 
complimentary means avoid the corrosion damages. The unco- 
vered metal play a part of cathode relatively to surroun- 
ding electrolyte. The protection is realized by external 
current application. The surface of uncovered metal beco- 
mes equipotential and dangerous corrosion current does not 
take place. 

The effectiveness of cathode protection is in great de- 
pendence of dialectric coating quality that is changed du- 
ring the pipeline exploiting due to the influence of me- 
chanical and chemical factors. For coating quality resto- 
ration it is nesessary to have the information about insu- 
lating coating conditions along the pipeline track: the 
Sections with damaged coating that have insufficiently 
high dialectric properties. 

The existed methods of dialectric coating testing are 
based on the protection current, the protection potential 
or the insulator resistance measurements and others. The 
majority of this methods are labour-consuming and not ef- 
ficient because the pipeline opening is needed for direct 
contact with pipe. But last years the uncontact and high 
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productive methods were developed. This methods were based 
on the measurement of\ magnetic field strength excited by 
the current that flow along the pipe.It is possible to use 
the current of protection station or to excite the current 
from separate generator that is connected with pipe. The 
cathodic protection stations are carried as biphäze recti- 
fier feeded by Installed along pipeline special line ofln- 
dustrial frequency tension. In dependence of humidity and 
acidity of soil this stations are disposed at a distance 
froi 2 to 50 kilometres. 
For obstacle avoidence connected with the influence of 

magnetic field of Earth and other hindrances the uncontact 
methods are based on alternating magnetic field measure- 
ment. For cathodic protection current measurement;;Srthe5 se- 
cond harmonic of industrial frequency ( 100-120 Hz) may be 
used. And when the separate generator as current sourse is 
used the work .frequency 1 KHz not indided with the harmo- 
nics of .industrial tension usually Is selected [23. Uncon- 
tact methodsfpripvide the pipeline current measurement, the 
leakage current and dialectric coating spesific electric 
conductivity estimation. 

For uncontact current measurement method analysis the 
electrodynamic model of pipeline as a long and thin con- 
ductor with currents Is used. The magnetic field strength 
//at the distance/ from conductor (the axis of pipeline) 
is determined by known correlation: 

and the measured current is 

But in most cases we do not have the information about 
the; burial depth of pipeline. In this case it Is suffi- 
ciently to measure the, magnetic fieMfsträngth in another 
point at the distance £,. from first point. Second measure- 
ment point must lie on the straight line connected the 
first measurement point with the pipeline axis. The magne- 
tic field components in first (/^ ) and second (/£) points 
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were determined according the correlation 

// - J      ■   U  -- 3     - 

where: 
A     - the distance " first point - pipeline axis ", 

£.+L   - the distance " second point - pipeline axis ". 
From common decision of this equation it not difficult 

to determine the pipeline current as 

>-"£& ■ 
The specific current leakage by the unit of pipeline 

length ( current gradient ) is determined by the current 
measurement along pipeline. This characteristic is in di- 
rect correlation with dialectric coating quality. Insula- 
ting pipe is one of the casing ( electrode ) of condenser. 
The second casing of condenser is the conductive medium. 
Hhen there is the potential difference we have only the 
condensive current for good insulated pipeline. This cur- 
rent do not correlate with insulating coating quality. But 
there is current leakage in the case of damaged coating 
and this component of pipeline current is connected with 
insulating coating quality. This statement is correct only 
for alternative component of pipeline current. 

The measurement of current gradient along pipeline gives 
the integral characteristic of Insulating coating conduc- 
tivity on rather lengthy parts of pipe. The dimention of 
this parts depends of the insulating coating damages deg- 
ree. The detection of local Insulating coating damages is 
difficult due to the small resolution of this method. This 
limitations were connected with apparatus and methodical 
errors.The leakage current measurement on the limited part 
of pipeline provide the possibility to decrease the influ- 
ence of this errors. The essence of this method consist in 
the measurement of magnetic field component created by pi- 
peline current in two sections along pipeline situated 
from each other at some distance ( usually 10-15 a ). In 
each section electromagnetic field is measured in two 
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<?>/ 

points at different from pipe 
The value of relative current leakage Is determined in 

accordance with the next correlation [31: 
Hz-Hi   Hi-HL- 

Hi-Hi HtHi 
where Hi and Hz are the magnetic field component in the se- 
cond section, 

The current leakage measurement combined with the measu- 
rement of pipeline potential given the possibility to de- 
termine the spesific resistance of dialectric coating. The 
limit value of the pipeline coating spesific resistance is 
normalized. Nhen measured value of spesific resistance is 
less than permissible value the remount works are required. 
The new portable device for estimation the quality of 

dialectric coating in underground pipeline Is designed.The 
special algorithm and scheme of signal processing were of- 
fered for sensitivity increasing due the industrial errors 
repression [43. 
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Cyclohexane In cylindrical silica cavity. Molecular dynamic» 

simulation 

A. Brodka 

Institute of Physics. University of Silesia, 

Unlwersytecka 4,40-007 Katowice, Poland 

Molecular dynamics of cyclohexane In cylindrical pore of 25 A diameter 

In amorphous silica is studied by computer simulation.    The solid is 

represented by an atomic model that takes Into account microscopic structure 

of the surface. A cyclohexane molecule is approximated by a rigid set of six 

Lennard-Jones interaction centres. The calculations are carried out In the 

isothermal ensemble for T*293.3 K.   A series of computer simulations Is 

performed and number of the molecules Is Increasing from 2 to 60 In the 

consecutive simulations.    This procedure mimics filling the pore with 

cyclohexane and allows one to study adsorption process.   The maximum 

number of cyclohexanes correspond to about 50% of liquid density. Initially, 

molecules are adsorbed on the silica surface and for higher densities 

cyclohexane forms second layer.   Transitional and rotational correlation 

functions  are  calculated  and discussed  in terms of  number of the 

cyclohexane molecules in the system. The mean square displacement of the 

molecules from the contact layer is analysed using solution of the diffusion 

equation. 
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GLASS-CERAMICS GRADIENT 
COATINGS FOR BIOMEDICAL APPLICATIONS 

R. Cimdins 

Technical University, Riga, Latvia 

The main requirements to implant materials are the biocompatibility 
and long-term stability' in the physiological environment of living body. 
Metal implants partially comply with these requirements, however their 
surface is not bioactive and it is an obstacle of bonding with living tissues. 
Therefore there is a significant interest in the use of hydroxyapatite (HAp) 
coated metal implants which accelerate the rate of bonding with bone tissues 
and act as a barrier between the body and metal implants. 

To ensure sufficient bonding strength and long term stability of a 
plasma-sprayed HAp-coating on metal implant the two layers coating 
method is proposed. At the first stage the metal implant is. coated with dense 

20-30 urn thick phosphate glass layer. After this,either all or particular areas 
of the surface are coated with HAp by plasma spraying. 

Testing of the bond strength between the coatings and implants were 
performed on experimental specimens according to standard DIN 50160. 
The bonding strength between the HAp coating and the intermediate glass 
coating is 35-45 MPa which exceeds the bond strength between HAp coating 
and titanium about 10 times. The bond strength between titanium and glass 
coating is 50-60 MPa. 

To evaluate the biocompatibility and bioactivity of coatings obtained 
the titanium specimens as cylinders (5 mm length, 5 mm diameter) were 
prepared. 6 specimens were coated with two-layers coating, other 6 were 
coated only with glass. All specimens were implanted for 3 months into the 
rabbits tibia. Testing of the bonding strength between the bone tissues and 
implants was performed by push-out method.* 
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Electric Properties of Water Tree - 
3-D Computer Model 

Tadeusz Czaszejko 
Department of Electrical and Computer Systems Engineering 

Monash University, Caulfield Campus 
PO Box 197, Caulfield East, Melbourne 

Victoria 3145, Australia. 

ABSTRACT 

A computer model simulating electric proper- 
ties of water trees in 3-d has been developed. 
Tree-like patterns of various sizes, grown from 
a needle electrode, were generated by a random 
walk process. The simulation' was performed on 
3-d regular grid of electric impedances. The rate 
of change of current to the ground versus the 
size of the tree pattern was examined. This was 
compared with the experimental results of J.D. 
Cross and J. Y. Koo [2J. The computer model 
shows that if water has sufficient conductivity, 
water in a water tree cluster is contained in a 
dispersed form. Water tree channels may be in- 
terconnected only if conductivity of water in wa- 
ter tree is not greater than that of distilled water 
(10-4 S/m). 

INTRODUCTION 

There are computer stochastic models that sim- 
ulate tree-like, branched, fractal patterns, such 
as those often seen in a breakdown of solid, 
liquid or gaseous dielectrics, developed several 
years ago [7, 8, 6, 9]. Fractal properties of elec- 
tric tree patterns in polymeric materials were 
also studied [1, 4, 5] and compared with com- 
puter generated models [1, 5]. These studies 
concluded that there is generally a good agree- 
ment between the fractal properties of experi- 
mentaly generated electric trees and their com- 
puter generated counterparts. 

Successful reproduction of electric tree pat- 
terns in computer simulations has not led, so 
far, to modelling of electric properties of insula- 
tion affected by treeing. The presence of electric 
discharges in the tree channels makes the task 
of modeling of electrical treeing in a dielectric 
material rather difficult. 

Water treeing does not present this difficulty. 
An insulation area affected by water treeing 
may be seen as a mixture of three components: 
(1) dielectric material, (2) water and (3) un- 
filled voids. Water and unfilled voids are con- 
tained in interconnected water tree channels or, 
as argued in [2], they may be seen as a clus- 
ter of dispersed micro-voids filled with water. 
By assigning appropriate dielectric properties 
(conductivity and dielectric constant) to all re- 
gions of dielectric, it may be possible to re- 
produce the electric properties of such an ob- 
ject. The behaviour of such a model could then 
be compared with electrical measurements re- 
ported in [2]. The results of this approach in 
a two-dimensional model may be found in (31. 
This work presents a three-dimensional model 
of water tree. 

COMPUTER MODEL 

The Dielectric Breakdown Model introduced 
by Niemeyer, Pietronero and Wiesman [7, 8] re- 
lates the probability of growth of the discharge 
pattern to a local electric potential satisfying 
Laplace's equation V2<p = 0. The model is 
formulated on a 2-dimensional square lattice, 
and the Laplacian operator, V2, is discretized. 
Then, the discrete Laplace equation is solved 
repeatedly for every step of growth. Therefore, 
a large system of linear algebraic equations have 
to be solved many times over which results with 
excessive computation time. Even more so if the 
model is 3-dimensional. 

Alternatively, a Diffusion Limited Aggrega- 
tion (DLA) model may be used to generate pat- 
terns which are statistically identical to those 
generated by the Dielectric Breakdown Model 
[8, 6, 5, 10]. The DLA patterns are generated 
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through a random walk process, and therefore, 
require very little computation. 

In the proposed model, the water tree" pat- 
tern is. generated through a random walk on a 
3-dimensional, cubic lattice of points. The top 
surface of the lattice, together with a pyramid 
depression (a needle electrode), represents the 
high potential electrode. The tip of the needle 
electrode is placed at the centre of the cube. 
The angle at the tip is 30°. The bottom sur- 
face of the cube represents the ground electrode. 
Random seeds are placed around the tip of the 
needle electrode on a length equal to 10% of the 
total length of the needle. 

A random walking particle is released from a 
random location on a sphere centered at the tip 
of the needle electrode. The particle undergoes 
a random walk, jumping one lattice unit, choos- 
ing direction randomly, until at least one of the 
neighbour sites represents a seed point placed 
on the electrode, or already belongs to the ag- 
gregate. Then, the link is made between the 
random walker and such a neighbour to extend 
a branch of the tree. This procedure is repeated 
Until the tree reaches the desired size. 

The links between the grid points, established 
by random walker, form a lattice of cellular ad- 
mittances. Each admittance represents a paral- 
lel combination of a local, cellular conductance 
and, susceptance. The value of the cellular con- 
ductance and susceptance depends on the local 
conductivity and permittivity, The conductiv- 
ity of cells representing polyethylene and empty 
voids was set to.zero. The conductivity in a cell 
representing a section of a branch of water tree 
was set between that of pure water (10~? S/m) 
and sea water (4 S/m). The relative permittiv- 
ity was set at 2.2, 80.0 and 1.0 for polyethylene, 
water and empty voids respectively. 

The development of water trees in such a net- 
work is represented by a change of admittance 
at the location of water tree branches. The 
admittance of a section of a branch may take 
the value of the admittance of a water cell, if 
the section is filled with water, or the value of 
admittance of an empty void cell for an un- 
filled section. The percentage of unfilled sec- 
tions could be varied and their location was cho- 
sen randomly. If water tree channels are inter- 
connected the percentage of unfilled sections is 
zero. The larger the number of unfilled voids, 
the more dispersed is water contained within 
the tree. 

Figure 1: Computer simulated tree containing 
1500 branches. 

If the growth of water tree produces a change 
in the electric field within the insulation, the to- 
tal flux to the ground electrode will change as 
reported in [2]. In the proposed model, changes 
in the electric properties of the network result- 
ing from the development of water tree are re- 
flected in the change of the total current to: 
ground electrode. 

In order to determine the changes in the cur- 
rent, potentials at all nodes of the network have 
to be calculated. The iterative (over-relaxation) 
method was used to solve' a system of alge- 
braic equations resulting from Kirchhoff s cur- 
rent low. 

Vio,* = 

where: 
(1) 

Vjjjt - potential at location (ij,k); 

Yu,k = Ykj,k +-YriJill + Yhjj, + 
YUj.k + Ydi,ilk + Yuij,k 

- self-admittance of the node (i.j.k); 

Yl, Yr, Yb, Yf, Yu, Yd - admit- 
tances to the left, right, back, forth, 
up and down of the node (i.j.k). 
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Figure 2: Relative change of ground current as 
a funtion of water tree length and conductivity 
of water. 

The total current was calculated as a sum of 
currents entering the ground electrode from the 
nodes located directly above: 

hot - ^2 V<J.K-i ^ui,3,K-l (2) 

vhere: 

n - number of nodes to the left and 
right from ! tiP; 

Vi j K-i - potential at the node (i.j.K- 

i)';' 

Ydij^K-i ~ admittance linking node 
(ij,K-l) and ground electrode; 

K - height of the lattice. 

RESULTS 

Computations were performed on a 100 x 100 x 
100 lattice, on which water trees containing up 
to 1500 branches were grown. This represented 
the length of up to 50% of the gap' between the 
tip of the needle and ground electrode. An ex- 
ample of such water tree pattern is shown in 
Fig. 1. 

  SIMULATION WITH METAL SPHERES 

 SIMULATION WITH M. SPHERES 

o   EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOB 

VMTER-TREES 

RATIO SPHERE RADIUS /C&P SPACING 

Figure 3: Voltage on. measuring electrode as a 
function of water tree radius. 

Computations of the ground electrode cur- 
rent were repeated four times', each time for dif- 
ferent set of random numbers, and the average 
values were calculated. The relative change of 
the current for various sizes of water trees and 
for two different values of conductivity'of water 
is shown in Fig; 2. -' 

■There was a negligible difference in current if 
the conductivity of water was increased above 
10~4 S/m, which corresponds with the range 
of conductivities from that «of water with small 
ionic-content, e.g. tap water, up to that of see 
water (4 S/m). 

Fig. 2 shows that if: water tree branches con- 
tain water of low; conductivity (10~6 S/m), the 
relative change öf~,current caused by water tree 
growth is similar to that obtained experimen- 
tally- irr [2] and shown in Fig. 3. If water has 
conductivity of 10~4.S/m or higher, the relative 
change of current is similar to that obtained in 
[2] in the experiment with a conducting sphere. 

. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The results obtained from the computer 
model show that if water tree is to have in- 
terconnected channels, the conductivity of wa- 
ter contained in these channels should not ex- 
ceed that of distilled water (10~6 S/m). It has' 
been known, however, that regions of polyethy- 
lene affected by water treeing contain traces of 
salts. It is most likely, therefore, • that these 
salts dissolved in water increase the conductiv- 
ity, of water above the value of 10"6 S/m. This, 
in turn, should cause larger relative changes of 
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. current than those obtained experimentally in 
'[2]. Consequently, water tree channel cannot 
be fully filled with water. Water tree branches 
filled with water have to be separated by hol- 
low channels, if channels are interconnected, or 
sepaprated from each other by the dielectric. 
The two-dimensional model in [3] shows that 
at least 30% of water tree channels must be un- 
filled if water tree branches are interconnected. 

[9] Satpathy. S., "Dielectric' Breakdown in 
Three Dimensions*',' Fractals in Physics, 
Elsevier Science Publishers B.V., 1986, pp 
173-176. 

[10] Vicsek T., "Fractal Growth Phenomena", 
World Scientific, 1992. 
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UNIVERSALITY OF AC CONDUCTION AT LOW TEMPERATURES 

J.Dyre 

Institute of Math, and Physics, IMUFA University ofRoskMe 
Rosküde, Denmark 

This paper reports the results of extensive computer simulations in two and three 
dimensions of AC conduction in thermally activated systems at low temperatures. Two 
models have been studied, the "macroscopic" model "1" and the standard symmetric hopping 
model "2". For both models it is assumed that the conductivity resp. jump rates are thermally 
activated with an activation energy that varies randomly according to some probability 
distribution. For both models it was found that the AC conductivity at low temperatures, 
except for a trivial scaling, becomes completely independent of the activation energy 
probability distribution. This phenomenon is referred to as "universality". The universality 
is predicted from the approximate analytical treatment offered by the effective medium 
approximation (EMA), and the EMA prediction is also quantitatively very good. 

[1].  J. C. Dyre, Phys. Rev. B 48, 12511 (1993). 
[2.]. J. C. Dyre, Phys. Rev. B 49,11709 (1994). 
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THE USE OF TDDS FOR STRUCTURAL AND DYNAMIC 
INVESTIGATIONS OF PROTEIN MOLECULES IN SOLUTIONS^ 

I.V.Ermolina, LN.Ivoybv, A.G.Krushe\nitsky, V.D.Fedotov 

Kazan Institute of Biology Russian Academy of Sciences. 

The results of polarization and relaxation investigations of aqueous protein 
solutions by the time doniairi dielectric spectroscopy (TDDS) are presented. The dipole 
correlation function (DCF) of myoglobin söluüöäs in the wide range of concentrations 
from 0.2% to 64% nave been obtained. The analysis of FDC has shown that within 
the experimental frequency range 500 KHz - 1 GHz the samples has a few relaxation 
processes. The total polarization amplitude reflects the behaviour of only protein molecules 
and doesn't carry any information about solvent. This polarization is created by 
the orientation tumbling of protein molecules possessing the large dipole mojnent and by 
the internal motions of various protein part - polar and charged anunoacid residues. 
Thus;i: the mechanizm of polarization is diffusional tumbling of fluctuated protein dipole and 
is well described by the Onsager-Oncley model. In the common case DCF may be 
decomposed to three components "1" with different correlation times. Their relative 
amplitudes depend on protein concentration in solution. Particulary, at concentration 
< 6% the amplitude of the slowest process become so small that we can't registrate 
this prosess and DCF become two-components. Two shortest components are 
conventionally attributed to the internal motion and Brownian tumbling as a whole. 
The third component has the correlation time depending on concentration and 
approximately 5-10 times longer than that of the Brownian tumbling. The analogious 
results were obtained when analising the correlation function obtained by 
the nonselective proton NMR-relaxation method "2". Thus, a complex shape of DCF 
unambiguously indicates that the Brownian tumbling of a protein in solution is 
anisotropic. Otherwise, for a separate molecule it is difficult to suggest any relaxation 
mechanism with time less than the Brownian tumbling. Our experiments have shown 
that the correlation time and relative amplitude of the longest component are different 
for different proteins and sensitive to pH of a protein solution. To explain the origin of this 
component we have advanced the model of the protein motion in solution that takes 
into account interprotein electrostatic interactions. Each dipole moment of the protein 
molecule in solution experiences electrostatic torques from the electric charges and dipoles 
of neghboring proteins. This gives rise to the anisotropy of the protein Brownian 
rotation and residual correlation which is dependent on the strength of interprotein 
electrostatic interactions. But as it follows from the experiment the DCF decays to zero. 
The time of this slow process is equal to the life time of the Brownian tumbling 
anisotropy and probably is defined by the protein translational diffusion. 

To analyse    the microdynamical    parameters    behaviour according    with 
the presented model we have calculated the Brownian dynamics for a single dipole in 
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the constant lectric field and for a set of dipoles placed as a cubic lattice. Furthermore 
the results of the viscosity measurements in wide concentration range were used. 
Ourestimations do hot contradict to the presented model which takes into account 
the electrostatic interactions of macromolecules. Thus, on the basis of the investigations 
described above one may conclude that for the protein solutions with concentration about 
a few percentage (particularly, for myoglobin < 6%) the interprotein interactions may 
be neglected. As for the TDDS method such solutions are diluted. DCF has 
the simplest shape, that is why its analysis becames more easier. Therefore the use of 
the small protein concentration solutions is optimal just for the investigation of protein 
molecules under various conditions. As an example, the results of temperature 
denaturation investigation of 2% solution ofbovine pancreatic ribonuclease A (RNase A) 
at pH 2.7 in range 10-95 degree C are presented here. Several temperature intervals 
characterizing the native state, compactdenaturated state and denaturated state of 
RNase A have been observed, .hese results agree well well with the data obtained by 
nonselective proton NMR relaxation in our laboratory and by other methods presented in 
literature. 

[1] I.V.Ermolina, A.G.Krushelnitsky, I.V.Ivoylov, Yu.D.Feldman, V.D.Fedotov 
Appl.Magn.Res., 5, 265-283,1993 
[2] A.G.Krushelnitsky, V.D.Fedotov, J. Biomol. Struc. & Dynam., 11, 121-141, 1993. 
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ON THE POSSIBILITIES OP THE THERMAL-NOISE STATISTICAL 

ANALYSIS IN EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OP DIELECTRICS 
AND OTHER DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS 

V.'A.Goncharov 

Zavoisky Institute o'f Physios and Technology, 

. Sibirsky trakt .10/7. Kazan '420029,. Tatarstan, Russia. 

■■■ As distinct .from well-known "active" Cffrequency- • and ti- 

me-domain) methods of dielectric measurements, the fluctua- 

tion ones, based on the statistical analysis of the own 

electrical thermal noise-of a sample .under test, do.not im- 

ply any probing signal "to be used. A fundamental peculiari- 

ty of the fluctuation measurements is that, in praotioe, 

they produce no disturbance ' of studied system's thermal 

equilibrium. So, the fluctuation methods turn out to be ir- 

replaceable when studiyng media with strong non-linearity 

with respect to the electrio field, for instance,ferroele- 
otrics (including ferroeleotric liquid crystals),-eleotro- 

lytes (particularly, Tsiopolymer solutions), or substanoes 

in the vioinity of phase transitions [1 and refs therein]. 

These methods were for a long time considered just as com- 

plementary techniques, for the thermal noise two-sided spe- 

otral density is a real function containing no phase infor- 

mation. However, it has been shown in [ 1,2] ..that, potenti- 

ally, the fluctuation measurements allow one to obtain oom- 

plele information -oh the dynamical properties of studied 

dieleotrios, being no less informative .than the -"active" 

methods. Actually, the Nyquist formula [33. 

■■ .&(&)■=  2 kT-ReZ(dJ) (1) 

(S (w) = /_* Kx(t)exp(-iot)dt = 2XQ Kx(t)oos(wt)dt is the 

spectral density of the fluctuation EDO1 X(t) existing ac- 

ross the terminals of a two-pole device with the complex 

impedance Z(W), lyt) = J^(l/A)xJ X(f) -X(t+f )dt' the 

autocorrelation function of X(t>, k the Boltzmann constant, 
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T the temperature), whioh is the expression of the fluctua- 

tion- dissipation theorem (at Ed) << kT ) [2] for eleotrioal 

circuits and is usually used for the thermal noise analy- 

sis, oan be written in the generalized form 

L[K_(t)3 = kT-Z(CJ) (2) 
(L[Kx(t)] = SQ Kx(t)exp(-pt)dt is the Laplaoe transform of 

K (t), p= a + iCi), a •* 0). Formula (2) is the direct expres- 

sion for the complex impedance of a two-pole device via its 

fluctuation EMP autocorrelation funotion; it oan be derived 

from (1) either with the help of Kramers-Kronig relations, 

or by a simpler way used in [1.2K 
Let us consider the simplest measuring system realizing 

the fluctuation dielectric measurements [1,2]. The system 

oonsists of: the input oircuit comprising the measuring 

cell with the studied sample,: the reference condenser, and 

the short oircuit, which can in ^turn be connected to the 

input of the fast low-noise amplifier; the correlator of 
the amplifier's output signal; and the- oomputer exeouting 

all further calculations. Let C0 be the measuring cell wor- 
king oapaoitanoe, C. the capacitance comprising the leads' 

and the amplifier's input oapacitanoes and that caused by 
the bell fringing fields, 02 a referenoe oapaoitanoe also 

comprising the leads' and amplifier's input components, and 

R1 the measuring circuit's external shunt resistance. Let 

us introduce an effective permittivity 
eer(U) = e(0)) + C/OQ +. 1/(iöR200) (3). 

where e«a)= e*(a) - ie"(os) = L(p(t)] = L{(d/dt) [e^ <j>(t) ]} 

is the complex permittivity of the sample, 0(t) its respon- 

se function, *(t) the "dipole" component of f(t), 6^= e(»), 

R~1 = C0CT/e0 + R~
1 = ^ej/eQ is the total ohmio conductance 

of the measuring circuit, eQ the permittivity of the vaou- 
um, a the sample's low-frequency oonduotivity, and a&1 a 
certain effective conductivity. Then, for the oell with the 

sample, eq.(2) takes the form 
Lf^^Ct)] = kT/[ia C0eef(«)j (4), 

and, for the referenoe condenser, 
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L[Kjef(t)J = kT/(i6) C2 + R~
1) (5), 

whence Kjef(t) = (kT/C2)exp[-t/(R102)] and K^
ef(0)=kT/C2 (6). 

In practice it is convenient to operate with functions 

^(t)- Kjef(t) -id^^Ct), f?(t)= K^P-Ct) - ld
hort(t) (7), 

where K^.ei(t) and Kjnori;(t) are the autocorrelation func- 

tions of the amplifier output signal for the oases when the 

reference condenser is connected to the amplifier input, 

and when.the input is short-circuited, K|amp(t) is that: for 

the. input terminated in the sample-filled cell. Subtracting 

K^ (t) accounts for the amplifier's own noise. In case 

of an ideal amplifier with the frequency-independent real 
gain factor H» .. ■• 
■■:./■■■ f1(t)= H

2Kjef(t).■ . and I2<t>=-H
2Kjara>(t) '     (8). 

■. Eqs (4.6,8) then give:  eef(0))= 1/{1« L[f(t)]}    (9), 

f(t) = (C0/C2){exp[-t/(R1C2)] -r   [I-(t) - f^tn/f^O)} (10). 

Laplace inversion of eqs (9.5) yields a set of relations 
for direct time-domain treatment of observables: 

4 $ef(t')f(t-t')dt' = g(t) (-11), 
where g(t) = 1 - f(t)/f(0),  $ef (t) = <Pef(t) - Pef(0), 

tf>ei(t)  is the response function corresponding to e f(<a) 

(es;f(t)=I,[fer(t)]), *e:C'(t)* *-(t)-+ <7ef/e0= *(t) + 1/(R20O), 

ero + G/CQ = (pef(0) = 1/f(0) (12). 

Since <*>(<*>) = 0, one has : <j(t) = *er("t) - 4>efC<») (13). 
Solving eq (11) numerically with respeot to <*>ef(t), ta- 

king the shunt oonduotance (eq.(l3)) into acoount, integra- 

ting 0(t) between 0 and t, and adding e found from (12), 

one obtains the sample's response function fit). Is for the 
complex permittivity of the sample, it oan either be compu- 

ted from obtained p(t), e(<a)= L[<p(t)], of-be found directly 

with the help;of eqs (9,3), R2 in (3) being determined as 
[1,2]  . : ,.  sR2 = R^s™  f2(t)dt / j£ f^tjdt. 

The funotion f(t) might be called an "inverse dieleotrio 
response funötion". In fact, one has from (9) at R? + »and 

0^0: 1/e(<3)= L[f(t)], whereas e(o>) = L[<p(t)]. So, thebasio 

relation between the electric field E and the displacement 

D in the dieleotrio, D(t) = enSf'    E(t')p(t - t')dt', oan be 
U„ —CO 
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rewritten in the form E(t) = (1/e_v)j
t D(t')(p(t - t')dt' 

where f(t) describes the time oourse of the electric field 

after the displacement has been instantaneously switohed. 

It should be noted that, for "large R2", eq.(4) gives 

K^amp(t) = (kT/C0)f(t), i.e., in this case (provided C^O) 

the autocorrelation function of the sample- filled cell's 

fluctuation EMP differs from the "inverse dielectric res- 

ponse function" of the sample only by a constant faotor. In 

more general case of C.*0 and finite R2> f(t) can be said 

to be an effective inverse response function. 

Thus, the treatment of the fluctuation dielectrio measu- 

rements data gives one the oustomary quantities (dielectric 

response function and complex permittivity); these quanti- 
ties correspond to the equilibrium state of the dielectrio, 
which is of importance when studying non-linear media. 

As far as eq.(2) holds, independent on the nature of the 
oomplex impedance Z(u) (similarly to eq.(1), see [3]), one 
can as well use eq.(2) to develop many other experimental 

methods for the investigation of different relaxation and 
resonanoe phenomena (EPR, NMR, acoustic relaxation, etc.). 

A series of results obtained by here described method 

for non-conducting liquids, liquid orystals and eleotroly- 

tes are represented in the report. Some results of thermal- 

noise studies of ferromagnetio resonanoe are also reported. 
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DYNAMICS OF WEAKLY BONDED IONS 

IN CUBIC OXIDE PYROCHLORE Cd2N5207 

B.Hilczer*, N.N.Kolpakova**, J.Wolak*, M.Wiesner*** 

Institute of Molecular Physics,-Pqlish Academy of Sciences, 

SmoluchowskLego 17, PL 60-179 Poznan, Poland 
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Institute of Physics, Adam Mickiewicz University, Grunwaldzka 6, 

PL 60-780 Poznan, Poland 

Among A^fi-j oxides of the pyrochlore family, only Cd2Nb207 and 

Cd2Nb206S exhibit ferroelectric properties as well as undergo a sequence of phase 

transitions [1]. The cubic oxide pyrochlor^ ed2Nb207 attracts attention due to ajarge 

variety of phase transitions between 4 and 500 K. Its phase diagram includes 

ferroelastic and ferroelectric states, which exist down to 4 K, with the glassy state 

appearing on their background below 18 K: 

VII VI v IV .  in j| , 

Monoclinic ? Orthorhombic     Orthorhombic       Cubic       Cubic 

C INC mm2 mmm m3m m3m 

-^-o -* ■ ■ ■—: m- » 
18 45 86 ,196 .     205 312 T (K) 

Ferroelectric Paraelectric 

Ferroelastic Paraelastic 

In ferroelectric phase of this pyrochlore, there is a maximum in e'(T) at 

T<TC=196 K which arises at frequencies lower than 1 MHz and does not correspond 

to phase transition. This maximum is originated from domain motions and reorientations 
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of ferroelectrically non-active dipoles Cd-0(7th) [2,3]. Nevertheless, mechanisms of 

low-frequency dielectric relaxation in Cd2Nb207 are not clear [2-5]. The aim of this 

study is to elucidate the nature of the dielectric relaxation between 100 and 300 K and 

to get more evidences for contribution of relaxation of ferroelastic-ferroelectric domains 

as well as of Cd-0(7th) dipoles in the pyrochlore crystal lattice. For this reason, e'(T), 

e"(T) and tg5 of single crystals of different stoichiometry were studied over a wide 

frequency range of 25 Hz to 1 MHz and a wide range of measuring ac field strengths 

of 1 V/cm to 110 V/cm for uniaxial pressure of 0<X<4 MPa. An analysis of the 

experimental data reveals that we are dealing with two Debye-type relaxation processes 

in the ferroelectric phase (Figs. 1 and 2). 

0.03 

0.02 - 

f[kHz] 

100 

0.01 

0.1 ■ 

0.0J 

T(K] 

Figure 1. tg5 vs. T and Arrhenius plot for stoichiometric Cc^NhjOy single crystal for X=0. 

For stoichiometric crystals (Cd:Nb ratio equals to 1:1) the relaxation of Cd-0(7) 

dipoles is characterized by activation energy of 0.23 eV and domain wall relaxation is 

characterized by activation energy of 0.70 eV. Uniaxial pressure applied to the crystal 

increases the activation energy of domain relaxation process. The energy also increases 

when ac field strength increases or when stoichiometry of single crystal is distorted and 
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Figure 2. Pressure-induced change in tg6 vs. T. 

the role of lattice defects becomes meaningful: activation energy of domain wall 

relaxation of crystals with distorted stoichiometry (yellow) was found to increase to 

~ 1.46 eV. As to the system of Cd-0(7th) dipoles, its activation energy is unaffected 

neither by ac field strength and uniaxial pressure nor by change in stoichiometry of 

crystal and defects in the crystal. The system of these disordered dipoles in the 

pyrochlore network is formed in paraelectric phase due to weak bonds of Cd ions and 

of the "seventh" oxygens to the (hfb06)n_-octahedra-formed network (Fig.3). These 

dipoles are originated from displacements of 02-(7th) ions relative to Cd2+ ions along 

the [lll]cub axis in spacious lattice of the pyrochlore. These dipoles are supposed to be 

also a precursor of glassy state in Cd2Nb207 below 18 K [6]. 

The cubic oxide pyrochlore Cd2Nb207 
is ^ first example of ferroelectrics in 

which ferroelectric and ferroelastic domains and a disordered dipble system exist 

simultaneously, with both of relaxation mechanisms observed down to 4 K. 
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Distances at 297 K 
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Cd-0(7) 

Nb-0 
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2.628(1) 

2.246(1) 

1.967(1) 

Figure 3. Projection of polyhedra configuration in CdjNbjO pyrochlore on the (110) plane_at 
room temperature. Insert: Coordination scalenohedron (CdOg)n- with symmetry of D3d-3m 
depressed along the [111] axis. 
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INFLUENCE OF AGEING PHENOMENA ON CHARGE 
TRANSPORT IN P-QUATERPHENYL POLYCRYSTALLINE 
THIN FILMS. 

S.Kania, J.Kondrasiuk, ALiptoski 

Technical University of Lodz, Institute of Physics, 
ul. WölczaMa 219,93-005 Lodz, Poland 

The drift mobility, the most important parameter describing the transport 
mechanism in organic solids, is the subject of extensive studies in many laboratories. 
The drift mobility in organic layers, is usually determined using the well-known time- 
of-flight method. 

The films of p-quaterphenyl were prepared by thermal vacuum evaporation at a 
pressure of the order 10-5 Torr on the glass substrates. For investigation of electrical 
and photoelectrical properties, the samples were sandwiched between gold (bottom) 
and semitransparent aluminium (top) electrodes. The thickness of the p-quaterphenyl 
layers were 18 - 22 um and were determined using the Mil - 4 interferometer 
microscope or by capacitance measurements. 

From optical investigations results, that the thermal vacuum evaporated 
p-quaterphenyl samples had polycristalline structures and the mean size of the 
crystallites was about 2-3 urn. 

The surface roughness of those layers estimated by the optical reflectometric 
method using the He-Ne laser ( X < 0,6328 um ) was small ( * < 0,2 um) [ 1 ]. 

Above mentioned p-quaterphenyl layers were aged in about 4 • 10 4 hours time 
at a room temperature, at an atmospheric pressure and at relative humidity order 70 %. 
The layers were influenced by molecules of the atmospheric oxygen ( O2) and by high 
polarity molecules of water (H2O ). 

For those samples comparative investigations were made. The structure of those 
layers remains polycrystalline, and the size of the crystallites have not been changed 
too much. If the partly recrystallisation occurs, then it is under measurable level. 
The surface roughness has not been changed either. For these p-quaterphenyl layers 
the investigations of the transient currents were carried out. Free carriers were 
generated by a short duration light pulse of a speedlamp (duration about 3 us ). 

The layers were so photosensitive, that the current impulses on the oscilloscope, 
OS -102 type, screen were observed without demanding to employ operational 
preamplifier. 

Current - time impulses both for holes as for electrons possessed characteristic 
kink point, so, it was possible to do direct determing time of flight of the carriers by 
examining the layer. Typical current impulse for holes is presented in a Fig. 1, so 
typical impulses for electrons is presented in a Fig.2. Determined mobility of holes 
field intensity dependent (from 1,1 • 10 4 V/cm to from 4 • 10 5 V/cm) is constant in 
magnitude ( 0,9 ± 0,2 ) • 10 -4 cm2/Vs. 
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Similarly it is for mobility of electrons, however, it has got a little great value 
(l,7±0,2)»10-4cm2/Vs. 

Fig. 1. Typical impulse current-time for holes in aged polycrystalline layers 
of p-quaterphenyl. Vertical axis 2 • 10 -7 A/div . Horizontal axis 
100 jis/div. Thicknes of the layer D = 18 ^m. Voltage U = 128 V. 

Fig.2. Typical impulse current-time for electrons in aged polycrystalline layers 
of p-quaterphenyl. Vertical axis 2 • 10 "7 A/div . Horizontal axis 
100 ns/div. Thicknes of the layer D = 18 um. Voltage U = 128 V. 

Values of carrier mobilities depend on field intensity for p-quaterphenyl layers 
examined at atmospheric pressure in several hours since the thermal vacuum 
evaporation [ 2 ] and for aged layers, in comparison is shown in Fig.3 . 

Hole's mobility values differ a little. Whereas it was able to evaluate electron's 
mobility after the ageing period, because the examined layers had gone to "electric 
stable" state and they were without tendency in switching from low conductivity state to 
high conductivity state, and without reversal. 

It seems that interaction^ of the molecules of oxygen O2 and steam H2O with 
the p-quaterphenyl layers are so fast, so longer ageing does not influence on carrier 
mobility. 

Then the chemisorption occurs, and then in-düfusion to interlayer space occurs, 
with that, that the process is quasi - inverse [4,5 ]. It seems to be indicated by the fact 
that the drift mobility measurements made in vacuum in order 10-5 Torr, for 
the p-quaterphenyl layers, which were in presence of molecules O2 and H2O for 
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ECVAan)-* 

Fig. 3. Dependence of the charge mobility in the p-quaterphenyl layers on 
die electric field. 
© -holes[2] 
• - holes for aged layers 
I - electrons for aged layers. 

several houres since evaporation (in standard coditions) gives values less over an order 
of magnitude (about 1 • 10 "5 cm^ATs ) [ 3 ]. 

Whereas stabilization qantity of conductivity is more probably associated with 
displacement of "misfit" dislocations and intergranular stress and stress among 
crystallite and substrate. 

Authors wish to thank Dr. W.Mycielski for his support. 
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BARRIERS TO CARRIER TRANSPORT IN DISORDERED AND HIGHLY 
NON-UNIFORMED MATERIALS 

S.D. Khanin 

GIRICOND Scientific & Research Institute, 194223, St.Petersbur& Russia 

Barriers to carrier transport determine conductivity and nonlinear properties of 
disordered and highly non-uniformed electronic materials. Carrier transport mechanisrns 
in amorphous dielectric tantalum, niobium and aluminium oxidesvand in ZnÖ- based 
polycrystallme semiconductors are studied. Combination of the researches of materials 
with different structure in the framework of one investigation is due to deep analogy in 
kinetic properties of these systems. It lies in exponential dependence of electron 
transition probabilities on barriers parameters both in amorphous and polycrystalline 
systems. 

Barriers nature and their parameters are defined in non-crystalline metal oxides with 
hopping conduction by the analysis of current-voltage characteristics, temperature-DC 
conductivity dependencies, optical absorption and low-frequency dielectric spectroscopy 
data. The-original experimental techniques, based on nonlinear and noti-equiliibrium 
effects, fare'used. Nature1 of mtef crystalline potential barriers and mechanisms of their 
deformation in DC regime in polycrystalline semiconductors are studied by means of 
thermally stimulated current spectroscopy. 

The hypothesis about barriers formation in amorphous metal oxides due to supefsmall 
polarons is verified. 

Influence of electrically active impurity defects on barriers parameters and nonlinear 
properties of studied materials are researched especially. There is hydrogen dopant 
content in amorphous metal oxide make possible to reveal barriers parameters 
dependencies on filling degree and energetic distribution of localized electronic states. 

.Theory of hopping conduction in disordered systems with potential barriers between 
localized states is developed in the works of Mott, Firsov, Efros, Bryksin, Bottger, 
Zvyagin, Emin and others. Kinetic properties of different materials including 
amorphous metal oxides [1- 7] are interpreted in the terms of this theory. But barriers 
nature is not yet clarified. Formation of small polarons was onö'of barriers nature 
hypotheses. But no reliable experimental substation was gained yet. Besides, in the 
case  of d-metal ■"' v 
(tantalum, niobium) oxides possibility of supersmall polaron formation, was'not taken 
into account. We intend to fill this gap and to reveal reversible and irreversible' barrier 
deformation in high electric fields, showing in specific current-voltage characteristics 
and oxide dielectric breakdown. 

The formulated problems are solved by means of complex of electrophysical and 
optical methods on the model samples with controlled composition and structure. They 
are: current-voltage and conductivity-temperature curves analysis in DC regime, low- 
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frequency dielectric spectroscopy, optical absorption analysis and thermally stimulated 
current spectroscopy. 

Current-voltage and conductivity-temperature curves analysis serves as necessary 
control mean of studied materials properties and as research method of barriers and of 
connected with them charge transport mechanisms. So, the hopping conductivity 
calculation on the basis of small polaron model accounting atoms thermal oscillations 
influence on resonance integral ( supersmall polarons ) predicts the existence of 
amendment in temperature conductivity dependence. It's exponent has a second item, 
equal to kT/E, where E=MCD

2
 / 4a2 (M - ion mass, CD- characteristic phonon frequency, 

k - Boltsman constant). 
In order to test the supersmall polaron existence hypothesis in amorphous dielectric 

metal oxides we carried out detailed analysis of cr (T) . Our analysis shows that at high 
temperatures the transport of charge in amorphous tantalum oxide may be vie supersmall 
polarons [4]. 

Barriers parameters dependence on filling degree of localized states and their 
energetic distribution is revealed by analyzing doping impurity effect on kinetic 
properties. Hydrogen is the impurity, determining the filling degree of localized states in 
tantalum and niobium oxides. Proton injection and transport in anodic dielectric films 
leads to partial oxide reduction and therefore to localized states filling degree increase 
[8-9]. Oxide doping is made by electrochemical method in cathode polarization regime 
of anodic film \in contact with water solution electrolyte. Amount of hydrogen is varied 
by change in this regime. Distribution and concentration of hydrogen nuclei in the film 
are controlled experimentally by nuclear methods. 

The effect of filling localized states degree on energetic barriers parameters is traced 
by current-voltage and temperature-conductivity curves analysis on the samples with 
various hydrogen content. It is shown that the electron conductivity decreases with 
doping impurity concentration while density of states maximum is crossed by Fermi 
level. So, knowing the impurity concentrations we determined the energetic localized 
states distribution from experimental data. 

Barriers caused by small polaron formation and localized states energy 
discrepancy are studied by independent on electrical measurement optical absorption 
method too [10]. This technique consists in measurement of repeatedly reflected 
irradiation from metal oxides samples. The idea of the experiments is to test the 
existence of interband optical absorption maximum. The theory predicts its energy to be 
equal to 4Ea+Ep where Ea - polaron jumps activation energy, Ep - difference between 
energy of Fermi level and localized states density maximum. Comparative analysis of 
absorption peak energy and shape for undoped and doped samples enabled us to trace 
change of localized states filling degree (energy of Fermi level) with doping impurity 
concentration. Parameters Ea and Ep were evaluated on the basis of experimental 
data complex of 
c(T) and optical absorption measurements. 

Low-frequency dielectric spectroscopy combines several techniques. The'first 
consists in the isothermal relaxation current-time curves analysis in strong electric field. 
For experimental data interpretation we used the non-stationary hopping conduction 
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theory. It is based on the supposition the jumps with decreasing probability begin to 
participate5 in 'current transport. The theory predicts the dependence ofo(t) on;critical 
jump probability Wc determiiiing the moment of infinite cluster origin. We studied the 
.^(ty^^ehce %. amorphous metal oxides at different temperatures and different 

"values.-'-oiTelecuic field'strength and reconstructed the function of Wc (E,T) from 
;  experMeital data. -' ;"' 

'The second technique consists in the analysis of hopping A.C. conductivity 
f^qU[enc7 dependence with and without D.C. bias in the voltage range where non-ohmic 
conductivity decreases with increasing field. This .effect is due Jo; change in charge 
carriers path and to electronic density redistribution. It may. be 'substantial only upon 
Condition mat &e. clyster of involved in transport localized states is sufficiently.large, i.e. 
at sufficiently low frequencies. There must exist certain boundary frequencyXD0 such 
that upon reaching it cluster of state? size becomes so small field strength to beable to 

• effect hon-statibnary conductivity. As it seen from theoretical model: dependence 
WC(E,T) can be reconstructed from experimental data onoo0(E,T). In case of strong 
electron -phonon interaction o>0 increases with temperature. Otherwise , it decreases 

'Hvjm t^perature; So, presence of strong electron-phonon interaction is judged by 
" direction ofboimd'ary frequency shift whue varying temperature. 

.Experimentally determined character of We(E,T) enabled us to make conclusion 
ähöut'polarons formation and the mechanisms of DC. field barriers deformation in 
amorphous metal oxide films. 

The third technique is directed for determining charge carries low mobility. It is 
based oh photo-memory effect experimentally discovered in amorphous tantalum Oxide: 
optical excitation of dielectric gives rise to maximum in loss tangent frequency 
dependence in infrasönic range, which increases in magnitude and shifts toward lower 
frequencies wim time. Model, which takes into account optical excitation non- 
uniformity, i.e. generation of non-equilibrium charge carriers in surface layer has been 
developed We^lämfes, effect. It was shown that (tg5max)2 is proportional to the 
width of Surface layer enriched by non-equilibrium charge carriers. So, it is possible to 
determine charge carries mobility from, the slope of linear section of the curve 
'representing;; (tgo^a^)2 ras function of time elapsed after injection of an electronic 
-packet: u(t,E) dependence restructed from experimental data • gives the direct 
information about barriers parameters and their field deformation in studied materials. 

Nonisothermal currents spectroscopy method is used for nature and parameters 
determination of electrically active defects which form barriers and show there the 
properties of elementary relaxators. Thermally stimulated short-circuit currents 
(TSSCC) analysis on the samples polarized in electric field is the main method here. 
Qualitative spectrum analysis enables us to establish defects nature and quantitative 
analysis - to determine energetical relaxators parameters. Experimental procedure 
consists in analysis of maxima parameters dependence on polarization conditions. The 
results obtained indicate dipole type of investigating relaxators [11] and agree with 
above mentioned results of hopping transport investigation in studied materials. 
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ELECTRON-LATTICE RELAXATION IN RADIATIONAL PHYSICS 

A.E.Kiv, E.P.Brltavskayä, G.D.Urum 
Pedagogical Institute after K.D.Ushinski, Odessa 
270020 Ukraine 

The  radiational   effects   in   solids   appear   as   a   result   of 
the   elastic   particle   collisions    (in   this   case   an   atom 
receives, an   energy   that   larger   then   some   critical   value1 

Ed--.- displacement! energy) or äs  a' result  of  the electron 
subsystem    excitation!   and    the   ! electron-lattice    relaxa-" 
tipn.   In   the   last   case   we   have   subthreshold   mechanisms 
of defect creation (transfered energy E > Ea) [l]. 
...;   The*';! task :comes   to   the   theoretical   investigation   of 
the  influence   of   various  types   of   localized   electron   ex- 
citations   upon    the   potential    relief   of    the    atom    dis- 
placement   and   the   consideration   of   radiationless   transi- 
tions   of   the   electron   excitation   energy   to   the   lattice. 
There    are   two   .variants    of    this"   radiationless    transi- 
tions.   Firstly,   the   relaxation   of   the   electron   subsystem-1 

excitation   results   to    thermal    effects,    which    determined 
Wie    ordinary    thermal    activation    of   atom    displacement.' 
Secondly,   the   electron   excitation  'leads   directly   to   the 
reconstruction   of   varlos   configurations   in    the   crystal 
lattice. ° 

: We are considered the mechanisms belong chiefly to 
last variant. The quantum-chemical5 modelling method was 
used in our investigations. This7 method was developed oh 
SlDM) rl!3   °f   the   tradItlonal "-«noleoulAp   dynamics   method 

In   all   cases   of   MDM   application   we   in   fact   sug- 
gested that the adiabatic approximation is satisfied, in 

>aditional calculations we are using the adiabatic po- 
tentials. But we cannot receive them by ab Inltio me- 
thod and we are obliged to use the different empirical 
data for interatomic : potentials constructing. Therefore 
it is Impossible to take into account electronic excita- 
tions In the processes of atom displacement simulation. 
In order to solve this problem we developed a modifica- 
tion of MDM which was called quantum - chemical model- 
ling of atoms configurations change. The algorithm of 
quantum-chemical modelling is 

:  x.tO), v.(0>, F.CO)   ■>   x.CO, vLM 
■ x.(t).' *   New CH .;'?;{ 
New CH   *   New (^t) ; ^       ; " 

:■-■'>■ New <Jtft)  ■-»■• AUt 

'. tj ■    ^       U(0) + -AU4'. •*■   F. tt); 
x. it), v.^), F. (t)   *   x. (2t), v. (21)   etc. 
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where: xJO), vt(0) and Ft(0) are the coordinates, velo- 
cities and forces at initial moment, 1 is the time step, 
CH are coefficients of the atom orbitals hybridization, 
AUi is the first correction to potential. As one can 
see this method includes the calculation of potential 
correction at the each step of atoms displacement. The 
algorithm described here enables one to investigate the 
displacement of atoms constantly taking into account the 
interaction of the electron and lattice subsystems. This 
method makes it possible to exceed the limits of the 
adiabatic approximation and regard the energy transition 
from electron to the lattice subsystem and vice versa. 
There are serious difficulties in this algorithm reali- 
zation connected with including In standard MDM the 
quantum-mechanical calculations. But for small clusters 
and small impurity-defect complexes in nonmetallic 
solids many problems were solved. 

In order to investigate the non-impact atom dis- 
placement process In silicon we constructed the poten- 
tial relief for the atomic displacement in the small si- 
licon cluster in given direction. A composite (quantum - 
classical) model of the diamond lattice cluster was 
used. Two inner coordination spheres (17 atoms) were 
described quantum — mechanically in two-centre approxi- 
mation. Two external spheres (31 atoms in the cluster 
altogether) were described by means of classical poten- 
tials of the Morse type. The volumetric size of the 
classical part of the cluster could be enlarged if re- 
quired. The configurations investigated were to be found 
in the "quantum nucleus" of the cluster. Boundary condi- 
tions are provided by the disslpative forces acting on 
boundary atoms of external spheres. The calculation of 
the potential relief was carried out in the following 
way. The central atom of the cluster was displaced some 
distance in the <111> direction. For this position of 
the displaced atom the relaxated coordinates are calcu- 
lated by means of the gradient method (the method of 
fastest down grade). The relaxation was effected sequen- 
tially for all groups Of equivalent bonds with iterative 
cycles: each group of equivalent bonds has its particu- 
lar step in the method of fastest down grade. According 
to quantum-chemical modelling scheme the hybrid coeffi- 
cients in the angular part of wave functions are calcu- 
lated before each subsequent relaxation step, and the 
forces determining at the given relaxation step are cal- 
culated with regard to the modified state of the elec- 
tron subsystem related to the cluster configuration of 
the preceding step. After finishing of iterative cycles 
for the first displaced position of central atom this 
atom   displaced   to   another   position.   Two   conclusions   are 
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arised from these calculations: the existence of two 
coupled semi-yaeancles in silicon and the - possibility of 
their dissociation to separated Frenkel paiFs under the 
small thermal fluctuations. Therefore it was established 
that the new types of defect configurations exist in 
diamond-like crystals. Above described semi-vacancies 
represent so called orientional defects. The bonds 
around the orlentational defects are in strained state. 
In fact these bonds can be considered as excited. This 
is a reason for a particular states of crystals charac- 
terized by long time relaxation to equilibrium parame- 
ters. These crystal states play an essential role in the 
natural deterioration of electronic devises [33. There 
are some other metastable defect configurations which 
appear as a result of subthreshold shock mechanism of 
radiation defect creation. 
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DIELECTRIC AND OPTICAL SPECTROSCOPY 
STUDIES OF THE FERROELECTRIC LC MIXTURES 

.'■ A. Kocot :'    "". 
Institute of Physics. University of Silesia, 

Uniwereytecka 4,40-007 Katowice, Poland | 

The dielectric, electro-optical, tilt angle and spontaneous polarisation measure- 

ments arc reported for BDH ferroeieclric mixtures SCE13, SCE8 and ZU 3654. 

Analysis of the data has been carried out in the framework, of the generalised Undau 

model [I]. Temperature variations of the tilt angle and the polarisation are fitted with 

the power low and power coefficients are found to >c consistent with the Landau 

model. Dielectric measurements have been done in the frequency range 5 Hz - J3 

MHx in SmC* ftnd SmA phases. Two collective director relaxation modes have been 

observed. By superimposing dc bias, soft mode contribution can be separated in SmC* 

phase. Both frequency and reciprocal dielectric strength of the soft mode show critical 

slowing down behaviour in the vicinity of HID SmA -SmC* transition. Using dynamic 

equations of the Landau model, rotational viscosities of the Goldstone mode, soft 

mode and the elastic modulus have been found. From relations governing the 

behaviour of the tilt, spontaneous polarisation and the helical pitch, almost all 

important material parameters have been estimated. A simple model of the ferroelectric 

switching has been used [2] to analyse the dielectric and the optical response. Different 

director profiles have been considered for explaining the experimental spectra. 

[1] T.Carlsson, B.Zcks, C Jffipfc and A.Levstic, Phys. Rev. A. 42, 877 (1990) 

[2] A.Kocot, R.Wr»likt J.K.Vij and R.Zentcl, J.Appl.Phys.,75,728 (1994). 
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SUPERCAPACITORS WITH POLYANILINE ELECTRODES. 

I.L.Kogan,  G.V.Gedrovich,  M. I.Rudacova,  L.S.Fokeeva 

Institute of Chemical Physics, Chernogolovka, Moscow Region, 
142432, Russian Federation. 

The possibility o-f using double layer capacity in the field o-f 
electrode ideal polarization for the supercapacitors design is well 
known,    devices     with    carbon     black   electrodes   being    studied    most 
SI.,M3T 

V *lli Be!ides 5everal Publications C2-63 devoted to 
elucidation of the conducting polymer polyaniline - electrolyte capacity 
were published. So it became interesting to imply polyaniline instead of 
or together with carbon black in double layer capacitor. This problem 
looks very attractive a-Jso owing to high corrosion stability, low 
annroIrh-Y0^'^! °f. resistivity and variety of technological 
approaches to electrode -formation characteristic of this polymer. This 
work presents main properties of laboratory samples of supercapacitor 
composed from pressed or paste polyaniline electrodes. 

The battery of the consequently connected 10 elements (fig.l) each 
of them composed from two polyaniline electrodes, polypropylene 
separator wetted   with 38X    sulfuric acid    was used    due to   low voitagj 
J'JZrlL lndlvldua[.«»nponent, with current collectors being made from 
glasscarbon or graphite. 

f 

\T\AAA 

77777 
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\ 

Fig.l. Construct! on of the supercapacitor. 1- 
2-insulator, 3 -current collector, 4-polyani 
5-separator,  6-plastic ring,  7-rubber ring. 

•body, 
line, 
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For the capacity to increase composite electrode from polyaniline 
and carbon black were used. Capacity - carbon black content relations 
de-fined per complete mass of electrode and polyaniline introduced in the 
individual element (fig.2) surprisingly have two maxima at 20% and 50X. 
Simple calculations based on the assumption that repeating unit consist 
■from the two rings and hydrosulfate counter ion lead to conclusion that 
in course of charge of: the paste electrode (507. carbon black content). .1 
electron is accumulated per 5 repeating unit. 

Fig.2.Capacity vs carbon black content in electrode, 
per full mass of electrodes,2-per polyaniline 

1-Calculated 

Charge-discharge.characteristic of the supercapacitor (with 207. 
carbon black content, electrodes) Is depicted on the fig.3. Some 
deviation from the linearity probabiy caused by the side ox-red 
reactions of the polyaniline. 

Table 1 contains main characteristics of the two supercapacitors 
with pressed and paste electrodes of the same composition. 

TABLE 1. 

Characteristic Battery from the  Battery from the 
pressed electrodes paste electrodes 

Diameter (cm) 2.5 '2 5 

Volume (cm3) 20.1 20.1 

Voltage (V) 4.5 - 5.0 

Capacity .(F) 2.5 3.i. . 
Resistivity (50ru) 2.7 3.4 
Specific capacity (Fern-3 )  0.13 0.15 
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Fig.3 Charge - discharge characteristics at constant current 40mA 
of the capacitive element with identical electrodes of composition 80X 
polyaniline i  20% carbon black. 
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Fig.4. Temperature dependencies of the resistivity (1) and 
capacity <2) • of the battery of super capacitors with paste electrodes of 
composition SOX polyaniline : 20X carbon black 
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These results show that device with paste electrodes has some more 
preferable properties in comparison with one composed from pressed 
plates. Temperature behavior of the capacity and resistivity defined at 
50 Hz is presented Dn the fig.4. It remains to note that 1000 charge - 
discharge cycles led not to essential increase of the resistivity of the 
capacitor under  investigation. 
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THERMALLY STIMULATED DEPÖLÄRISATION CURRENTS IN 
POLY (EPOXYPROPYLCARBAZOLE) LAYERS 

F. Kuliesius, P: K. Mackus 
Faculty of Physics, Vilnius University, Vilnius, Lithuania 

Thennaly Stimulated Depolarisation Currents (TSDC) in poly 
(epoxypropylcarbazole) (PEPCa) layers has been performed as complementary 
investigation beside dielectricalspectrbscbpy (OlÖÖÖÖl -100 000 Hz). Conventional TSDC 
as well as thermal sampling of PEPQahave been investigated in the temperature range 
100 - 350 K. Close relationship between TSDC and isothermal depolarisation current has 
been observed. Linear dependence of released charge upon polarisation time and poling 
electric field strength as well as insensitivity to polarity Of applied electrical field and 
sample thickness have been established, what testifiesthatdipole orientational processes 
occurs in the studied region. The thermal activation energies of relaxations have been 
measured by means of partial heating. The ffienhallystinliülated depolarisation current 
spectra have been analysed in terms of a continuous relaxation time spectrum. 
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NONLINEAR DIELECTRIC STUDIES OF 

4-n-HEPTYLOXY-4'-CYANOBIPHENYL - BENZENE 

SOLUTIONS 

Jerzy Malecki and Jadwiga Nowak 

Institute of Molecular Physics, Polish Academy of Sciences, Smoluchowskiego 17 

PL 60-179 Poznan, Poland 

Nonlinear Dielectric Effect (NDE) is a strong method applied for get an information 

on intermolecular interactions in liquid solutions [1-9]. The nonlinear dielectric effect 

refers to a nonlinear dependence of electric polarization on electric field strength [8]. This 

nonhnearity shows a negative deviation assigned to orientational saturation of polarization 

(Langevineeffect) and a positive deviation occurring only in these systems in which the 

inter- or intramolecular equilibria take place (chemical effect). Electric field favours, in 

energy sense, the polar products of reaction that leads to an increase of the total system 

polarization. 

In practice, the NDE studies resolve themselves to measurements of change in 

electric permittivity (Ae) caused by electric field E. Due to quadratic dependence of Ae 

on electric field strength the material coefficient Ae/£2 is a quantitative measure of the 

NDE. It should be noted that both Langevine and chemical effects have a specific inertia 

which makes possible dynamical study of the kinetics of fast chemical reactions [1,2]. 

The results of measurements of the dielectric permittivity (e) and its change (Ae) 

under strong, external electric field (E) has been applied to study of molecular interactions 

and pretransitional effects in solutions of 4-n-heptyloxy-4'-cyanobiphenyl (7-CB) in 

benzene. All measurements were performed in the equilibrium state (static measurements). 

The dependences of material coefficient Ae/E2 on concentration of 7-CB in benzene are 

shown in Figure 1. Within the whole range of concentrations we observed the effects stron- 

gly depending on concentration. It means that a strong molecular association takes place. 

A very rapid decrease of Ae/£2 observed for lower temperatures at certain concentrations 

suggests formation of long, linear associates with high dipole moments. 

The temperature dependences of NDE for pure 7-CB and its highly concentrated 

solutions in benzene are shown in Figure 2. The critical increase of the effect when ap-' 
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proaching to phase transition temperature 

between isotropic liquid and nematic phase is 

undoubtedly seen. In the pretransitional region 

the effect obeys the critiöai relation [6,10,11]: 
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benzene while Af is of the order of 1°C. These 

observations' Are in good agreement with the literature data [6,12,13]. In all theoretical 

models [13-17] the critical fluctuations are 

assumed to be responsible for the observed 

critical   behaviour   of  nonlinear  dielectric 

phenomenon. 

This critical behaviour exists only for   50 

highly concentrated solutions, ile. above 0.9 mf. 

In not so concentrated solutions the nematic 

phase does not exist. Instead, the isotropic 

liquid-solid phase transition is observed. In this 

range of concentrations of 7-CB in benzene the 

experimental results can be interpreted as- 
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BAND-LIKE R-£-HOPPING TRANSPORT IN THIN LAYERS. 
THE BOTTGER-BRYKSIN APPROACH. 

G. Mancini, J. Rybicki and M. Chybicki .,..-., 
Istituto di Matematica e Fisica, Universita' di pamerino, Camerino (MC), Italia 

1. Introduction. 

' The Bottger-Bryksin model of Marcovian Hopping transport (Bottger and Brykjsin ,1985) applies to 
'the'elecfriefields of arbitrary strength, arbitrary value of the coupling parameter between electrons and 
phöftöilsVarid to any random spatial and energetic distributions off he .hopping centres. Thus, itris 
enough general to cover r- and r-£-hopping casesl, both of tiieth in the limits of a strong and a weak 
electron-phonon coupling (small polaron transport, and band-like transport, respectively). As far as 
amorphous systems are concerned, the practical application of the model permits, however, only a purely 
numerical treatment. The calculation of the current-field characteristic for a simulation box containing 
N random hopping centres requires the solution of the system ofN simultaneous non-linear algebraic 
equations at each value of the field. Despite this difficulty, for a strong electron-phonon interaction in 
thfc cases of r- and r-£-hopping, and for r-hopping in the case of 3-weÄ electron-phonon interaction, 
rather:reliable current-field,; and conductivity-field characteristics caribe' obtained(Mancini etal 1993, 
Rybjcki et al. 1994); where ^sample of 500 random hoppittg'&htre^sufBces tö get the curves not 
depending qualitatively on the randomness1 in the centre gen^fäflöii:' Particular numerical problems are 
foundjtjo/üy during, simulations :fqr r-^-hopping transport in ; the limit of weak electrön-phonon 
interaction. The characteristics are extremely sensitive to the randöni' distribution of the centres in space, 
and inenergy. For larger numbers of the centres in the simulation box-"(N of order of lO-*), the problems 
with the algorithm stability are found, and the precision fälFs'ät5 fairly low fields. Numerically correct 
curves can be obtained for simulation boxes containing only 100-200 centres. For such a small sample, it 
is difficult to arrive to any well established results about physical properties of macroscopic samples in a 
wide range of electric fields, and degrees of macroscopic non-uniformity in spatial centres distribution (a 
strong dependence of the results on random distribution of centres, and thus a very poor results 
repeatability for higher fields). However, in a rather limited range of electric fields (up to E1 * 0.01, E' = 
eE/2kTa, where e is the elementary charge, E - the electric field, a - the reciprocal Bohr radius of the 
centres, k - the Boltzmann'constant, T - the temperature; for typical values of parameters E' -.0.01 
corresponds to E » 104 V/m), and for not too non-uniform macroscopic spatial distributions of the 
hopping centres, the results'are qualitatively independent on the initial random generation of the centres 
positions and energies, and thus some at least qualitative conclusion can be drawn out. 

2. Simulation results. 

We have performed our calculations of the current-field characteristics for random systems containing 
N = 100, and N = 500 hopping centres in a cubic simulation box (for the basic equations and the 
description of the solution.algorithrri see Botfger and Bryksin 1985, 'pp 236-243, and Bottger and 
Wegener 1984). The centres energies were taken from normal Gaussian distributions of standard 
deviations eg in the range 3kT - 12kT. We used an exponential spatial dependence of the average 
density Nn(x) of hopping centres, where x is the distance measured from one of the electrodes (0 < x < 
L, L - the layer thickness). In particular Nn(x) = N0 S(x), S(x) = exp(-x/D), where D is a characteristic 
length of the site concentration decay. The range of the non-uniformity parameter L/D was 0.0 - 2.5 for 
N = 500, and 0.0 -1.5 for N = 100. The parameters common to all simulations are: the average electron 
concentration n = 0.5, and the system dilution al/\/113 = 15 (fi = N/n, Q - the volume of the simulation 
box). For each set of the input parameters the calculations were repeated for several random initial 
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generations of the centres within the simulation box. In the figures below we show thus only exemplary, 
but typical curves. 

Fig.l shows the current - field characteristics for various widths crj of energetic distribution of the 
centres (curves a,b,c), and various values of the macroscopic non-uniformity parameter L/D (figures A, 
B, C). In all the cases the current increases on increasing field. Such a behaviour is quite different from 
the results obtained for r-hopping. In the latter case the current decreases monotonously with increasing 
field, reaching a low saturation value at higher fields, much higher than shown in Fig.l (cf. Rybicki et 
al, this conference). 

Fig.2 shows the characteristics of Figs 1A, and 1C, normalised to the current values at a very low field, 
E' = 0.0001 (curves a,b,c). The approximately linear increase of the currents in the r-£-hopping regime 
on increasing field is evident. For comparison, the characteristics obtained for r-hopping transport are 
added (curves d in Fig. 2). As it is seen, in the considered field range the r-hopping currents remain 
almost constant, decreasing slightly on increasing field (by few percent). Such a behaviour can be 
explained by the field dependence of the symmetrized transition probability W,^ between the centres. 
The latter in the limit weak electron-phonon coupling (band-like transport) reads (Bottger and Bryksin 
1985,p.238): 

^rf^^|sirih|KrfJ^/2]",;eq);(-2ar|RrfJ),     V 

where | 'Rmm< | is the distance between the m-th and m'-th hopping site, Vm>m = Vm' - Vm, Vm = Sm+ 
eum , Sm - the energy of the m-th site, um - potential of the external field E at the point Rm , ß = kT, 
and the prefactor W0 depends only weakly on the external electric field E, as well on the site position 
Rm and energy £m. Without any energetic disorder of hopping centres (r-hopping), the transition 
probability decreases simply on increasing field as l/sinh[e|um-um'|p/2], and the numerically Calculated 
currents (curves d in Fig.2) are monotonously decreasing functions of E. In such a case only the nearest- 
neighbour hops are effective. The presence of the energetic disorder allows for the variable-range 
hopping, which promotes the carrier transport effectively. 
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Fig.l. The current-field characteristics for r-£-hopping in a limit of weak electron-phonon 
interaction. Fig. A - L/D = 0.0; Fig. B - L/D = 0.75; Fig. C - L/D = 1.5; curves a - as = 3kT; 
curves b - ag = 6kT; ag = 12kT. Number of centres in the simulation box N = 100. 
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Fig.2. The;characteristics of Fig. 1A (Fig. 2A), and of Fig. IC (Fig. 2B), normalised to the, 
current values at ä very low field, E' = 0.0001 (curves a,b,c). The curves d) in both figures 
correspond to eg = 0 (r-hopping). 

3. Concluding remarks. 

The presented above initial fragments of the current-field characteristics for r-£-hopping transport in 
the limit of a weak electron-phonon interaction show a significant degree of causality, due to a very 
small number of centres in the simulation box (note no systematic dependence of the currents slopes on 
the. width of the energetic distribution to .Fig.2, and a remarkable dispersion in the current values 
themselves in Fig. 1). However, the influence of the energetic disorder is evident, resulting in an 
important change of the curve character. In order to understand better the influence of the, energetic 
disorder on the conductivity of the considered systems further efforts are necessary. The possibility of 
performing simulations for much higher number of centres, in a wider range of electric fields is here of a 
crucial importance. Numerical calculations in quadruple precision could probably allow a significant 
progress in the subject. 

The work has been sponsored by KBN, grants 2P 302 16004 and 2 2367 9102. 
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CURRENT - VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTIC OF Si- Si02 SYSTEMS 
CHANGES, INDUCED BY PULSED MAGNETIC FIELD TREATMENT. 
V.M.   Maslovsky,   A.V.   Vorobyov,   Y.   A.    KJimov,   J.O.    Lichmanov, 
N.S. Samsonov. 
Zelenograd Research Institute of Physical Problems, Zelenograd, Moscow 
103460, RUSSIA 

As reported in [1,2] the pulsed magnetic field treatment (PMFT) of Si- 
Si02 systems (thermodynamic nonequilibrium structure with considerable 
internal mechanical stresses (IMS)) stimulates IMS relaxation in Si-Si02 
systems, which lasts for about a week. It appeared that structural changes 
were in a good agreement with the variation of MOS-structure 
electrophysical parameters characterizing the changes of minority carrier 
generation rate and dielectric leakage currents. 

The PMFT phenomenon under consideration is particular interest as: 
• at room temperature the interaction energy of the field with the 

electron magnetic moment at magnetic field amplitude 0.1 MA/m 
is 3 orders less than the thermal energy; 

• the major variation of structure parameters was observed after the 
end of PMFT. 

This paper presents for the first time the experimental results of current- 
voltage characteristic changing of Si-Si02 system. To study processes induced 
by short-term PMFT effects in MOS-structures with dioxide layer formed by 
phosphorus-dopes Si substrates with 20 Ohmxcm resistivity and (100) 
orientation, thermal oxidation in dry oxygen at 950° C were used. Dioxide 
thickness was 30 nm and Al-electrode area was S=l mm . Capacitance- 
voltage characteristics were measured also and histograms of MOS-structure 
flat-band voltage Vfb were analyzed. 

These structures were under the influence of some PMFT pulses with 
amplitude of H= 0.1-03 MA/m, 0.02-0.05 ms duration and pulse frequency 
10 Hz. It was detected that there were no appreciable variations of the 
parameters just after short-term treatment (less than 10 s). 

One of the general PMFT effect on Si- Si02 was dielectric leakage 
current-voltage characteristic evolution (Fig. 1). Current-voltage I-V 
characteristics were measured at positive Al-electrode voltage which 
corresponded to tunnel injection of electrons from the semiconductor into 
the oxide. Fig. 1 showed prolonged I-V characteristics changes for two typical 
structures. The direction of I-V characteristics shift along the axis of the 
applied field appeared to be different. Before PMFT the I-V characteristics 
for all structures corresponds the curve 1 in Fig. 1 ( the results of multiple 
testing of every structures leakage current in I < 100 nA range). After 
approximately 5 days of PMFT almost 20 percent of MOS-structures were 
characterized by 1(E) shown in Fig.l on the left-side of the curve 3. Such 
1(E) characteristics where similar to those of initially defective MOS-structure 
and was depicted by power dependence of current verses voltage in contrast 
to the known Fowler-Nordheim dependence for defect-free MOS-structure. 
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Fig.i, 

Electric Field E (MV/cm) -., Z,: 

Dielectric leakage current vs. electric field for MOS ^structures: curves 
1. - before , 2 and 3 - in 3 and 6 days after PMFT respectively,' 4 •■ 
the same of 3, but heated to 375 K, 5 for initially defective MOS 
structure. 

Such conductivity is due to electron transfer via localized states^ at 
microcrack surfaces formed by high density broken bonds (Nt « 10   6m    ). 
According to the theory of electron conduction through microcrack in 
dielectric the current-voltage dependence may be expressed äs [3]: 

1       uml   j \Jjr ) 
d    V> 

M    where    am = Q.lq2/h   was   the, minimal   two-dimensional   metallic; 
conductivity; Tt is the temperature characteristic of .localized states energy 

distribution; q is electron charge, V, =qNt d/C0, C0 =^-, sd is the dielectric 

constant; / is microcrack length. Heating to T=375 K enabled detection 1(E) 
extrapoja^d characteristics intersection in higher current region. This 
characteristics intersect at the electric field 'E = Et = 6 MV/cin. Therefore, 
comparing, the experimental values of that curve we concluded | that the 
nucroc^aek length Was / « 0.1 urn. Only the existence of defect regions near 
smcofi^Äurfäce with dimension much more than / makes'^dsable the 
generation of such mickrbcfacks. Depending upon microdefeci' typev there 
could be both compressive and tensile stresses. Relaxation of those stresses 
resulting in microcrack generation in dielectric was in agreement with the 
IMS relaxation in Si-Si02 systems discovered in [1] by Raman scattering.^ 

The density of microdefects over 0.3 mm was not more than 30 cm in 
accordance with scanning electron microscopy investigations, and irreversible 
microcrack generation caused by IMS changes in smaller size microdefect 
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areas was hardly probable. Thus, PMFT induced prolonged parameters 
changes both for defective MOS-structures (containing elongated defects ) 
and "defect-free" (if semiconductor-dielectric interface was not taken into 
account). Defect reaction in the microdefect region stimulated by PMFT 
resulted in microdefect electrical activity: anomalous carrier generation was 
observed in depleted semiconductor layer. The Raman scattering spectra were 
registered during some days after PMFT. The IMS values in subsurface 
regions were evaluated by the frequency shift of 520 cm" phonon line. The 
IMS increased monotonously during 6 days after PMFT and attained 60 
MPa. 

The peculiarity of the observed phenomenon was that structure 
parameters, due to impurity-defect complexes, tended to considerable 
irreversible change while parameters not due to those complexes and typical 
for the defect-free structures returned to approximately initial values. It 
should be noted that the relative variations of the registered parameters Were 
not more then 5 percent for untreated structures. 

The degradation of MOS-structure electrophysical parameters was 
caused by high concentrations of fast diffusion impurities and intrinsic 
defects. The estimated prolonged processes are in agreement with the idea 
about the defect structure evolution due to the decay of impurity-defect 
complexes in subsurface region of Si [1,2], accompanied by a generation of 
fast diffusing impurity and intrinsic defects (vacancies). These defects diffuse 
through the crystal and are captured by strained bonds formed by 
mickrodefects. That results in a changing of electron state of mickrodefects at 
the Si-Si02 interface, in IMS changes and in the positive built-in dielectric 
charge increase. The decay of impurity-defect complexes is due to the 
influence of nuclear, spin system polarization on singlet-triplet (S-T) 
evolution of defect complexes. Taking into account that such S-T evolution 
takes places mainly when the field is finished, one can consider that 
polarization of nuclei "remembers" PMFT since its relaxation time is many 
orders of magnitude larger than relaxation time of electron spin polarization 
due to effective spin-lattice interaction [1,2]. 

Therefor our experimental results shows that the PMFT can leads to 
formation of mickocracks in the mickrodefect area. In agreement with [2] the 
appearance of considerable vacancy concentration at Si-Si02 interface 
observed by DLTS technique are registed after PMFT. The growth of 
vacancy concentration results in formation of mickrocrack in IMS region, 
that's in an agreement with I-V characteristics changing inducted by PMFT. 
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CHARGE ACCUMULATION IN MONOS-STRUCTURES WITH 
NON-UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION OF CAPTURE CENTERS IN SILICON 

NITRIDE 
V.M: Maslovsky*, E.A. Vorobyova*, S.V. Matorin** 

* Zelenograd Research Institute of Physical Problems,; Moscow, 103460, Russia 
** Scientific Research Institute "Submicron", Block 313a, Moscow, 103482, Russia 

Investigation of charge accumulation and leakage in silicon nitride (SN) shows 
non-uniform distribution of capture centers through SN width [1]. This is due to the non- 
uniform distribution both of weak quasi-hydrogenous bonds Si-H-Si and of oxygen as a 
result of the influence of interphase boundaries. For small SN widths (less than 40 nm) 
influence of this nonTuniform distribution of capture centers becomes very significant. In 
this work for the first time the charge accumulation in MONOS-structures is modelled 
with account of arbitrary distribution of capture centers. Proposed model is the 
modification of existing model [2] in which electrons injected from semiconductor 
through dioxide layer are captured by capture centers. These capture centers are 
positively charged. The new model modifies the existing one by means of setting 
arbitrary distribution of capture centers in SN. 

The accumulation of electrons in SN is described by the system of the following 
equations: 
• the equation for full current I; 
.   Shockley-Read equation for the kinetic of the positively charged centers filling fix) 

(when Pool-Frenkel effect is took into account); 
• Poisson equation. 

The initial condition is the uniform distribution of electric field in SN. The 
boundary conditions are: 

1. The dependence of the injection current from electric field in dioxide (that is 
Fowler-Nordheim tunnelling current) 

2. The constant voltage applied to the structure. 
Concentration of capture centers in SN near Si-Si02 boundary (less then 2 nm 

from SN surface) determined by measuring retention characteristics of MNOS-structures 
by method developed in [3] was about 2-3-1019 cm"3. But the results of work [1] show 
that concentration of them in volume (more than 4 nm from the boundaries) is about 6-9- 
1018 cm"3. This discrepancy allows to assume non-uniform character of capture centers 
spatial distribution. 

The results of modelling show that there is significant influence of capture centers 
distribution character on charge accumulation characteristics. In accordance with above 
mentioned experimental results we assumed in our models that capture centers 
concentration decreases exponentially: 

N(x) = (Ns - Nv) exp(-xA,) + Nv, 
where Ns is the concentration of capture centers near surface and Nv is their 

concentration in volume, X is the character distance (about 2-4 nm). 
The temporal dependence of flat-band voltage shows that this dependence is more 

steep when capture centers are localised near interphase boundary with dioxide. The 
comparison with experimentally determined charge accumulation characteristics (Fig.l) 
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and füll current prolonged relaxation shows that such exponential distribution of capture 
centers gives better correspondence. The parameters of the best correspondent 
distribution of capture canters and their energy level (<3>) were the following: 

Ns = 2-1019 cm-3> Nv = 7.1018 cm-3^ <D = 1.45 eV. 
Similar accumulation characteristics may be obtained with uniform distribution 

only for concentrations about 1.4-IO19 cm-3. 

xxy™ xo ' xo^> IO ^ xa~ 10 ■* xa * xo xo° XCP     iO3     iO* t (s) 

Fig.l. The temporal characteristics of charge accumulation in MONOS-structures for 
applied voltage U = 30'V. o - the experimental points. Curves: 1 -1; 2- Uft; 3 - f(x=0). 
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STATISTICAL SELF-SIMILARITY IN LIQUID CTYSTALS 

M. Massalska-Arodz 

Institute of Nuclear Physics 
31-432 Krakow, Radzikowskiego 152 

Systematic analysis of the dielectric absorptbn;~e'' (v) and 
dispersion e'(v) data in many disordered materials has allowed to 
reveal the power-law type of  the frequency dependence of electric 

# 
permittivity e = e' - ie''  with two fractional exponents in low and 
high frequency limits 

e"iv)    ~    (e'(i>) - e'(co)) ~ (v/v  )" ~ *      v»v 
max max 

e"(v)    ~    (e* (0) - e'{v)) ~  (v/v     )m v «  v 
max max 

The e'(0) and e' (oo) means the low and high frequency limits of the 
real part of electric permittivity. The v        is the      frequency 

max 

of maximum of absorption. Among the analyzed disordered materials 
there were glassy and plastic phases, materials composed of the 
molecules bounded by the hydrogen bonds and finally the liquid 
crystalline phases [1], Such behaviour observed thoroughly by 

.Jonscher [2] differs essentially from that-predicted by the Debye 
model characterized by n = 0 and m = 1.... There are reasons -to belive 
that the deviations of the fractional exponents from values typical 
for the Debye model are caused by the fact that the molecular 
relaxation in those materials should be regarded as a cooperative 
process. In scope of many body Dissado-Hill model [3] of relaxation 
the values of n and! 1-m are the measures of the local and long range 
correlations in reorientational motions of molecules. The frequency 
dependence of electric permittivity in the phases mentioned points to 
existence of correlations on both level of sample morphology. 
Especially the local correlations are detected to be large. 

Power-law frequency dependence of electric permittivity means 
non-exponential decay- of the electric response function of the 
disturbed system towards equillibrlum. In the first stage of 
relaxation ( i.e. for t < T ) the response is proportional to t" 
that means it is faster than the Debye decay. For the second stage of 
relaxation (i.e. for t > T) the response goes according to the 
function t that means it is much slower than predicted by 
exponential decay. Recently, the theoretical models [4] have appeared 
which show that anomalous power-law type of electric response 
function can be found for systems with fractal-like properties of 
structure and microscopical dynamics. 

It has been found that the self-similar symmetry typical for 
fractal objects can be traced in the "distribution of the topological 
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defects in liquid crystalline phases [5,6]. The defects in form of 
points and lines appear in nematic and smectic phases during the 
phase transitions when the full rotational symmetry of the isotropic 
liquid phase is broken. The defects occur in those places of the 
sample where the arrangement of the long axes of molecules leads to 
discontinuity of their orientation. They can be easily observed by 
the polarizing microscope due to the structural anisotropy of the 
liquid crystalline phases. The details of the image from the 
polarising microscope depends on the arrangement of elongated 
molecules and on geometry of the observation. 

For the so-called Schlieren texture of the nematic phase the 
image is created by irregular bright and black areas. Brightness 
means the elongated molecules are parallel to the polariser or 
analyser. Points where four black areas meet themselves identified 
the defects  of +1 type what means that when one traverses the loop 

around the linear defect going through the point the orientation of 
the long molecular axes performs 2TT angle. The distribution of ,the 
point-like defects on the plane of the image seems to be completely 
random. .".'.'. 

In order to trace the fractal type of distribution:of defects 
the boxing method can be used [7] in which the number N of 
points/defects is counted in several square boxes of the side length 
L. The slope of the logN vs logL dependence allows for determination 
of the fractal dimensiomality D  describing the distribution. The 

analysis of the images of the nematic phase of MBBA observed by 
Nagaya, Hotta, Orihira and Ishibashi [8] at several moments after 
the transition from the isotropic phase shows the fractal 
distribution of point-like topological defects. The logN vs logL 
gives D  =1.4 for each image taken during the relaxation of the 

defect structure towards equillibrium. The first analyzed image has 
been taken at 50s after the phase transition while the last at 200s. 
The defects of the opposite sign anihilate in time. The fact that D 

occured to be the same for all analyzed images means that the 
relaxation of the defect structure proceeds respecting the rules of 
self-similarity. Of cource the self-similarity is of the statistical 
sense only and the range of changes of L where the fractal-like 
distribution has been found is limited up to the 0.6 mm of linear 
size of the sample. 

In smectic A and C phases the topological defects form the 
ellipses with perpendicular hyperboles going through their focuses. 
Observation of defects by polarizing microscope allows to see that 
various sized ellipses fill the plane of image in accordance to the 
so-called Appolonian packing of circles [9]. That means the areas 
between three circles/ellipses of the first generation are filled by 
the smaller circles/ellipses of the second generation which leave 
empty areas between them for smaller circles/ellipses of the third 
generation and so on. The distribution of the elliptical defects on 
the images recorded by D.Demus et al. [10] has been checked using the 
boxing  method.  The  slope of the  logN  vs  logL has given Df = 

1.2. For Appolonian packing the fractal dimensionality estimated by 
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the same method has been equal to D = 1.3 in good agreement with the 

literature value [9]. 
The. self-similar symmetry found in the distribution of the 

defects means the existence of the correlation of the defects 
positions on the plane of the image illustrating the correlations in 
the sample itself. The results are in agreement with the high values 
of the n and 1-m correlation parameters evaluated from the 
dielectric relaxation spectrum for disordered structures. In fact the 
appearance of correlations in the dipolar, materials corresponds to 
appearance of some forms of order in their structure. 
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INFLUENCE OF SUBSTRATE - IDUCEO ORDERING ON ANCHORING 
,  ENERGY IN NEMATIC LIQUID CRYSTALS 

L.V» Mirantsev 

Institute of the Problems of Mechanical Engineering, 
Academy of Sciences of Russia, St.Petersburg,199178, 

RUSSIA 

It is known that the solid substrates determine the 
boundary conditions for the nematic liquid crystals 
(NLC) used■in,various displays and have an effect on 
their threshold fields and relaxation times..The 
substrate action on NLC is phenomenologically 
descriebed by the so - called anchoring energy and 
the determination of it's magnitude is one of central 
topics of the surface physics of NLC. 
The anchoring energy determined from the electro—• 
(magneto) -optical effects is of order of ~ 0.001 -.1 
erg/cm2. However from the dimensional reasons this value 
should be several orders larger. In order to solve this 
paradox a simple layered model for  the.NLC region near 
the substrate surface is considered. The surface free 
energy profile is determined. It is shown that though 
the magnitude of the total surface free energy is within 
the interval of ~ 10 - 100 erg/ cm2 it's major part is 
localised in first surface layer with thickness of order 
of the molecular length«. Since this energy is much 
larger than the possible energy of the NLC elastic 
deformation per one layer, first liquid crystal layer 
near the substrate is insensitive to the deformations in 
the nematic bulk caused by the external electric 
( magnetic ) field. The magnitude of the rest part of 
the surface free energy distributed in other layers of 
the surface region coincides in order with the anchoring 
energy determined from the electro ( magneto ) - optical 
effects in NLC. 
In addition the influence of the substrate - induced 
smectic - A structure on the anehorin-g energy is 
investigated. It is shown that the appearance of the 
surface smectic - A phase above the first order nematic 
to smectic - A phase transition point gives rise to the 
considerable decrease in the anchoring energy. The 
binary mixture of polar liquid crystals 9 CB and 10 CB 
can be considered as a possible candidate for the 
experimental verification of this theoretical prediction. 
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DIELECTRIC RELAXATION PROPERTIES 
OF MAIN CHAIN LIQUID CRYSTALLINE POLYMERS 

M. Mucha 
Faculty of Process and Environmental Engineering, Technical University of Lodz, 

ul. Wölczahska 175, 90-924 Lodz, Poland 

When studying the dielectric relaxation of liquid crystalline polyesters of nematic 

and smectic order*, special attention .rwas paid to the dynamics of molecular mobility 

connected with the presence of dipole moments (ester group mainly) in the polymer 

chain. This mobility depends on phase transitions of the polymers. Relaxation processes 

ß and a are associated with the transverse component of the dipole moment. A co- 

operative mobility of side groups and segments below the glass transition temperature 

and in its vicinity, forms a + ß process. Process 8 depends on the mobility of longitudinal 

component of the dipole moment in the vicinity of mesomorphic phase transitions of the 

liquid crystalline polymers. Weak process y or (y + ß) is a result of the molecular mobility 
inside the aliphatic chain. 

Dielectric relaxation studies in the frequency range from 10-3 to 105 Hz and at 

temperature from -160°C to 160°C were carried out using Du Pont Dielectric Analyser. 

Samples of diameter 0.025 m and thickness 60 urn were placed between two parallel 

gold plated electrodes. Temperature stabilization and measurements were fully computer- 
controlled. 

A set of curves e', e", tg8 and b was obtained as a function of temperature and 

frequency. Results were analyzed and activation energy of relaxation processes a, ß, 6 
was calculated. 

Dielectric relaxation spectroscopy is a sensitive and important method for 

characterization of polymers, in particular ofliquid crystalline polymers. 

Liquid crystalline polyesters were synthesized in the laboratory of Prof. A. Blumstein, University of 
Massachusetts, Lowell, USA, where the dielectric relaxation measurements were also made. 
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DIELECTRIC BEHAVIOUR OF GLASSES 
CONTAINING TRANSITION METAL IONS 

L. MurawsM and R. J. Barczyrtski 
Faculty of Applied Physics and Mathematics 

Technical University of Gdarfsk, 80-952 Gdarfsk, Poland 

1. Introduction 
Many glasses containing transition metal ions, for instance iron or vanadium, are 

electronically conducting semiconductors [1]. A general requirement for semiconducting 
is capability of coexistence of transition metal ions in more than one valence state, so that 
the conduction can take place by the transfer of electrons from low to high valence states. 
Such charge transport usually considered in terms of small polaron hopping theory [2]. 
An interesting, property of these glasses is that the dielectric and; mechanical relaxation 
processes have the same activation energy as their d.C. conductivity [3]. This suggests that 
the same mechanism, associated with the electron hopping between transition metal ions, 
is responsible for all three phenomena. In this paper we discussed these correlation in 
terms of a new theory of relaxation in glasses that has been published by Hunt [4, 5]. 

I.Experimental 
We have prepared four different sets of samples (in mole %): I. 50P2O5- 

(50-x)FeO-xMO; (where M = Mg, Ca, Ba; x = 0, 10, 20, 30, 40); H. 50P2O5-(50- 
x)V205-xMO (M = Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba; x = 0, 10, 20, 30, 40); m. (100-x)P2O5-xV2O5 (x 
= 40, 50, 60, 70); IV. (100-x)TeO2-xV2Oä (x=40,50). A capacitance bridge (Gen. Rad. 
1615A) has been used for a.c. measurements in the frequency range from 20Hz to 100kHz 
while for higher frequencies a VHF bridge (Tesla BM431E) was used', covering the rarige 
from lb5 to 108Hz. At frequency near the relaxation peak the dielectric loss current' is 
usually much smaller then the conduction current. This makes it very difficult tri observe 
the dielectric relaxation spectra - it is impossible to separate the dielectric loss'Current 
from the total current measured by the a.c. bridge. To avoid this difficulty'we'have 
applied the absorption current method. The dielectric loss is then obtained from the 
discharge current and no'separation from the conduction current is necessary. The 
dielectric relaxation spectra can be observed at very low frequencies down to 104 Hz. 

3. Results 
Figure 1 shows a typical dielectric loss spectra obtained in a transition metal oxide 

glass. The loss factor e,"(o>) is calculated from the results of the absorption current 
measurements by means of the Hamon approximation [6]. The results of the a.c. bridge 
measurements are shown in Figure 2. We used the electric modulus representation [7] in 
which the complex electrical modulus M*=l/e*=M'+jM", where e*=e'-je" is the 
complex permittivity. The conductivity o-t=ff<lc+o-lc is related to e" by 

e"=-^-=-^Uei'((o)   (1) 
ue. 
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and 

aac=toe0ef(co)   (2) 
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The temperature dependences of 
the peak frequencies for the dielectric 
relaxation £,", the electric modulus M" 
as well as the internal friction Ql are 
shown in Figure 3. The plot of log fm 

versus 1/T indicates a linear relation 
ship within the temperature and frequent, 
cy range investigated, so that we expect 
that fm is given by a simple Arrhenius, 
formula fm=fmoexp(-W/kT). As seen in 
Table I the activation energies W of the, 
dc conductivity, the dielectric relaxation 
and the internal friction are all of the same value within the experimental error 

We have found that the dielectric     °06 

loss peaks obey the B-N-N [8, 9, 10] 
relation: 

f|Hj] 

Figure 1 Dielectric loss factor versus frequency at 
..various temperatures for 50P2Os-30FeO-20CaO glass. 

°dc=2rc.fffiDe( (cs-zJP   O) 
where p is constant. Namikawa has 
shown [10] that in electronically con- 
ducting glass p=l. If we assume that 
this is also true in our glasses then the 
BNN relation is fulfilled for As = e,- 
£„ = 11.4 -T- 13.4 in the system with 
CaO and for As = 17.6 -r 18.7 in glass 
containing BaO. 

1OO00O 

Figure 2 M" as a function of frequency at various 
temperatures for 50P2O5-50FeO glass. 

4. Discussion Table I Activation energy of dc conductivity (WK) dielectric loss (WRD) 

Recently,    Hunt electric modulus (WM) and internal friction (W,p) in glasses from set I. 
[4, 5] has published a L   
new theory of dielectric 
relaxation in electronic 
and ionic conducting 
glasses. His basic con- 
cept is to distinguish 
two relaxation process- 
es in two frequency 
ranges: below and 
above the dielectric loss 
peak. In the high frequency range (above the peak), the relaxation processes have a local 
(parallel) character - it means that the carter hopping takes place between the centers 
being in close pairs. In this range a distribution in relaxation time with an exponential 

x [mol %] lOCaO 20CaO 30CaO lOBaO 20BaO 30BaO 0 

W,« [eV] 0.64 0.72 0.76 0.58 0.71 0.70 0.63 

Wan [eV] 0.68 0.69 0.70 0.62 0.68 0.74 0.63 

WM [eV] 0.64 0.72 - 0.65 0.66 -. 0.61 

W.F [eV] 0.67 0.70 0.74 0.48 0.52 0.68 0.59 
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dependence on random variables, i.e. R - the hopping distance, is known to give a non- 
Debye behaviour with oK a o>", s < 1 [11]. The cross - over frequency is the frequency 
of peak wm, at which the individual (parallel) pair processes percolate and thus necessitate 
the consideration of series processes. The series processes in the low frequency range are 
non-local and can be treated as percolation of individual particles over macroscopic 
distances in clusters or chains. For w < wm a fractal structure of clusters is responsible 
for relaxation currents and the conductivity has a form: 

at((o)=odc 

(4) 

where r=l+d-df > 1; d is the dimen- 
sionality of the space containing relevant 
clusters, df is the fractal dimensionality 
of such clusters. K(d) is a dimensionally 
dependent constant related to the statis- 
tics of the contributing clusters. For 
w > <j)m the pair approximation holds 
and the conductivity is given by: 

at(a) =a dc Ms)" (5) 
Figure 3 The temperature dependence of dielectric 
relaxation (•), electric modulus (o) and internal 
friction (*) for typical glasess from group I. 

where s < 1 and A is constant. 
We have applied this theory to our results of dielectric loss measurements in 

transition metal oxide glasses. The results of the numerical calculation of K(d), r, A, and 
s are given in Table II. These parameters are obtained by fitting the theoretical expression 
for^i"(o)) to the experimental curves from Fig. 1. From (4) and (5) £i"(w) can be de- 
duced: for u < wm 

Table II Parameters of numerical fitting for 
ei/((0)=Od(Jir(d)-^^   <6>    50P2O5-30FeO-20CaO glass. 

and for w > wm 

e^co^o-^-" 
e„w: 

(7) 

tra K(d) r A s 

17 - - 0.045 0.67 

27 0.001 1.44 0.065 0.665 

42.5 0.0012 1.30 0.053 0.67 

62 0.0019 1.4 - - 

86.5 0.0025 1.22 - - 

The values of s and r are reasonable 
and may confirm the applicability of 
Hunt theory to our glasses. If trans- 
port takes place in three dimensions it 
is possible to calculate df which is the fractal dimensionality of cluster. Using the average 
values r = 1.4 and d = 3 (from Table II) one obtains df = 2.6. This means that in 
clusters the percolation paths have also three dimensional character. 

One can notice in eq. (7) that o^oca^ if take into account B-N-N relation. With 
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un,=o-dc/£0Ae the result obtained for kr,c is:      ,E^,, 

.:.;'.      aac=A(coe0A^)so^  (8) ;   1( 

6 o , 

Figure 4 Room temperature conductivity ir„= 
groups of samples: I - (A , +); II - (D); ni - 
IV-(X). 

1E-06      1E-05 

=f{a^ in 
(■) and 

This yields that in log-log scale 
ffK^fC^de) should be linear with a slope 
of (1-s). Figure 4 shows these depend- 
ences for all investigated glasses mea- 
sured by a.c. bridge. From the slope we 
have obtained s=0.70 for f=10kHz, 
s=0.74 -^0.76 for f=lMHz and 10MHz. 
These values correspond to the average 
s obtained from the frequency dependent 
o-«=Aw* measured at the same tempera- 
ture. 

In conclusion: we believe that the 
Hunt theory explains the correlation 
between internal friction, dielectric relaxation and dc conductivity. 
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XEROGRAPHIC DRIFT MOBILITY MEASUREMENTS IN DLC THIN FILMS 

W. Mycielski, E. Staryga and A. Lipinski 
Technical University of Lodz, Institute of Physics, 

Wölczanska 219, 93-005 Lodz (Poland) 

Diamond-like carbon (DLC) films obtained by r.f. plasma decomposition from 
hydrocarbons (eg: metharieCB4) have a number of unique properties that predict this 
material for technical and -industrial applications. Recently, ,the DLC layers are 
considered as a substitute of the-traditional semiconductors in microelectronics [1,2]. 
It is evident that eventually application; of DLC layers depends on their properties, 
particularly on the electronic transport properties. 

The carrier drift mobility is the most important parameter characterizing the 
electronic properties of insulators and high ohmic semiconductors (e.g. DLC films). In 
this work the results of the electron drift mobility obtained from xerographic time-of- 
flight experiment in thin DLC films are presented. 

Experimental details 

The DLC thin films were prepared by r.f. glow discharge from methane at the 
pressure 50 Pa. The applied negative self-bias voltage Ve depended oh the discharge 
power was from 80 to 250 V. As the substrates platinum, gold or low-resistivity 
silicon were used. The thicknesses of the layers (determined by an interferometer 
method) were 0.06 -*■ 0.60 urn. The technology of the thin DLC layers preparation was 
described in detail elsewhere [3,4, 5]. 

For the drift mobility measurements the so called xerographic or open-circuit 
technique was applied. This method was first proposed and described by 
Batra et al. [6] and its equivalence with conventional time-of-flight technique was 
presented by Enck and Abkowitz [7]. More details of the xerographic time-of-flight 
technique were given by Vaezi-Nejad [8]. In this technique, the free surface of the 
sample is initially charged to voltage U0. Next this voltage decreases due of transport 
of charge carriers. According to the theory [6] for negative charging the U = f(t) and 
dU/dt = f(t) dependences are given by: 

uo^UoO-t^a .      . -0) 
for t<ttr 

dU/dt = -U0/2ttr (2) 
and 

TJ(t) = (DV2u)(l/t), (3) 
for t>ttf 

dU/dt = -(D2/2u)(l/t2), (4) 
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where t* is the transit time of the leading charge front, D - thickness of the sample and 
u = D2 /LU„ is the electron drift mobility. The transit lime may be determmed from 
Eq.l (t* is the time when the voltage has decayed to half its initial value) or from Eq.2 
using the value of derivative dU/dt, initially independent of time. 

In our experiment the samples were placed in vacuum and charged by low- 
-energetic (~1 keV) electron beam (in the works [6] and [7] a corona diargmg devices 
were used). The decaying surface voltage U(t) was measured using FET preamplifier 
connected to 20 MHz digitizing transient recorder MC 101 (MesComp Poland) 
The transient recorder was interfaced with AT computer for registration of the U(t) 
dependences and their further numerical analysis. 

The apparatus was tested using amorphous layers of selenium, which material 
is very convenient for xerographic measurements. The obtained electron drift mobility 
at room temperature is in a very good agreement with the one reported by other 
authors The mean value of the electron mobility calculated from a number of 
publications [9 -13] is 6.2x10-3 cm*/Vs whereas our result is 7.0x10-3 cm2/Vs. 

Results and discussion 

Figure 1 displays a typical discharge curve U(t) for DLC films (D = 0.6 urn 
V = 250 V) and the derivative dU/dt for the same sample. As can be seen, the shape of 
these dependences is in good agreement with theoretical predictions, i.e. the derivative 
dU/dt for t < t* is practically time independent (Eq.2). Numerical calculations for the 
time t > 1* have shown that U(t) ~ 1/t and dU/dt ~ 1/t* according to Eqns. 3 and 4 
with the correlation coefficient greater than 0.99 and 0.95, respectively . 
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Fig. 1. The time dependence of surface voltage U(t) and the derivative dU/dt for 
diamond-like film at room temperature ( D = 0.6 urn, Ve = 250 V). 
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Table 1 presents the mean values of the electron drift mobility u for the DLC films 
prepared at different negative self-bias voltages V.. All measurements were earned out 
at room temperature. No influence of the substrate material on the experimental results 
of the mobility has been observed. 

TABLE 1. The electron drift mobility in DLC'films (T=300K) 

Negative self-bias voltage Electron drift mobility 
Ve[V] - ]X[emWs] 

80 .    1.6X10-6 

150 2-3*10"6 

250 80x10^ 

The electron drift mobility values obtained in our experiment are from 
1.6x10-« to 8.0x10-* cmWs. These mobilities in DLC films are very low in comparison 
with the ones reported by other authors for diamond films (-10+50 cm2 /Vs) [14 - 16]. 
It is evident that this difference is a result of quite different structure of diamond-like 
and diamond films. The values of mobility of the order 10"' + 10^ cm2 /Vs are rather 
typical for polymers [17 - 19]. Such mobilities indicate that the hopping may be 
predominant mechanism of the charge carrier transport in the DLC films according to 
Robertson's suggestions [20]. 
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DIELECTRIC  PROPERTIES  OF  POLYURETHANE  MODEL  NETWORKS 
- PRESSURE DEPENDENCE 

J. NEDBAL1,  J.  FÄHNRICH1, M. ILAVSKY2 and B. STOLL3 

Department of Polymer Physics, Faculty of Mathematics 
and'■''■Physics, Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic 
Institute  of Macromolecular  Chemistry, Academy of 
Sciences of the Czech Republic, Prague, Czech Republic 
Department of Physics, University of Ulm, Ulm, FRG 

Polyurethane networks based on poly(oxypropylene)triols 
and diisocyanate have been used as model systems for 
testing the relation between the network structure and 
its' relaxation behaviour. It was found that the 
temperature'' and frequency position of dielectric and 
mechanical* functions in the main transition region of 
these networks are affected mainly by the concentration 
of polar urethane groups [1-3]. This quantity may be 
controlled' easily by changing the initial ratio rH of 
hydroxyl/to isocyanate groups involved in the reaction. 
The deviation of rp from its stoichiometric value leads 
to pronounced reduction of network density , which can be 
observed in the relaxation measurement, mainly in the 
mechanical case. The temperature shift of absorption peak 
position in the main transition region was adequately 
described by Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) formula [4]. 
Further extension of the experimental information about 
structure of these networks can be achieved from the 
pressure dependence of dielectric relaxation process [5, 
6] . 

In this contribution we study the dielectric 
properties of polyurethane networks based on 
poly(oxypropylene)diols(POPD) or poly(oxypropylene)triols 
(POPT), 4,4'-diphenylmethane diisocyanate (MDI),triiso- 
cyanate-tris(4-isocyanatophenyl)thiophosphate (TI) and 
trimethylolpropane ■ .(TMP). Three different types of 
networks have been prepared. The first group of networks 
was prepared from POPT s and MDI,. the second one from 
PPD s and TI and the third one from PPD s, MDI and TMP. 
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The networks under study were prepared at various ratios 
of OH and NCO reactive groups, rH. Networks were cured'&&&. 
353 K for time t «• 24 h at the presence of dibutyltin 
dilaurate catalyst up to the highest possible conversion 
of minority groups. 
Dielectric measurements of real e, and loss e2 parts of 
complex permittivity e*=e1-je2 at different pressures and 
temperatures were performed in the frequency range 
0.02 Hz - 200 MHz [6]. The temperature varied between 
240 - 325 K, the applied pressures ,covered _. the range 
1 - 5000 bar. ,,"'.',', 
The dielectric data may be represented with reasonable 
accuracy as a superposition of two terms - the dielectric 
and the conductivity contributions. The dielectric 
contribution is given by the Havriliak-Negami formula 
[7]. The conductivity becomes dominant at low frequencies 
and high temperatures. The temperature shift of the 
relaxation region in the main transition zone was 
processed by the standard procedure based on . the.VFT 
•formula [4] for each applied pressure separately.'This 
result is in agreement with the.free-vqlume concept .pf 
the glass transition. From thus evaluated measurements we 
have estimated the values of the basic parameters 
characterizing the relaxation behaviour: VFT temperature 
T0, the dielectric increment, parameters of the 
Havriliäk-Negami distribution and conductivity 
parameters. Then the influence of the pressure on all 
these parameters is discussed. Generally, with increasing 
deviation from stoichiometry (decreasing crosslinking 
density) at constant pressure VFT temperature decreases 
and the width of transition zone increases. On the other 
hand, with increasing pressure at. constant temperature 
VFT • temperature increases * and width of transition 
decreases. In our contribution ' special attention is paid 
to the free volume approach and to the testing of its 
validity. 
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EXTENSION OF THE GRAIN CONSOLIDATION MODEL TO ACCOUNT 
FOR INTERFACE EFFECTS 

B. Nettelblad and G.A. Niklasson§ 
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It has been reported in several cases that the permittivities of porous, liquid- 
filled solids (such as rock! fo'r ceramics) can be ifextfemely high at low 
frequencies [1-3]. Such behaviour may be dismissed as 'electrode effects', but 
it has also been proposed that 'bulk' polarisation of the internal interfaces 
may be the origin of this behaviour. One way of determining the main cause 
of the high permittivity values is to cut one specimen into several samples 
of different thickness and compare the results from measurements of 
apparent permittivity and conductivity. By doing so, it has been shown [3, 4] 
that at least sometimes these effects emanate from the 'bulk' of the sample. 
When solid particles are dispersed in an electrolyte, the permittivity at low 
frequencies increases considerably [5], just as for impregnated porous solids. 
In this case, several theories have been presented [6, 7] that explain the high 
permittivity values as effects of diffusion and polarisation in the electro- 
chemical double-layer around the particles. The double-layer can be 
described as consisting of a thin layer of counterions at a fixed distance close 

- to the charged surface of the solid and a diffuse layer of ions further out. 
The difference between liquid impregnated porous solids and dispersions of 
solid particles isthat the volume fraction of solid material is much higher 
in the porous medium, making the solid phase continuous, but otherwise 
both systems are in principle equivalent. Yet, little work has been done on 
impregnated porous solids, compared with what has been done on disper- 
sions, probably because the intricate geometry of the pores makes porous 
materials difficult to characterise whereas dispersions can often be treated as 
dilute. 
One model for porous materials is the so called 'Grain Consolidation Model' 
(GCM), that was proposed by Roberts and Schwartz [8]. This simple 
structural model treats the solid phase as spherical grains/ growing homo- 
geneously until they touch each other and then, continuing to grow where 
they do not intersect (see Fig. la), until the appropriate porosity is attained. 
The calculations are considerably simplified if the grains are placed on a 
regular lattice. Shen et al. [9] gave a useful method for calculating the per- 
mittivity or the conductivity of such a lattice, using a Fourier expansion 
technique. In the original papers it was assumed that the porous material 
only had two phases, each phase having the same properties throughout 
their volume. Ty£ et al [10] added a third layer at the .solid-liquid interface, 
considered to consist of platy grains that acted as clay partjcles. In a previous 
paper [4], we used another approach, where we modeled the electrochemical 
double-layer as a thin interface layer, having different electric properties 
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than the bulk liquid (see fig. lb). We showed that we got results in 
satisfactory agreements with experiments. 

Figure l.a) Crossrsectionof one layer in the lattice in:the GCM. b) The model 
of the interface and double-layer (not necessarily drawn to scale) 

In this paper we discuss more thoroughly this three-component GCM and 
the complications that arose when we developed it. We also give compar- 
isons to predictions of effective-medium theories. 
To get a faster convergence in the summation of the Fourier series^ Shen et 
al, expressed the electric field as a sum of two terms:  ,r 

E=Ei(r)8i(r) + E2(r)e2(r) ,- (1) 

where 61(f) equals one in material 1 and zero in material 2 (and the reverse 
for 62(r)). Since the values of Ei(r) in material 2 and of E2W in material 1 are 
of no interest, these functions can be smooth. The functions are expressed in 
Fourier series:    ,,. '■       ■■■■:■■■ 

Ei(r) = XCimeib»:r : 

E(r) = £ X X T°neib»;rCanle 
a   m    n 

9i(r) = X Tlme*>->* 
111 . ■;:■       , 

ibm-r 

(2) 

The T's can be calculated for a certain geometry, but the C's are unknown 
and. have to be calculated by solving Maxwell's equations with the condition 
that the spatial average of the electric field be equal to the applied field. 
In the Fourier plane, Maxwell's equations can be written: .v 

knxX X Tan-mCam ,= 0 , bn*X X ea1WmCain = ° ',    •   ,r 
a™ a   ,m (3a,b)       ; 

We now take leach component of n j SN and leach component' of m |$M, 
where N is so large that the number of equations exceeds the njirhber of 
unknowns. The equations are theri solved by the least square method. , .■ 
Our purpose was how twofold^ We wanted to study the frequency-depen- 
dent complex dielectric properties, including a conduction loss. We also 
wanted to extend the model to include a third component: an interface 
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layer. We did this by adding the functions E3(r) and 03(r) to the problem, 
yielding: 

E=Ei(r)0i(r) + E2(r)62(r) + E3(r)e3(r), (4) 

03(r) has the value one within the interface layer and is zero elsewhere, 
while 0i(r) and 82(1) equal zero in the interface layer. 
Calculating the complex dielectric constant doubles both the number of 
equations and the number of unknowns. Still, if we assume the grains to be 
placed on a regular lattice (for simplicity, we assumed a simple cubic lattice), 
we can use the symmetries to decrease the number of unknowns. If the 
applied field is in the z-direction and we denote the x component of C[a,b,c] 
by Cx(a;b,c] (and analogously for other components) then we see, e.g., that: 

C*[-a,b,c] = " Cx[a,b,c]; Cy[-a,b,c] = Cyla,b,c]; CZ[-a,b,c] = Cz[a,b,c] (5) 

Still, there are problems at low frequencies, where the dominating part of e 
will be the imaginary part: io7(coeo), that diverges at zero frequency. In 
equations (3b) above, there is a factor ea that does not appear in equations 
<3a). This means that at low frequencies the equations (3b) are more heavily 
weighted in the least-squares calculations than the equations (3a). We 

solved this problem by dividing equations (3b) with ^(ei-ea)2 

coeo 

^W 
3- 

R 
a 

R 
c 

ww 
Figure 2. The equivalent circuits used for modelling the behaviour of the 
interface layer. The 'W is symbolising a Warburg impedance. 

Several equivalent circuits were tested for the electrical behaviour of the 
interface layer. Each included a Warburg impedance to account for the diffu- 
sion effects. A capacitor and a resistor were normally included in the equi- 
valent circuit to render the high-frequency properties of the layer equal to 
those of the bulk liquid, ignoring any high-frequency interface conductivity. 
In Fig. 2, we show the different equivalent circuits used. Circuit b) was found 
to give best agreement with experiments, but circuit c) was not much 
inferior. The circuits a) and d) gave poor agreement with experiments. 
Finally, we present a comparison with the Bruggeman unsymmetrical 
formula [11]. We treated the solid material as inclusions and the water as host 
material and let the interface layer be included either in the guest (having 
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Figure 3. Comparison between experimental data, the GCM and effective 
medium   theory. 

the guest as coated spheres) or in the host material (coated water droplets). 
In the calculations, we used the same conditions (31 % porosity, water 
conductivity 12 mS/m, sphere diameter 0,25 mm) as in our previous paper 
[4]. To calculate the effective dielectric constant of a coated sphere (or a 
coated droplet) we used the Maxwell-Garnett theory [11]. As is seen if Fig. 3, 
the GCM gives good agreement with experiments, the coated water droplets 
model has inferior agreement and the coated spheres model totally disagree 
with experiments at low frequencies. This difference may be due to the fact 
that the interface layer is not continuous in the coated spheres model. 
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THE "UNIVERSAL RESPONSE" AND SELF-SIMILARITY PRINCIPLE. 

by prof. RaoTÜ R. Nigmafullin 
Kazan State University,"Kazan, Tatarstan, Russia. 

I.The "universal" response phenomenon which has been discovered 
e^erimentalry more than 20 years ago |i] caused again the considerable 
interest in connection with the "penetration'{?of fractal conception into 
solid state physics |2],[3]. In spite of considerable progress which has been 
achieved in understanding of physical grounds of this phenomenon from 
theoretical point of view [4J,(5] the nature of its "universality" remains 
hidden and unclear. From another side the fractal conception stimulated 
the interest to investigations the processes of relaxation in heterogeneous 
.systems where relaxation is far from usual exponential law "of relaxation. 
Here alongside with "universal" response we can remind the "stretched" 
exponential law of relaxation 

4(t)=exp[-(t/T)v ], 0<V<1. f,,;;! (1)       ,    ■;■; 

which also observed in wide class of materials [6]. The "universal" 
behaviour of complex susceptibility in certain interval of frequencies is 
usually expressed as 

X(j<ö)=X(0) - (jß>/ßp )m  forO-««/Qp«l (2a) 

X(J«ö)==(JtöA2p)n~1 for 1« <ö/np«» (2b) 

Here 0< m,n <1, Qp coincides approximately with the peak loss frequency. 
The formulas for the relaxation function in the corresponding temporal 
interval has the form 

<|>(t) oc r'-m for Qp t » 1 (3a) 

<Kt)«H for«pt«l (3b) 
These relationships which are observed in wide class of heterogeneous 
materials allows us to formulate the questions jconcerning the nature of 
such "universality". 
Ql. Is there a general property of heterogeneous materials which can lie in 
the grounds of these "universal" mechanisms of relaxation? 
Q2. What kind of correctionsTone can expect to the functions z** in (l)-(3) 
if the boundaries of frequency ;or temporal interval is increased? 
QS. How this "universal" relaxation behaviour is related to microscopic 
relaxation functions? 
Q4. What is the general nature of exponents v,m,n, which determine the 
relationships (l)-(3)? 
QS. Are there some practical realizations of this phenomenon in physics 
and technics? 
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The main purpose of this abstract is to demonstrate the close relationship 
between the "universal? response and self -similarity principle and outline 
the direction which helps to find the answers for the questions formulated 
above. 
2. The system is called self-similar if the number of objects N(£) of a less 
scale % generated in the region of a space of the scale TJ (n>£) depends 
only on the ratio N(TI/?). The system which obeyed this definition 
(principle) which is called self-similar. Consider the sum of the type 

j-0 

One can prove that— 
The "universal" behaviour of the type (2) or (3) is closely related with 

the "universal" properties of the sum S-^fz}. 
We shall try to find the general principles of the appearance of the sum 

SN(z) as the function of variable z. This sum is rather general and can arise 
as the result of additive summation of a physical value distributed over a 
fractal structure. 

The physical systems with fractal geometry occupy an intermediate 
position between discrete and continuum cases because from one side a 
fractal system has an indivisible and uncorrelated structural unit and from 
another side the availability of gaps differ these systems from continuum. 

We consider  some physical  process  which  is  described by the 

function f(z/Zj). z^ is size variable forming the j-th part of the fractal 
system considered, z is an intensive variable which can characterize the 
system at whole. For example z can coincide with time, frequency, 
pressure, temperature and etc. 

Let us suppose that z} = aVj where Vj is a fractal volume of the 
j-th generation. As it follows from the results which are known from 

fractal geometry Vj is expressed as 

Vj=Gfp
,(A/kj)d*=Gfn

d'(A/Ti)D> (5) 

where G f (A/kj )* is a volume of a fractal of the scale n=(A/k}). 

pj =(A/TI)
D

* =M J is a number of figures of the scale n, Gf is the geometric 
form-factor, j is a number of self-similar generations (j = 0,1,2,...,N). 
The last stage j = N is related to the minimum scale X=A/kN. Taking 

into account all remarks made above we can present the sum SN(z) in the 
form 

SN(z)/NA=f;Mjf(z/zj) = |:pif(Z/aVj)sf b*f(z^) (6) 
j-o j-o i-° 

Here b=p, §= kVp, z => z/|aGr A*), NA is a number of homogeneous 
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regions of the scale A. Schematically the process of additive summation is 
shown oh Fig.l. The detailed investigations of sum (6) have lead to the 
following result: 

SN(z) = A(v)zto+B(v) (7) 
Here z=jt» for all cases, the values of constants A(v),B(v) and interval of z 
are given in the Table 1. 
These results has been used in [7] for calculations the impedance of self- 
similar RC circuits. If z=t/x and we consider the relaxation process in 
time —domain then the invariant properties of the sum SN(z) is conserved. 
As we see the final result is insensitive to concrete form of microscopic 
relaxation function f(x) and so the "universal" properties of this sum is 
correct for the wide Class of functions fjx). The exponent v=lnb/ln§ is not 
changed under tile tiansformations b=>bk, £=>£* and so we have a right to 
call the invariant property of the sum SN(z) as fractal or self-similar 
invariant. If a process includes in itself two or more exponents it is 
sufficient to consider the sum of the type 

WZ> = EXWf<^Z> (8) 
Ji-OJs-0 

From physical point of view the sum (8) represents itself an additive 
distribution of two types of fractal structures related with a microscopic 

process f(z). By analogy one can show that depending on the values b, , 

§, ,b2 £2 the sum SN Nj(z) admits the existence of 4 2 invariants. Calculations 
have lead to the result 

A(vl,v2)z^±B(v1,v2)z^±C(v1)v2) (9) 
which is correct for the certain interval of z = joo and wide class of 
functions fjx)  having the finite  Mellin's image.  The last  result  can 

reproduce CPA and FPR branch for various values Vj ,v2 . 
3.The "stretched" exponential law of the type (1) is related closely with 
parallel relaxation and also has "universal" character. Consider the product 

*(z)=nig(z/j6 )PJ' Ü0> 
j-i 

Here z=t/x, y, 8 > 0. This type of relaxation is typical for the branching 
process of relaxation when the process is determined by two factors-trie 
rate of relaxation in channel and number of channels (branches) in the 
next generation. The first factor is determined by the exponent 8 and the 
second one by y. The function g(y) which describes the microscopic process 
of relaxation satisfies xhe following conditions g(0)=l, dg'(y)/dg<0. 
At rather general conditions imposed on the the function gfy) at small and 
large values of y one can obtain the following result 

J>(z)=exp{-r(v)(tA)v+B(v)(tA)} (11) 
Here 
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tfvjÄjy-vJ^gay,   B(V)^    ^ ,»-v 

8v: tfy) 5(l-v) 

v=d+r)A   0 < v < if   B=I/K
8
« i 

(12a) 

(12b) 

The  boundaries  of  intermediate  asymptotic   are   determined   by   the 
expression 

AA, 
g(l + v)5 

« - « 
x 

25(2 -v) 
1/2 

n0(2a2 - caf )e 2-v (13) 

So the "stretched" exponential law of a type (11) alongside with 
"universal" functions (7),(Ö) is rather general and applicable for wide class 
of microscopic relaxation functions f(x) and g(x). The second term in (11) 
determines the small correction to usual exponential law decreasing the 
rate of relaxation One can prove that the translation and rotational 
symmetry of local atoms is not essential for relaxation and so this theory 
applicable not only to regular structures but to wide class of disordered 
systems also The same result (11) can be obtained for fractal structures if 
we consider the product 

N 
Fob* (14) . w=nt^/?')F 

and based on the estimations of sum (6) and results of Table 1 determine 
the interval of z and the exponent v=lnb/ln§. 
4. So the self-similarity principle is closely related with the "universal" 
laws of relaxation (1),(3) and can be applied to the more wide class of 
heterogeneous media than it was supposed before [6]. Based on the results 
(2) one can suggest the new passive two-pole elements of electric circuits 
realizing the operation of fractional integration and differentiation in t- 
domain region and predict the new types of waves propagating in "poor" 
conductors. 
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The results of estimations of sum (6) presented in brief in Table 1. 

(Case A] $,b < 1, §<b<l, e = $N«l, "CPA" response for z e|l,<»},v=lnb/ln§ 

sN(z)* [G(v)/(i - m^ - i»v /v( i - m 
for interval z 

' IA4./C.1 -§)C» - v)l.«'W        */* '. 
[Case B] .§>l,b<lt b§>i, E=?N»lt "FPR" response for z e(0,l], 
v=ln(l/b)/ln£ 

SN(z)« WO)/M« ~ 1)] + IG( - |v|)/{$ - l)]zM 

for interval z 
[|A, lE^^/M^-iXi + ivi)] « |z|« iMi^-Dd-lvD/ic, |] 

(Case C] §rb > 1, Kb<§, E = $N»1, "CPA" response for z e(0,l],v=lnb/lnS 
SN(z)* [G(v)/ß- l)]z'v- (f(0)/vß-1)1 

for interval z 
i^ ,E-(i-v)/(§_1)(1_v)]« ,Z| « m-lJd + lvD/IC, |] 

(CaseP] § < irb >1, b§<l, s = ?N«l, "FPR" responsefor z ejl,«}, 
v=ln(b)/m(l/£) 

SN(z)* (f(0)Av |v|(l-§)] +|G(-|v|)/(l-§)]z|v| 

for interval z 
[(Aj |/|v|(i-§)(i+|v|)]« |z|« (|v|(i-§)(i-lyD/lc, is'-M]'' 

Here G(v) represents itself the Mellin transform of the function f(x) i.e. 

to 

G(v) = Jx^f(x)dx (Al) 
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Figurel  shows the process of additive summation over the correlated 
regions and explaining the origin of the sum (6). 
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ELECTRODE INJECTED IONIC CURRENTS IN LIQUID CRYSTALS 
AND POLYMERS 

M. Olejnik, J. Miehalski, Chair of Physics,Technical University ofRzeszow 
W.L. Szymanski,Cracow Institute of Technology, Krakow 

A.B. Szymanski, Chair of Physics.TU Rzeszdw and Cracow Institute of Technology 

Abstract. 

The interest in finding and application of electrodes capable of injecting ionis to 
organic materials is of interest, for a long time [l,2,3,4].However the electrical low frequency 
response of the sample subjected to such electrodes is often noisy and poorly reproducible. 
So, for such studies ,a suitable measuring set-up is needed. By means of time domain , 
fully automated apparatus [5], the above studies were undertaken, once again, in our group. 
The problem of ion-injecting electrodes was solved by means of application of porous glass 
plates [6], filled with gel rich of dissolved salt, particularly Nad. The sample construction 
enable us of decrease of sample thickness. In present experiment the sample thickness 
controlled by pieces of optical fiber, was in the range of 200 mm. The experiment has been 
carried for following materials: 6CB /hexylcyanobiphenyl/ and cholesteryl oleate. For 
comparison the sample supplied with SnO electrode has been measured. These electrode 
act as blocking electrodes to these materials [7]. The comparison of particular response 
of the samples of cholesteryl oleate with injecting and blocking electrodes is shown 
in fig.l and 2. As one can see from the figures,the sample response is quite different. 
The magnitude of DC current is considerable is case of ion injecting electrode and 
the current - voltage dependence is nonlinear one /see Fig. 2/. For long times the slope of 
the current I vs time t is of importance. This can be approximated, with good accuracy, by 
straight line in log i-log t scale. In case of Sn02) after subtracting of DC current the charging 
and discharging slopes are identical.Is not the case of injecting electrode.where big 
differences in charging/discharging slopes is observed. The aim of the use of ion injecting 
electrode is to observe ionic space charge limited currents [2,3,4]. To meet this condition 
certain restrictions are put on sample thickness, voltage applied and the material . 
The theory of these currents [8] and restrictions put on measurements has been discussed. 

The Authors would like to express his gratitude to Dr E. Szwajczak and Dr M. Lesniak for 
their interest and helpful discussions. 
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Fig. 1. Current vs time (log-log scale) for cholesteryl 
oleate supplied with Sn02 electrodes. Voltage 
applied 7 V, temperature 298 K. 
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Fig.2. Current vs time (log-log scale) for cholesteryl 
oleate supplied with injecting electrode. Voltage 
applied 10 V, temperature 298 K. 
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INVESTIGATION OF DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF NdGa03 
SINGLE CRYSTAL IN THE TEMPERATÜRE RANGE 80-350 K 

V.M. Pashkov, V.N. Borisov, D.I. Savitskii , 

V.P. Bovtun, S.B. Ubizskii 

Kiev Politechnloal Institute, KPI-2240, 
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Possibility of use of some oxide single crystals with 

perovskite-like structure (such as NdGa03, LaGa03, LaA103, 

YA103 and others) as substrates for epitaxial growth of HTSC 

films has coused an increased interest to investigation of 
their properties. It is focused on those properties . which 

determine the efficiency of their using first of all in 

cryoelectronics and those which have not been adequately 

studied before. 
This work is devoted : to investigation of dielectric 

properties of neodimium gallium perovskite (NGP) single 

crystals at radio frequencies and at microwave ones in the 

temperature range 80 to 350 K, the information of which is 

incomplete yet. 
The NGP single crystals (space group Pbnm) were 

obtained by Czochralsky technique from stoichiometric 

charge. The twin-free crystals were grown in [110] direction 

and reached two inches in diameter. 
The measurements were performed by resonant techniques 

- by capacitor method using Q-meter in radio frequencie 

range and by the dielectric resonator method with TE01§ 
oscillation mode [1] in microwave range. The samples were 

prepared in the form of wafers with evaporated cooper 

electrodes in the first case and in the cylinder form in the 

latter one. The error of measurement of dielectric 

permeability (e) and of tangent of dielectric losses (tg5) 

at  radio  frequencies  did  not  exceed  2-3%  and  7-10% 
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respectivelly. The additional calibration, and using of the: 

correction curves (see» [1]) allow to reduce the,,microwave, 

measurement error of. e and tgS up to 3-5%. .; ....- ;o .,..,-..,• 

It was established that NGP crystal exhibits,,low fosses 

and practically linear dependence e(T)^ The dispersion -of .e 

was not observed in the range of 10-3 0 GHz,. Suchnbehaviour 

at microwaves are analogous to aluminates of rare earth 

elements [2,3], ,;that allows to consider aluminates and 

gallat.es as one group of. high quality.,doubly; rapides ;of rare , 

earth ,[see,/ Table 1}.. But. a, more sharp rise, of tgS; of NdGa03 

with ;frequency increase permits to suppose its dispersion; 

frequency to be.significantly lower than that for aluminates 

of rare earth. - 

Table ;1, 
Dielectric parameters of some gallates and aluminates 

crystals at room temperature and at frequencies' - 0.5 MHz 

(RGa03) 15 MHz (RAIO3) 10 GHz (RGa03) and 40 GHz CRA103) 

Composi- 
tion eRF 

tgSRF, 
•10-* 

TF£RF> 

•lO"6^1 G
MV 

tgS^, 
•10-* 

TF£MV> 
.10-6K-1 

NdGa03 22.7 2-3 + 150 22 1.0 + 70 

L a G a 0 3 25 2-3 - - - - 

LaA103 24.5 6 + 2 00 ; 27 1.0 + 90. 

PrA103 25 40 + 500 24.7 0 . 8 + 80 

: S d A 1 0 3 22.5 60 + 200 22.2 0 .5: + 70 

; ,E'u A1 0 3 22.5 10 + 2 00 21.8 1 .0 + 200 

G d A 1 0 3 19.5 10 - 19.3 1.0 + 240 

SmA 103 .   19.0 10 + 200 18.5 3.0 + 90 

YA 103 -.,; 17.0 3 - - -. -: 

The second specific feature of NGP single crystal is a 

considerable rise -of tgS with temperature lowering below 160 

K (see Fig.la) that was observed also in [4]. "One 'of 

proposal-explaining of; such behaviour Aide in,'r[4] connects 

it -with splin* ordering of rie'öäimi'um' -iohsoon law l/fT-a-JThe 

course of temperature dependence tgS hear 80 K on .different' 

frequencies (Fig.la) allows to think ;that a peculiarity of 
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dependence having a non-relaxation nature can take place at 

T<80 K. The results' of [5] are evidence of that too. The 

increase of tgS is accompanied by a slightly expressed that 

minimum of e (T) dependence near 100 K that was observed in 

the extremüm form of resonant frequency dependence. Its 

nature is not clear at the'present. 

The significant difference between the values of 

temperature factor of c TFC at microwaves and at radio 

frequencies '(Table 1) suggests that the relaxation losses in 

NGP crystal take place. It is confirmed by investigation in 

radio frequency range. In all samples even with high 

structure perfection a maximum of tg5 near 230 K occures. It 

lies just above as the frequency is increased that "is an 

evidence of its relaxation nature. And the activation energy 

estimation connects this relaxation maximum with ion 

subsystem of crystal. 
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tg5     temperature     dependencies 

microwave    (a)    and    radio 

2   and   3   on    (a)    correspond 

of     NdGaOg 

frequency    (b) 

to   frequencies 

10, 16, 30 GHz, and 1 and 2 on (b) - to 0.5 and 3 MHz. 

The investigation of crystals with various non-point 

defects (twin boundaries, mechanical stesses, dislocations 

and microcracks) shows ä sensitivity of the common level of 

dielectric losses at radio frequencies in the range 80-350 K 
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to structural perfection of NGP crystal. The losses in such 

crystals ^re.higher and the appearence of, some local maxima 

on dependence tgS(T) occures. As the frequency increases the 

sensitivity of tgS to the structural perfection of sample 

falls. In spite of presence of defects and relaxation 

phenomena the dielectric losses of NGP single crystals 

remain to be relatively' low. 
Thus, the main features on temperature dependences of 

studied dielectric parameters of NdGa03 single crystal in 

the range 80 to 350 K are the rise of losses level at all 

frequencies at temperature below 160 K and the presence of 

local maxima in temperature range 180-240 K that have 

probably a relaxation nature. To clear up these phenomena 

some additional investigations including other methods are 

necessary. ; ''■: 
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Angular velocity correlation function of ellipsoidal particles. 

Molecular dynamics simulation and theory 

K. Pastemy and A. Br6dka 

Institute of Physics, University of Silesia, 

Uniwersytecka 4,40-007 Katowice, Poland 

We carried out molecular dynamics simulation of 256 ellipsoidal 

molecules interacting via the Gay-Berne potential model [1]. From the 

simulation results the angular velocity and angular velocity sign reversal 

correlation functions were calculated. Due to the similarity of these two 

correlation functions we applied the model worked out for translational 

velocities by Varlyar et al. [2J. The simulated distribution of time intervals 

between successive angular velocity reversals was analysed using 

theoretical expression [2] based on uncorrelated consecutive velocity 

reversals, and one adjustable parameter was estimated. This parameter 

allowed us to reproduce the main features of the simulated angular velocity 

correlation function. 

[1]   J.G. Gay and B.J. Berne, J. Chem. Phys., 74 (1981) 3316. 

[2]    J.E. Varlyar, D. Kivelson, G. Tarjus and J. Talbot, J. Chem. Phys., 98 

(1992)693. 
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DIELECTRIC RELAXATION PHENOMENA IN POLYMERS 
INVESTIGATION OF ELECTRET  BEHAVIOUR IN POLYACRYLONITRILE 
(PAN) 

J. POSPISIL 

Department of Polymer Phystcs, Faculty of Mathematics and 
Physics; Charles University, 
V Holesovickaeh 2, 180 00 Prague, Czech Republic 

Objectives 
The  thermally stimulated  depolarization currents (TDSC) 
method has been  widely used as a  tool to  memitor and 
analyze  the  complex  relaxation  phenomena  occuring in 
polymer [1,2]. 
TSDC  method  has  been  exploited  to  put  in  evidence 
possible  electret behaviour  of polyacrylonitrile (PAN), 
which • has  relevant  technological  applications  and is 
endowed by the large dipole moment (3.4 D) of the nitrile 
side groups present along its main chain. 

Experimental 

The polyacrylonitrile (PAN) polymer, manufactured by 
Aldrich (Mw = 140 000) has been used for the sample 
preparation. The i mm thick pellets were prepared by 
molding-cpmpresion-at 155°C and the thin films by «asting 
on a glass substrate from a PAN viscous solution in 
dimethyl formamide solvent (DMF). The viscjous PAN 
solution in DMF was prepared in the 1--.10 weight ratio. 
The PAN thin films were dried in a dry box for 24 hours 
in vacuum (10"3torr). 

Results and conclusions 

TSDC results and conclusions 
Either pellets and thin films of PAN show a complex TSDC 
spectrum in which two regions, A and B, can be isolated. 
The former (temperature range 77-400K) is the region of 
the molecular mobility of PAN polymer in amorphous phase 
and the latter (temperature range > 400K) is the 
paracrystalline region. In the A region the spectra can 
be decomposed by a proper choice of the poling conditions 
(TP) into three peaks, CC , ß , and f . The a peak, 
occuring at 380K in the "pellets, corresponds to the 
glass-transition and is due to dipolar relaxation in the 
amorphous phase. In the thin" films it is shifted to 
360K. The a peak is broad: su<ih a feature might be 
meaningful of a wide distribution of Äolecülar weights in 
PAN polymeric material^ The ß    peak occurs at 240K, i.e. 
below T«r, and can be related to local motions of-CsN side 
groups, The y peak, at 175K, is probably caused by impu- 
rities, e.g. water, see figs. la,:b,c,d  . 
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Fig.   1 b - TSDC curves in amorphous region of PAN E„ = 25V, d = 1.05 mm, t„ = 
lSO^ec^j^Jöp, 351, 347, and 338 K for curves 1, 2, .3, and 4 respectively,),; 
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Fig. 16c - TSDC curves in amorphous region of PAN E, = 250V, t„ = ISO sec d = 
1,05 mm,Tp = 294, 264, 250, 234, 189Land 213 for curves 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 respectively. 
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Fig. 2 .- Polyacrylonitrile (PAN) thin film after pyrolysis at T =.230C and for t = 15 
mm m air. Polarization conditions: E„ = 2V, tj, = 210 sec, T„ =;384, 377, and 362 for' 
curves 1, 2, and 3 respectively. 
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The TSDC spectra in the B region, occuring at 
temperature higher than Tg, are characterized by currents 
as higher as 3xlO"9A. It is worthwhile noticing that such 
spectra are detected even in the blank TSDC runs (i.e. 
without any external field) and cannot be suppressed by 
the procedure reported above. Such a behaviour is 
observed in both types of samples, startirtg from 400K in 
pallets and from 370K in thin films, and can be explained 
by PAN chain alignment in paracrystal 1 ine region ,.[33 

Effects induced by pyrolysis on the molecular mobility in 
the glass-transit ion region 
Preliminary experiments have been performed to modify the 
PAN structure by pyrolysis at 230°C in air. 
A ladder-like structure with -electron conjugation is 
expected as a result [4], The dramatic color change (the 
samples not submitted to the thermal treatment are 
colorless and become yellow, brown, and black brown for 
increasing times of treatment) is accompanied by deep 
changes of the i.r. spectrum as well. TSDC measurements 
on samples submitted to the pyrolysis process show that 
in the thin films the a peak (related to the molecular 
mobility) in the glass transition decreases and new TSDC 
peak Of'above Tg appears, see fig.2. Such effects are in 
agreement with the assumption that in a ladder structure 
the chains ar« less mobil©;, .: 
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DIELECTRIC PERFORMANCE AND LUMINESCENCE OF SILIKA POROUS 
GLASSES WITH SILICON IMPREGNATIONS 
Ya.O.Roizin , E.Rysiakiewicz-Pasek   , A.B.Korlyakov 
"Odessa State University, 270100 Odessa, Ukraine, 

"^Wroclaw Technical University, 50-370, Wroclaw, Poland 
New porous materials for optical and electronic applica- 
tion have been obtained and Investigated. The starting 
materials were porous silica samples obtained by three 
different technologies. In the first case* sddium- 
borosilicate glasses with initial phase separation were 
etched in acla solutions to fabricate porous SiOz matri- 
xes. The samples of second arid third groups were obta- 
ined by thermal oxidation of porous silicon which Was 
fabricated by means of electrochemical etching and 
spark-discharge processing of crystalline silicon, res- 
pectively. The thickness of fabricated porous specimens 
ranged from SO to 500 micron. They consisted of practi- 
cally   pure   silica   and   had   similar   size   dlctributions   of 
pores with maxima at 20-30 X, The further technological 
steps consisted in filling the volume of voids with 
amorphous carbon by means of thermal decomposition of 
glucose at 220 C and in thermal annealing of thus obta- 
ined composite material at 600-750°C. The samples that' 
had a typical black colour after carbon deposition reta-*- 
ined their Initial transparence and behaved as typical 
dielectrics after the, annealing procedure. The a.c. co- 
nductivity measured in a wide frequency domain increased 
several times compared with initial porous glasses, thus 
indicating the presence of Inclusions polarized by the' 
applied a.c. voltage. The volume of voids could be dedu- 
ced from capacitance measurements and the calculated va^ 
lues agreed well with the results obtained for initial 
sam$!£S|0by other techniques. It confirmed the fact that 
sinter^« of porous glasses was hot pronounced for the 
eifipiöyeiär annealing temperatures. This contrast with the 
meritiöh?ed!; above results significant changes were obser0 

ved in course of our luminescent measurements for porous 
glasses Subjected to carbon filling-annealing procedure. 
An increase of" .the luminescence intensity up to two or- 
ders of magnitude was observed. This fact; and also typi- 
cal shifts of the luminescence band maximum strongly 
suggest that the Origin of the light emission is cohneo- 
tedF with quantum-confinement effects in silicon clusters 
formed in the Sl02  matrix by  carbon  reduction  of  porous 
silica: iJ"The kinetics of limlnescence decay depended upon 
the energy of UV excitation quanta Et. A model is pro- 
posed to account for the large (up to 10 seconds) rela- 
xation  times  in  case  Et  exceeded   the  absorption   gap   of 
silica glasses. 
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ALTERNATING CURRENT HOPPING CONDUCTIVITY 
IN SALT-ZWITTERIONIC MIXTURES 

S.A.Rozanski, F.Kremer 

FB Physik (Abt. PÄF), Universität Leipzig 
Lirmestr. 5, 04103 Leipzig, FRG 

P.KoberIe, AXaschewsky 

Unrversite Catholique de Louvain, Departement de Chimie 
Place LPasteur I, B-1348Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium 

Introduction 

In electrically conducting polymers the frequency and the temperature dependence of 
the complex dielectric functions, and hence the complex conductivity, allows to draw 
conclusions concerning the mechanisms of charge transport The electrical characteristic 
of ionically conducting materials are often studied by ac techniques to avoid the necessity 
of developing the non-blocking ion-conducting electrodes that are needed for dc 
measurements. 

One of the most characteristic properties of electrical conduction in disordered solids is 
strong dispersion of the conductivity. At low frequencies one observes a constant 
conductivity while at higher frequencies the conductivity becomes strongly frequency 
dependent, varying approximately as a power of the frequency where the exponent is less 
then but close to one as the temperature goes to zero. 

A particularly interesting case is given for zwitterionic polymers [ 1 ]. In such 
polymers, all ions are fixed to the polymer backbone, and low-molecular-weight 
counterions are missing. The high density in dipolar units affords a number of specific 
properties to these polyzwitterions: very high glass transition temperature, strong 
polarity, the ability to dissolve inorganic salts in stochiometric amounts, and very high 
affinity for water. Solubility of polybetaines depends on the nature of the anions and 
cations of low molecular weight salt. The interaction of salts and polyzwitterions 
observed in solution can be extended to the behavior in bulk. It enables the preparation 
of equivalent amounts of inorganic salt and polyzwitterions. 

The dielectric properties of zwirterionic polymers and hence their conductivity are only 
briefly explored. By employing broadband dielectric spectroscopy the frequency, and 
temperature dependence of the complex dielectric function is measured. This enables the 
underlying mechanisms of charge transport to be investigated and the influence of the 
inorganic salt concentration on this process to be studied: 
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Experimental 

Jo elucidate the influence of inorganic salt concentration on the dielectric properties 
arid conductivity in ionic side chain polymers we haye studied isomeric polymethacrylates 
at several concentration of sodium iodine salt ( formula of polymer is shown in Fig. 1). 
The synthesis of monomers and polymers, and the preparation of the polymer blends of 
polymer with inorganic salts has:been described previously [ 1 ]. All measurements was 
made below Tg temperature which is higher then chemical stability temperature (453 K) 
of the polymer    , 

.' CH3 \ 

(-CH3,Q-)n CH3 

,      I      '-r,. I    ■   .  .- 
COO-(-CH2-)ii-N+-(CH2)3- SO"3 

GH3 

Fig.l 

Fig.2 

For the dielectric measurements, polymer films were placed between two, gold plated 
stainless steel electrodes that were pressed together by a micrometer screw. The polymer 

films with different Nal molar, contents and with a thickness 
ranging between 40 pm and 80 /tm were cast directly from 
2 ml, 1:1 mixtures of 2,2,2 trifluorethanole with water onto 
one of the electrodes and the solvent was evaporated for 
2 h at 323 K. To provide good contact with the upper 
electrode of the sample condenser a graphite 16 mm 
diameter disk spacer was placed on to the polymer film. For 
the dielectric measurements (102 -f 10? Hz) an impedance 
analyser (HP 4192A) was employed. The measurement 
system used a custom-made cryostat, which allowed the 
sample temperature to be adjusted between 100 K and 
400 K by using a temperature - controlled nitrogen gas jet 
(stability ± 0.02 K). The sample temperature was measured 
with a platinum temperature sensor mounted in one of the 

condenser plates ( temperature resolution ±0.01 K). Before measurements samples 
were heated in the nitrogen atmosphere, at a temperature about 400 R to remove all 
water. 

1 

Lao, o(rr«*JtflcyiHi0H 

Results and Discussion 

The influence of the salt concentration on the conductivity contribution has been 
derived from^tiie, frequency dependence of e" according to equetion a' - Re(e0üjs*). 
Fig.2 and ^ig.i'.shpws, the real part of the complex conductivity as a function of 
frequency at different temperatures for pure polymer,and with 200 mol% Nal salt 
concentration. The effect pf enhancement the conductivity of pure zwitterionic 
polymethacrylate with adding a stoichiometric amount of Nal salt on about two orders 
of magnitude is observed. The real part of the conductivity increases with increasing 
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frequency, temperature and inorganic salt concentration. 
For high salt concentration and temperatures the 
conductivity is almost constant at low frequencies while at 
higher frequencies the conductivity becomes strongly 
frequency dependent, varying approximately as a power of 
the frequency (a ~ ws, 0.67<s<l). For high frequencies 
changes of the conductivity with temperature in pure 
polymer are smaller then in polymer with 200 mol% 
Nal salt concentration. The ac conductivity is less 
temperature dependent then dc, suggesting that ac 
conduction is dominated by processes with activation 
energies smaller then dc conduction. 

To describe the frequency and temperature dependence 
of the complex conductivity variety of theoretical 
approaches have been 
proposed, with the main focus 
on hopping models. We 
compare two models for the 
complex conductivity i.e., 
a microscopic model 
proposed by Funke [ 2 ] 

free - 
model 

Dyre 

Fig.5 

and   the    random 
energy       barrier 
proposed by 
[H 
Funke modified the Debye- tooon-pr'] 

Hueckel-Onsager-Falkenha- 
gen theory of conduction in electrolytes for solid ionic conductors. In his model, the 
hopping motion of the mobile charged defects is largely determined by their mutual 
repulsive interaction. As a consequence, correlated forward-beckward hopping processes 
takes place. They are responsible for the observed dispersion of the conductivity. An 
expression for the real part of the conductivity behavior can be obtained from the 
following equetion (low frequency limit): 

o*(w)=o<0) + oCOXca/ws)8, (1) 

where a(0) is the dc conductivity, tos is the characteristic frequency for the onset of ac 
conduction, s describes the slope of the dispersion region. Now the critical frequency ws 

can be found by inspection of the ac conductivity data since w = us when ofas^^O). 
Dyre have proposed a random free-energy barrier model for ac conduction in 

disordered solids. This model assumes conduction takes place by hopping, where the 
hopping charge carriers are subject to spatially randomly varying energy barriers. The 
model is solved in the continuous time random walk approximation (CTRW). The 
disorder is taken into account by a distribution of waiting times between succesive 
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jumps. The real part of the conductivity in random free-energy barrier model solved 
within CTRW'approximation is given by: 

a^)=^0)(wT)arctan(uT)/({ln[l+(wT)2]1/2}2+[arctäri(ü)T)]2),   ;    .    (2) 

where a(0) is dc conductivity and T =l/(7min)"1 -low frequency cutoff. 
The conductivity data on Fig.2 and Fig.3 were fitted using equations (1) and (2).'The 

temperature   and    concentration 
;.' dependence 6f the parameters of 

the best fits to the conductivity, 
data are shown in Fig. 4, 5, 6,.7. ■;• 
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increasing both temperature and 
salt concentration. The activation 
energy for the critical frequency is 
about 0.38 eV - 3.03 eV and for 
the conductivity is about 0:94 eV- 

' 2.89 eV. ws is thermally activated 
■TJ!;.- ■     :  .following the same Arrhenius-like ,ogo"^ '■ ■.    . 

■;■■.■'■ !v;i-.\ behavior as the o(0) conductivity. 
The best fits of the experimental data are obtained only for high temperatures and high 
salt concentration then for pure polymer and low temperatures slight deviation from the 
simple power-low behavior appear. 

Conclusions 

The frequency and temperature dependence of the conductivity in salt-zwitterionic 
mixtures can be described by a model proposed by Funke [ 2 ] and Dyre [ 3 ]. Both 
models are,in quantitative agreement with experimental results and yield nearly identical, 
fit parameters. However, detailed examination of the fits shows that.Funke model fit 
better present data then the model proposed by Dyre. The difference is sufficient only in 
low temperature region where the relative deviation of fit parameters is about two times 
poorer then those obtained using Funke fitting. The main part of the misfit arises 
probably from the fitting of the dc conductivity. Nevertheless, based on the above 
experimental data it is not justified to give a preference to any one model. 
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NUMERICAL STUDY OF NON-OHMIC R-HOPPING CONDUCTIVITY 
IN MACROSCOPICALLY NON-UNIFORM RANDOM SYSTEMS. 

J. Rybicki, G. Mancini and M. Chybicki 
Istituto di Matematica e Fisica, Universita' di Camerino, Camerino (MC), Italia 

1. introduction. 

The current-field and conductivity-field characteristics of random three dimensional r-hopping 
systems can be calculated numerically within a model proposed by Bottger and Wegener (1984). The 
authors of the model have published only few exemplary curves for a random, but macroscopically 
uniform centres distribution over the sample (simulation box). However, in most real cases an extremely 
thin layer can only hardly be thought to be a macroscopically uniform one, because of a relaxation of the 
density of structural defects due to differences in bond lengths, diffusion of atoms from the substrate or 
chemical reactions. All these reasons make it necessary to consider the case of random distributions of 
hopping centres, with their macroscopic density varying as a function of the distance from the injecting 
contact. Such a spatial non-uniformity in the centres distribution has been proved to influence 
remarkably the transient currents measured in the classical time-of-flight experiment for hopping 
transport (Rybicki el al. 1992, 1993). Thus, it seems to be interesting to investigate also the influence of 
the layer,non-homogeneity on stationary current-field and conductivity-field characteristics. 

In the present communication we describe in short the results of the numerical simulation of the 
current-field, and conductivity-field characteristics for r-hopping transport for a strong electron-phonon 
coupling (small polarons), and for a weak electron-phonon coupling (band-like transport) in 
macroscopically non-uniform amorphous thin layers. 

2. Basic equations. 

The basic equations describing the hopping conductivity (Bottger and Bryksin 1985) are as follows. 
For an electric field E of arbitrary strength, the density j of the dc hopping current is given by 

J=äE(R»:R»:)-''(^.«). 
m.m' 

where Rm is the position of the m-th hopping site, Q. - volume of the system, N - total site number 
within volume Cl, and i(m',m) is the current running from site m' to site m. The latter may be written as 

i(m',m)^eW„.m[pm.(\~ pJtxp(ßV„,j2)- 

where Vm'm = Vm> - Vm , Vm = Cm+ eum , Sm - energy of the m-th site, um - potential of the external 
field E at the point Rm , ß = kT, k - Boltzmann constant, T - temperature, pm - the occupation 
probability of site m, Wm'm - the symmetrized hopping probability. The latter in the limits of strong and 
weak electron-phonon interactions may be expressed as: 

and 
W«m = W0.exp(-2a\Rm.m\), 

W«* = ^fSinh|K„,,m|/?/2]"' ■ cxp(-2«|Rra.m|), 
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respectively, where a is the' reciprocal Bohr radius, and the prefactor W0 depends only weakly on the 
external electric field E, as well on the site position Rm and energy Sm. We resolve, numerically the 
above equations together with 

under the normalisation condition 
m' 

where n is the concentration of electrons in the system. In our model calculations we use the 
exponentially decreasing in space average density of hopping centres: 

Nh(x) = N0(D)-exp(-x/D), 

where x'isi the distance measured frdrn one of the electrodes, 0 < x < L, L - the layer thickness, arid D is 
a characteristic length of tfi'e site concentration' decay. The centre concentration at x = 0, Nn(0), for each 
value of D, is chosen in such a way that the total number of hopping centres within the simulation box is 
constant. The parameters, which are common for all the curves are: the concentration of electrons in the 
system n = 0.5, the system dilution a//V1/3 = 15 (A = N/fi); N = 500. 

3. Numerical results and discussion. 

3.1. Small polarons. 

Fig. 1 shows current-electric field characteristics for various degrees of non-uniformity L/D for a strong 
electron-phonon interaction (E1 = eEßa"'/2, current in arbitrary units). The characteristics obtained for 
non-uniform centres distributions, with L/D in the range 1.0 - 2.5, reveal an N-like course, showing a 
current maximum at fairly low fields, followed by a current decay down to a minimum value, and by a 
subsequent exponential current increase. The overall shape of the curves remains similar. The quantities 
which depend remarkably on L/D are the position and the depth of the current and conductivity minima. 
With increasing sample non-uniformity the current minima occur for increasing fields, and the minimal 
current values become lower. 

Fig.2 shows differential conductivities a(E') corresponding to the j vs E' characteristics of Fig. 1 
(normalised1 to a(E'-0);rThe curves'corresponding to L/D > 1.0 practically coincide, and thus the 
relative differential conductivity variations1 in the function of the applied field do not depend on the 
degree of spatial non-homogeneity in the centres distribution, assuming a specific shape, common tp all 
sufficiently non-uniform systems. The point to be noted is thai the conductivity saturation occurs at a' 
certain critical value of the applied field, E'c, only weakly dependent on L/D (for E'c « 0.2). The non- 
uniform systems become thus ohmic, at least up to the fields consistent with the assumption of constant 
carrier concentration. Such a behaviour is quite different from the case of uniform systems, where there 
is no conductivity saturation, but the local conductivity minimum is followed by the exponential 
conductivity increase. There is also no negative-conductivity region, in contradistinction to the non- 
uniform'systems. In order to understand such a behaviour we have studied the histograms of the average 
(för 10 successive subifitervals'of the layer thickness) occupation probabilities' of .the centres in the 
function Of E':. for each value of L/D (Mäncini et at 1993). For L/D ä 1.0, the fieid rarige'over which the 
aveVage occupation in the centräPpaif of ä layer tends to about one, corresponds jtp the conductivity 
decay towards zeroV On increasing field the spatial extension' of the region yyitrj ahnöst fully occupied 
centres increases, and the 'difTereritial'-töridüctivity assumes*its negative values*. Finally, the increasing 
field is again able to enforce the effective carrier motion, and the current increases slightly, so that the 
conductivity assumes small positive values (spatial 'extension of the fully occupied region begins to 
shrink): For spatially uniform systems, in the wholc: field range the average occupation of centres over 
all the layer thickness remains well below one. 
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Fig. 1. Current-field characteristics in their dependence Fig.2. Differential conductivities c(E')/a(E-0) 
on the non-homogeneity parameter L/D: a) L/D =0.0; calculated from characteristics a - f of Fig 1. 
L/D = 0.5; c) L/D'= 1.0; d) L/D = 1.5; e)L/D = 2.0; 
f) L/D' = 2.5. Strong electron-phonon coupling. 
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Fig.3. Current-field characteristics in their dependence    Fig.4. Differential conductivities a(E')/a(E'=0) 
on the non-homogeneity parameter L/D: a) L/D =0.0;    calculated from characteristics a - f of Fig.3. 
L/D = 0.5; c) L/D = 1.0; d) L/D = 1.5; e) L/D = 2,0; 
f) L/D = 2.5. Weak electron-phonon coupling. 

3.2. Band-like transport. 

Fig.3 shows current-field characteristics for various values of L/D for a weak electron-phonon 
interaction (normalised to jmax). All the characteristics consist of a very narrow ohmic region (for E' « 
0.01), showing a current maximum at fairly low fields, followed by a current decay down to the 
minimum (saturation) value. The quantities which depend remarkably on L/D are the values of the 
saturation current, and the field, at which the saturation occurs. With increasing sample non-uniformity 
the current reaches its saturation value for systematically increasing fields. The final current values is 
lower for higher L/D. 

Fig.4 shows differential conductivities cr(E') corresponding to the j vs E characteristics of Fig.3 
(normalised to a(E'=0). Here, in contradistinction to the case of a strong electron-phonon coupling, the 
curves corresponding to different L/D values do not coincide, retaining, however, their typical shape: the 
conductivity decreases, reaches its minimum, and then approaches a small negative value. The depth of 
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the conductivity minimum depends dramatically on L/D. A study of the histograms of the average 
occupation probabilities of the centres in the function of E, for each value of L/D shows, that for L/D S 
1.0 the field range in which the average occupation in the central part of a layer tends to about one (over 
about 10% of the layer thickness), corresponds to the conductivity-decay towards its minimum value. On 
increasing fiqldjthe spatial extension of the region with almost ally occupied centres increases, and the 
differential'conductivity begins to increase. In contradistinction to the case of a strong electron-phonon 
interaction, the increasing field is not able to enforce the effective carrier motion, and the current always 
decays, so that the conductivity has a small negative value up to the maximum fields (assumption of 
constant carrier concentration). The described behaviour of non-uniform systems is only quantitatively 
different from the behaviour of macroscopically uniform samples, where the conductivity also remains 
negative, but the conductivity minimum is much less deep than for the non-uniform samples. The 
average occupation histograms show, that for the uniform systems the full occupation is never reached. 
Up to the highest fields, the average centre occupation does not exceed 0.7 in any of the slices. The 
shallow conductivity minimum (occurring at E' = 0.06), however, corresponds to somewhat higher 
centre occupations (about 15% of the layer thickness has the average centre occupation «0.8 in the field 
range 0;05<E'< 0.1):-   '        ■'"'-■ 

4. Concluding remarks. ' 

The considered model of hopping transport is rather difficult to be treated numerically. In order to get 
fully realistic, results One should perform calculation's involving - as we estimate - at least IO6' hopping 
centres in the simulation box; HoweVer, the increased remarkably number of sites in the simulation box, 
ill addition to increase, strongly the difficulty of operating numerical methods, Would demand extremely 
long CPU times, ,and,i.hus such calculations are practically impossible. We think, however, that even 
somewhat-oversimplified numerical results reveal qualitative behaviours of real physical systems. In the 
base of the results discussed above we canstale a significant both quantitative and qualitative changes 
due to quasi continuous variations in the average centre concentration over the sample thickness. 

The work has been partially sponsored by KB, grants 2 2367 9102 and 2 P302 16004. 
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1. Introduction. 

One of the most widely used methods for the determination of the microscopic transport parameters, 
is the analysis of the results obtained in the classical time-of-flight (TOF) experiment (Scher and 
Montroll 1975, Schmidlin 1977a,b, Arkhipov and Rudenko 1982, Rudenko and Arkhipov 1982a,b). 
The classical theory of the TOF experiment describes transient currents in thin layers, which are 
assumed to be spatially homogeneous on the macroscopic scale, and permits to perform an extensive 
analyse of the transients measured in macroscopically uniform layers (e.g. Marshall 1983, Marshall 
and Main 1983, Marshall et al. 1985, Weissmiller 1985, Muller-Horsche et al. 1987, Di Marco et al. 
1989, Seynhaeve et al. 1988). However, a number of phenomena introduce the macroscopic scale 
variations of the total density of hopping centres over the layer thickness. Thus, the straightforward 
application of the theory developed for spatially uniform layers can not be fully reliable. For the 
multiple-trapping transport mechanism, the influence of the spatial non-uniformity of the trap 
distribution on the transient currents has been investigated by Rybicki and Chybicki (1988, 1989), 
Rybicki etal. (1990), and some simple formulas for determination, or at least estimation of the spatial 
distribution of multiple-trapping centres have been proposed. 

The TOF measurement interpretation for the hopping transport mechanism is more difficult than in 
the case of the multiple-trapping transport (e.g. Bassler et al. 1982, Bassler 1984, Yuh and Stolka 
1988). Computer experiments, in particular Monte Carlo simulations, are often performed in order to 
elucidate certain features of the hopping transport in materials characterised by diagonal or/and off- 
diagonal disorder (e.g. Adler and Silver 1982, Marshall 1978, 1981, Marshall and Sharp 1980, Ries 
and Bassler 1987, Pautmeier et al. 1989, Richert et al. 1989, Rybicki et al. 1992,1993). 

In the present contribution we report on the results of the Monte Carlo simulation of the time-of- 
flight (TOF) experiment for r-hopping transport in thin non-uniformly doped crystalline layers 
(substirutional disorder). The density of the substitutions is assumed to depend on the distance from 
the contacts, and to be constant in the plains perpendicular to the applied electric field. In particular, 
the density of r-hopping centres is assumed to change exponentially as a function of the from the 
injecting electrode. The results of simulations performed for various system dilutions, and various 
degrees of the layer spatial non-uniformity, are discussed. 

2. Simulation results. 

The TOF signals were calculated according to the algorithm described in Ries and Bassler 1987 and 
Rybicki et al 1993. The transient currents were calculated from the time and spatial evolution-of the 
injected carrier packet n(x,t) during its motion towards x = L, according to the expression: 

\_d_ 
ncdt{"K"'''~~ ' n0Ldt-0 

1      si 1        sf 

7(0 = —\n(x,t)dx+-——lxn(x,t)dx 
n   lit •> n I. lit J 
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(e.g. Leal Ferreira 1977), where j(t) is the particle current per one carrier, n«, is the number of injected 
carriers. The carrier packets n(x,t) were obtained by averaging the random walks of 3000 individual 
carriers (20 carriers for each of 150 site generations). Simulations have been performed for systems of 
various transport centres concentrations c in the range 0.1 + 1.0, and various degrees of spatial non- 
uniformity of the centre density (from uniform samples to the samples revealing e3 - fold change of 
the substitutions concentration over the layer thickness). 

Prior to presenting the influence of the spatial macroscopic-scale non-homogeneity of the total 
centre concentration on the TOF transient currents, we will show separately the pure effect of 
decreasing centre concentration. In Fig.l the transient currents correspond to the x-indepeiideht 
average spatial centre density (L/D = 0), and the only parameter being changed; is the average centre 
concentration c. The slopes of the final current decay decrease remarkably in die range of c from 1.0 
to 0.1, and the overall shape of the characteristics indicates the dispersion increase dn decreasing 
doping. The histograms of the total numbers of jumps performed by the carriers during their walk 
from x = 0 to x = L (Rybicki et al. 1994) show that the dispersion of the total numbers of hops 
increases rapidly with decreasing site concentration, in accordance with increasing dispersive 
character of the transients in Fig. 1. 

In order to investigate qualitatively the influence of the macroscopic non-uniformity of the r- 
hopping centre spatial distribution, we performed our simulations for exponential variations of the 
centre concentration in the function of x, the total number of centres within the sample being held 
constant. Thus, the initial values of currents obviously depend on the actual degree of non-uniformity, 
because the number of hopping centres near the injecting contact (x = 0) is different from one curve to 
another. In particular, the concentration Njj(x) of hopping centres is given by 

Nh(x) = N0(D)-S(x), (1) 
where 

S(x) = Qxp(-x/D), (2) 
or 

S(x) = exp[-(L-x)/D], (3) 

D is the concentration decay (increase) parameter, and N()(D) is the L/D-dependent normalisation 
factor. Figures 2 and 3 show the influence of the degree of the layer spatial non-uniformity for c = 0.2, 
and Figure 4 - for c = 0.1. 

Let us consider at first the case of decreasing in x (eqs. (l)-(2)) total concentration of hopping 
centres (Fig. 3, and Fig 4, curves a, c). Here the carriers moving towards x = L enter the region of 
lower centre density, and thus their motion is slowed down for higher x. With increasing degree of 
non-uniformity, L/D, the slopes before the effective time-of-fiight increase, whereas after the effective 
time-of-flight - decrease. For high degree of spatial non-uniformity (L/D = 3.0), the effective time-of- 
flight is difficult to be determined (for times of order of the effective time-of-flight the current decay 
of slope close to -1). Thus the increase of L/D acts qualitatively as the increase of the system dilution, 
and the overall shape of the transient is governed by the minimum density region. 

For the increasing in x total centre density (eqs. (l)-(3)), the effect of spatial non-uniformity is 
more interesting (Fig 2, and Fig. 4, curves a, b). The increasing in x centre density makes the carrier 
motion easier for larger distances from the injecting contact. The characteristic feature is the 
occurrence of current maxima immediately before the final current decay. The current peaks become 
the current plateaux for sufficiently diluted systems (c « 0.1) of sufficiently high L/D value. 

The comparison of the curves for the same ratio L/D, centre average concentration c, but obtained 
for reversed spatial centre distributions, eqs. (l)-(2), and (l)-(3), respectively, shows a remarkable 
polarity dependence of transient currents. Note, that the slope of the final current decay does not 
depend on the polarity (the final parts of the pairs of curves denoted with b's, c*s, and d's, in Figures 2, 
and 3, and also the final parts of the curves b, and c in Fig. 4, are parallel). 
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The effective mobility of the carriers is time-dependent, and in the case of the exponential decrease 
of the centre density may be approximated as (Rybicki era/. 1992): 

%■(') = 

A) 
l+[2(a'-\)/(3D)]/i0Et 

(4) 

where u0 is proportional to exp(-2a'), a' is the reciprocal Bohr radius expressed as Ng"1'3 / R, R is 
the Bohr radius of the localised state, N0 is the centre concentration at x = 0, and E is the applied 
electric field. The latter formula is valid for not too high value of L/D, and only prior to the effective 
time-of-flight. The currents calculated in the base of (4) approximate well the Monte Carlo results 
shown in the above figures (Rybicki et at. 1994). Having to disposal even so simplified analytical 
expression, one can determine the parameter D from the currents measured in the TOF experiment, 
assuming of course a priori the functional shape of the hopping centres distribution (l)-(3). 
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Fig. 1. r-hopping transient currents for various transport site concentrations c for spatially 
uniform (L/D=0) systems: a) c=1.0; b) c=0.5; c) c=0.2; d) c=0.1. 
ivg. 2. r-hopping transient'currents for the average centre concentration c = 0.2, spatial 
centre distribution (l)-(3): a) L/D = 0.0; b) L/D = 1.0, c) L/D = 2.0; d) L/D = 3.0. 
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Fig.3.   ir-hopping transient currents for the average centre concentration c = 0.2, spatial 
centre distribution (l)-(2). a) L/D = 0.0; b) L/D = 1.0, c) L/D = 2.0; d) L/D = 3.0. 
Fig.4. r-hopping transient currents for the average centre concentration c = 0.1, a) uniform 
centre distribution L/D = 0.0; b) centre distribution (l)-(3), L/D = 1.0; c) centre distribution 
(l)-(2), L/D = 1.0. 
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4. Concluding remarks. 

r-hopping transient currents measured in the classical TOF experiment in crystalline thin layers are 
highly sensitive to spatial macroscopic-scale variations of the total hopping centre concentration. The 
detailed shape of the transients depends in a complicated way on the system dilution, and spatial 
variations of the centre concentration. It seems that even having to disposal precise analytical 
expressions for the currents, it would be very difficult to determine reliably die spatial centre 
distribution from the measurement results obtainable within the TOF experiment alone. However, 
following the simple, but general considerations of Rybicki et al. (1992), the formulas like (4) can be 
easily developed for several other shape functions S(x). Thus, if it is possible to assume a priori S(x) 
in the form of a familyof one-parameter functions, one can lit the parameter value: to get the closest 
coincidence between the measured and calculated curves, establishing in that manner a possible 
spatial topping centre distribution responsible for a particular shape of the observed current. 

The work has been sponsored by KBN, grants 2 2367 9102 and 2P 302 16004. 
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EFFECT OF X-RAY IRRADIATION ON ELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF 
THERMOTROPIC LIQUID CRYSTALS 

B. 5. Saburov, S. Shukhiev 

Tajik Agricultural University, Dushanbe, Republic of Tajikistan. 

Electrical properties of thermotropic liquid crystals of 
different types - cholesteric (ch), nematic (n) and smectic 
(sm) were studied in dynamics of T-ray irradiation. Choleste- 
ric ethers - cholesterilacetate (cha), cholesterilpel?rgonate 
(chp), cholesterilvaleriate (chv) and also 4-nitrophenil-4-n- 
octiloxybenzoate (nphob) and 4-n-gexyloxyphenil-4-n-deciloxy- 
benzoate (gphb) were chosen for the investigation. 

UEf-60 plant emitting decelerating x-ray irradiation 
within the range of 0.5-2.5 A° wavelength where spectral 
maximu-n fell on 0.75 A° was used as a source of x-rays. 

-. Current in x-ray tube was varied from 0.15 to 15 A that 
guaranteed x-ray irradiation power dose (D) from 0.012 to 
1.2 Gr/s. Temperature of the sanroles was kept to an accuracy 
of O.I°C. Intrinsic 6"0 and additional 4<J=6"-6"0  electri- 
cal conductivities depending on temperature in different x- 
ray irradiation power doses were measured with the help of 
ITIJ-6 electrometer where 6* and G^ were conductivities of 
samples which wore affected and unaffected by x-ray irradi- 
ation respectively. Special scheme of electrometer made it 
possible to compensate completely intrinsic conductivity of 
liquid crystal and to measure value and sign of additional 
current in the sample. 

It is established that x-ray irradiation doses used did 
not lead to temperature change of phase transitions (to an 
accuracy of 0.I°C). In addition all the measurements of con- 
ductivity observed under x-ray irradiation turned out to be 
completely reversible after the latter was switched off. 
Thus one may claim that power doses up to 1.2 Gr/s used in 
the work did not cause marked destruction of substance (in 
contrast to gamma and proton irradiation /I.2/) and therefore 
radiation-induced impurities were not sources of additional 
charge carriers producing an effect on conductivity of liquid 
crystals. 

In fig. dependences of additional conductivity A^-6-6 
obtained as difference of conductivities both under x-ray   ° 
irradiation 6* and its absence G„    are shown. Changes of" 
were due to temperature dependence of intrinsic conductivity 
in the range of existence of mesomorphic condition including 
above mentioned polymorphic transformations of the samples 
under investigation. Besides 6f0 cholesterilvaleriate was 
varied by means of multiple cleaning: of the sample by recrya*all 
tallization and Chromatographie method and also by doping of 
Jfa  addition of n-deciloxypiridine chloride (curve'5). It is 
seen from the data given in fig. that the value an<f*sign of 
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•additional' conductivity arising in liquid -crystals, under x-ray" 
irradiation'depend on the value of  (Jc   of the samples. 

... Fig,  r.epend'ences. of .ad- 
,:äitiöh'flljL conductivity., on 

.."intrinsic-o;ne- for d'iffe- 
" ^ent'-'lx.quicp crystals 

. uM'er..; x-ray.irradiation 
..JB#we£;äose-^1.2 Gr/s in 

"..temperature-range of exi- 
.:.stance of mesophase and     ^ 

Isotropie condition. 
,. I-cha; 2-chn;',3-chv| 
.::.4-nphob;   5-chv (t=30°C). 
I'-uncleared; 2'-single 
cleaned; 3'-double cle- 
aned; 4'-three times 
cleaned; 5'-6*-chv with 
addition of n-deciloxy- 
piridiiie-„chloride ■ 
(5'-I.C£; 6»-3^). . 

Indeed, in the area of high 6"e.values for all the liquid cry- 
stals AO  is negative in sign under all.'x-ray irradiation 
power doses. On the contrary 6"«  decreases along with tempe- 
rature lowering or extension of cleaning degree is accompa- 
nied by decrease of negative absolute fvälües of <3"0  and in 
some cases by A<S      sign inversion to positive when values of 

Oo   are sufficiently low (curves I, 2, 5). Measurements 
OxyW current carries mobility in (chp) both under x-ray ir- 
radiation and in its absence with application of transit of 
charge time between electrodes determined by method of rever- 
sal polarity of voltage applied to the sample showed that 
JU =5*IO~J-u-5.IO-II m/v. s discovered in mesomorphic and iso- 
tropic conditions, of chp remained'invariable after irradiation 
was switched on. Therefore one can approve that charges gene- 
rated under effect of x-ray irradiation in liquid crystals 
and reversible effecting on values of samples conductivity 
have the same mobility as intrinsic current carriers in me- 
somorphic liquids. 

Apparently in the sample under investigation es a re- 
sult of ionization of liquid crystal molecules under effect 
of x-ray irradiation both mobile electrones and positive ions 
canapuear. Involvement of positive ions in generation of ad- 
ditional current is scarcely probably es far as rather large 
dimensions and as?/mmetrical configuration of liquid crystal 
molecules together with high viscosity (ooises) of anisotro- 
picMiquids must ascertain rather low mobility of such ions. 
At the same time an assumption that recombination of mobile 
electrones and intrinsic current carriers (additive ions /3/) 
in liquid crystals is possible allowed to explain experimen- 
tal results obtained - primaril:/ insignificant quantity 
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(some per cent of G0   and alternative 46    sign (fig.) 
In fact decrease of conductivity under effect of x-ray 

irradiation (A6*0) can be explained by appearance of charges 
opposite in sign to charges of intrinsic current carriers in 
the samples under investigation. Recombination possibility of 
indicated charges assigns negative sign of liquid crystals AQ. 
Concentration of charges produced by x-ray irradiation with 

6*0 decrease can become higher than content of intrinsic con- 
ductivity carriers in the sample and in this case only par- 
tial their recombination is realised. As a result the charges 

■mentioned when reaching anode.can provide current increase 
that causes A6    sign to be changed from negative to positive 
with temperature decrease or cleaning of substance. 

The suggested point of view is borne mut by volt-ampere 
characteristics (VACH) A I and A<5   space dependences between 
electrodes. 
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A POOLE-FRENKEL APPROACH FOR A MOLECULAR HOPPING 
SYSTEM 

Santos-Lemus, Simon J. 
Uniyersidad de Oriente, Departamento de Fisica 

Cumanä - Venezuela 

Poole-Frenkel mechanism has been used to estimate the reduction of the potential 
barrier in the case oftwo charged centres separated by a distance R. The calculation 
arrived to an expression forthe activation energy of the form: 

where F is the applied electric field and ß is the Poole-Frenkel coefficient. The zeto electric 
f.eld activation energy Vrould by: 

■   ■'  (2) &£(&0,R)=A^-e2/e0eR 

AEo represents the true unperturbed potential barrier height. In a typical molecular hopping 
system like molecularly doped polymers, R - «limit corresponds to the undoped polymer 
matrix, so AEo characterizes the potential barrier height of intrinsic localized states 
t ventually presents in the matrix. Experimental results on drift mobility measurements in 
H-isopropylcarbazole dispersed in an amorphous polycarbonate matrix11,21, are in agreement 
Arith eq.(2) for activation energies obtained from Arrhemus plots for different dopant 
content with electric field as parameter. Extrapolation of eq.(l) to zero field give 
Ihe correspondent activation energy given by eq.(2). Consequently, plots AE(F=0,R) vs 1/R 
would be ä straight line whose extrapolation to R - «> would give AEo- In our experiment 
it was obtainedfor the polycarbonate matrix AE^O.98 eV, which agree with values obtained 
ixom DC dark conductivity measurements. 

11] S. Santos L., J. Hirsch, Phil. Mag., 853, 25, (1986) 
12] S. Santos Lemus, Polymer Eng. and Science, (1994) - in Press 
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OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF DOPED DIELECTRICS 

/. P. getrajöic", D. Lj. Mirjanid", S. Lazarev'" 

'Inst, of Physics, Faculty of Sciences, University ofNovi Sad 
w'Medical and Faculty of Technology, University ofBanja Luka 

'"Hi^ier Chemical and Technological School 

Translational symmetry of the molecular distribution of the exitonic system is broken 
ly the sputtering and due to existence of two boundary surfaces. This symmetry breaking 
orthogonal to boundaries was treated as a perturbation. The influence of the impurities (or 
cefects) on the relevant characteristics of the unperturbed system was analyzed using 
Green's functions and the Dzyaloshinskü-Htaevskii method. The absorption and 
the refraction indices are calculated and graphically presented. The change in the absorption 
jeak height are estimated, particularly in the range of solar spectrum, which are in good 
agreement with the experimental data. 
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THE PROCESSES OF STRUCTURAL RELAXATION IN AMORPHOUS 
CHALCOGENIDE SEMICONDUCTORS ASSOCIATED WITH 

RADIATION-INDUCED BOND-BREAKING. 

O. I. Shpotyuk, M. M. Vakiv, A. P. Kovalsky, L. I. Shpotyuk, O. Ya. Mrooz 

Lviv Scientific Research Institute of Materials, Lviv, Ukraine 

Structural relaxation processes in amorphous chalcogenide semiconductors (AChS) 
based on As^ and As^Sej induced by influence of high-energy radiation (y -quanta, 
acceie'rated electrons, reactor neutrons and so on) are studied using differential Fourier- 
spectfömetry technique in 400 -100 cm'1 region [1]. It is shown that observed changes of 
AGhS dielectric, mechanical, optical and electrophysical properties are connected with 
coordination defect formation due to theoretical model proposed in [2]. The whole process 
of radiation-induced microstructuräl transformation in AChS can be presented as a totality 
of following stages: 

*     1" Initial microscopic process - excitation of electron and (or) hole pairs localized at 
soft atomic'configurations [3] or excitation of electron-hole pairs (excitons) [4]. 

2. Intermediate process - weakening of intermolecular interactions that causes 
the1 possibilities to displacements of atoms and atomic blocks. 

3. Formation of new metastable state (exciton self-trapping) on ihe level of short- 
range order due to observed chemical bonds transformations [1] as well as on the level of 
middle-range order in accordance with EXAFS data obtained earlier [5]. 

[1] O.I. Shpotyuk, Zh. Prikl. Spectroscop. 59, 550, (1993). 
[2] O.I. Shpotyuk, Phys. Stat. Sol.(b) 183, 2, (1994). 
[3] M.I. Klinger, Phys. Rep. 165, 275, (1988). 
[4] R.A. Street, Phys. Rev. B17, 3984, (1978). 
[5] C.Y. Yang, J.M. Lee, M.A. Paesler, D.E. Sayers, J. Non-Cryst. Solids, 97-98, 1119, 
(1987). 
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Currents decay in electrically pre-treated liquid-crystalline samples. 

E.Szwajczak, J. Michalski 
Chair of Physics, Technical University, Rzeszöw, Poland 

Dielectric properties of liquid crystals have been investigated for "pure" 
materials in relaxed state. The measurements have been carried out by measuring 
(he current versus time relations (Fig.l), using computer controlled MS1-A equipment 
in the time range from ms up 104 s or longer. The results have been compared with 
Iheoretical ones obtained from Thomson - Thomson relations. Numerical solutions of 
Thomson-Thomson equations, on an assumption of the lack of space - charge and for 
short time ranges [2], are shown on Fig.2. 

Now we would like to present the current   decay curves for    electrically 
pre-treated  materials, doped  with electroactive dopant. The sample of investigated 
compound   was    previously    treated    by an application "+" (or "-" respectively) 
polarization with a step voltage, during appropriate time - see figures 3,4. 

One can imagine different conditions for ionic transport in the sample, because 
Ihe samples generally contain many electrolytes with varied kinetics and space charge in 
(hin   boundary layer at the electrode. In this way one can expect to realize various 
distribution   of charge   throu out the   sample   (different    from     "stationary" 
distribution). 

We find in "pure" materials fractional power - law calls by A.K. Jonscher 
'the universal law" of dielectric relaxation [3]. This power law has been verified in 
olectricaüy pre-treated materials. 
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11g.l. Charging and discharging current in "pure" smectic liquid crystal (8CB - octyl- 
cyano-biphenyl), for various values of applied voltage. 
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;?ig.2. Current-time dependence (in arbitrary units) according to Thomson - Thomson 
iheory, for short time (order TT), for different values of electrical field z=rR /TT M*EE%- 
<;hemical relaxation time, TT - ionic transit time. 
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Fig.3. Charging  and discharging current in nematic liquid crystals (60CB - hexryloxy- 
jyano-biphenyl)  doped by tetra-butyl-ammonium-bromide,  for measurement voltage 
U= + 1V; a) without previous polarization; b) with previous polarization by -1 V 
during 3h. 
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Fig.4. Charging (4a) and discharging (4b) current in cholesteryl oleate doped by tetra-buryl- 
ammonium-bromide, pre-treated during 3h by +1 V, for various applied voltage. 
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TIME-DOMAIN STUDIES ON INTERFACIAL IONIC CURRENTS 

\    A.B. Szymanski, Cracow Institute of Technology 
and Chair of Physics Technical University ofRzeszöw. 

W.L.Szymanski, Cracow Institute of Technology and ELF Sp zo.o. 

Abstract. 
By means of previously constructed time-domain apparatus [1] current transients 

ranging from 0.1 ms up to 10 s has been recorded for broad range of sample impedances. 
The method has been applied for the electrodes: 

i/ apparently not exchanging carriers with material of interest /blocking electrodes / 
ii/exchanging carriers with material-ion injecting electrodes 

To be sure that the currents flowing are ionic currents liquid crystalline materials were 
;hosen asithemodeT ones. The ionic conductivity of liquid crystalline materials has 
been studied extensively in the past and, is well established. The material used were 
riexycyaäöbi|hdnyl /6CBI and cholesterol' create. As the blocking electrodes, Sn02 
interfaj^^e mterfaCes'nas befeii;used frequently for the studies, of 
the electric|ä properties of liquid crystals. As mg ion injecting electrodes the modification 
of previously used electrode [2,3] has been applied. This consisted with porous glass 
Blled with the suitable ion-exchanging material. The samples were sandwich ones. The 
thickness of liquid crystal layer was controlled by     pieces of optical fibers. 

The typical current transient for 6CB sample supplied with blocking electrode 
is shown in Fig.l[4 J After electrode DC current subtraction charge and discharge 
curves; are identical. Also in cited paper, electrode current i vs voltage applied was 
evaluated and the relation has been found superlinear one. Similar behavior 
exhibited cholesteryl ,, oleate samples supplied with blocking electrode. On the 
contrary, in case of ion-exchanging electrodes, the magnitude of DC electrode 
current /Fig.2 / as well as charge and discharge current vs time dependence are 
different. More, in certain cases the current "cusp" is observed,as shown in Fig.3 [5] 
in linear scale as well as in Fig.4. in log scale. In the experiment only one electrode has 
the property of exchanging the ions. Therefore the current flow was suppressed for long 
times. 

One of the possible interpretation of this behavior is appearance of injected space 
charge limited ionic current [2]. These phenomena has been reviewed in the literature 
[6] and were observed frequently in the case of electrons and holes as the carriers. The 
same mechanism may be, in principle Operational in case of ionic current. However, for 
ions one can expect the barrier at the electrode [2]. This may obscure the time the 
injection start to be active. The maiif%ason for studying this phenomena is to use it for 
investigation of the properties of polymers. In the case of synthetic chitosan 
/poly(2-amino-2-deoxy-D-glucose), abiopolymerthese phenomena artfvery strong/Fig.5/ 
[7]. These model studies may be helpful in elucidation of mechanism of other 
experimental findings. During the studies of Carpathian diatomites .which are natural 
porous rocks,in respect to the electrode applied two different behaviors is observed. On 
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application of pressed metal electrode a monotonic decay of charging curve is observed. 
Howevefon application of silver paint electrode [8] a current "cusp " is Observed. The 
material has been investigated in frequency domain, and as expected, negative 
capacitance value has appeared on capacitance vs frequency curve. The negative 
< apacitance never has been observed, in frequency domain, in the case of liquid crystalline 
samples supplied with Sn02 electrodes. However in other materials there are numerous 
examples coming from papers of Jonscher and coo workers. The physical mechanism 
of this    findings never has been disclosed. 
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l0£t,S 
Fig 1. Log of the current I vs log of the time, for 
(>CB sample supplied with Sn02 
dectrode.Voltage applied U=p.3V, temperature 
T=298K, sample thickness 70 ju,m. 1 - charging 
<:urrent, 2 - discharging current. 
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Fig 2. Log of current vs log of time for 6CB 
supplied with ion-exchanging electrode.Voltage 
U=9V, temperature=298 K, sample thickness 200 
(um. 1 - charging current, 2 - discharging current. 
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Fig 3. Current "cusp " in cholesteryl oleate -     Fig. 4. Current vs time in log-log scale, for 
current vs time corresponding to 6V, T=298 K.     the same material and T=298 K. Curve 1 - 6V 

applied, curve 2 - 10V applied. 

Therefore, we would like to conclude a separate role and importance of time 
domain studies in the cases of carrier exchange at the interfaces and inter facial based 
low of ionic currents.       :■-■■■ ■■■■■'■ 
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Fig 5. Current "cusp" for the sample of chitosan. 
Voltage applied 10V, temperature 295 K. Dry ' 
chitosan  supplied with  Sn02  electrodes  in 
the same conditions exhibited current on 10 A 
level. 
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Fibre mixtures for improvement of anti-static properties of textile 

materials 

E.Targosz, A.Wlochowicz, 

Textile Institute, Technical University of Lodz, Branch in Bielsko-Biala 

At the present the use of synthetic fibres instead of natural ones is broadly accepted. 

This may cause the problem in course of fabrication as well as use of textile materials due 

to static electricity. 

Especially in dry condition, static electricity is generate and unpleasant shock on touching 

metallic objects such as window frames, door handles etc. is well-known. 

The property of the preservation of static electricity on textile floor coverings were 

investigated for mixtures of fibres of different origin. Particularly the mictures of 

polyamide fibres with polyester, polyacrylic, polypropylene fibres and wool has been 

investigated. The investigation has been carried by means of measurement of vertical and 

horizontal resistivities (efficiency of dissipation) of fabrics. That to find the conductive path 

through the carpet - unhomogeneous material, resistivities in two perpendicular direction - 

along the length or width of carpet have been measured. The details of fabrication, e.g. 

tipe of pile, carpet backing, or kind of underlay as well as the participation of polyamide 

fibres in blend was taken into account. 

The measurement has been carried in condition of relative humidity 30% and temperature 

21 deg. Centigrade. 

It has been found that both vertical and horizontal resistivities are generally smaller if the 

participation of polyamide fibres in fibre blends decreases. The same has been verified by 

means of measurements of body voltages built up on a men shuffling carpets. 
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Determination of temperature characteristics of 

polarisation for ferroelectric single crystals 

spontanous 

Mariusz Trybus, Wladyslaw Proszak 

The Institute o-f Physics The I.Lukasiewicz Technical University 

in Rzeszöw. W.Pola 2. 

Non linear dielectric i   among others ferroeleerie mohocrystals ) 

show dielectric hysteresis loop. Basing oh the shape of the loop 

we can determine some ^of   the  ferroelectric  .parameters 

(spontanbus polarisation, coercive field» shift -field). 

In the paper we show a computer measurement System that was set 

up basing on two ideas Diamant and Sawyer - Tower bridge 
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First metod o-f measurements can be desreibed as analog combined 
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Different advantages of  these; methods are analised. in the 

paper. Typical plots enclosed. 
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FORMATION OF A STABLE CONDUCTING LAYER DEVELOPED ON 
BISMUTH SILICATE GLASS BY THERMAL TREATMENT IN HYDROGEN 

K. Trzebiatowski 

Faculty of Applied Physics and Mathematics 
Technical University of Gdarfsk, 80-952 Gdarfsk, Poland 

1. Introduction 
It is well known that the structure and therefore electrical properties of the surface 

of silicate glasses containing lead, bismuth or antymonium oxides can be modified by a 
special heat treatment in hydrogen [1-3]. This modification can be described as breaking 
of oxygen-metal ion bonds. As a result, dispersed atoms (Pb,Bi or Sb) appear in the 
surface layer of glass. These atoms are not connected with the glass matrix and they can 
migrate to the surface. In the diffusion process they form crystalline grains located near 
the surface. The grain size can be estimated on the basis of X-ray diffraction 
measurements [2]. Lead silicate glasses in the reduction process form large crystalline 
grains of Pb that are separate in a large distance. Hence, their surface conductivity is 
rather low. The presence of bismuth or antymonium atoms in the glass causes a decrease 
of the grain size. Subsequently, it leads to an increase of the surface conductivity to the 
values 10"8-^ lO^S/o. We have suggested that the mechanism of electrical conductivity can 
be interpreted in the terms of electron tunnelling model in discontinuous metal structures 
PL 

In this paper we report the first results of investigation of reduction and oxidation 
processes in a new glass without lead, but containing a large amount if bismuth oxide. We 
have found that in this glass it is possible to obtain a stable conducting layer after thermal 
treatment in hydrogen. 

2. Experimental 
Bismuth-silicate glass of the composition (in mol%) VTSiCVnBizOrSKjO-lSbA 

was prepared using conventional method. The samples had the shape of thin rods. In order 
to measure electrical conductivity two wire terminals were connected to the ends of the 
rod. The measurements were performed in a special chamber with a controlled 
atmosphere. The chamber was constructed in such a way that it was possible to insert the 
chamber into a furnace or a liquid nitrogen cryostat in any moment of time. The 
conductivity was measured in the range of temperatures from 80K to 700K. The 
equipment enables us to observe the kinetics of the change of conductivity during the 
reduction or oxidation as well as the measurements of the temperature dependence of the 
electrical conductivity. 

3. Results and discussion 
Figure 1 shows the time dependence of conductivity in the sample during a 

different heat treatment processes. Curve 1 in Fig.l demonstrates the change in the 
surface conductivity in time (0-j- 10h) during heating in hydrogen at temperature ~ 540K. 
Initially, a small jump in the conductivity is observed which takes place in a first three 
minutes of heat treatment. We suppose that in this time Bi3+ ions are reduced to Bi2+, 
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Bi   or Bi°. The concentration of bismuth atoms Bi° increases with timei Therefore a jump 
of conductivity can be explained as a result of an electronic hopping between bismuth ions 
in different valency states. It should be noticed that the amounts of bismuth ions in lower 
valency state may increase in a short time. The agglomeration process of Bi ions into 
grams takes place simultaneously with the reduction of'bismuth ions to the atomic state 
that hamper the increase of conductivity or may cause even its small decrease. After 
15-J-20 minutes a large increase in the conductivity follows until the saturation state is 
established. As can be seen from curve 1 the conductivity increases in 5 orders in 
magnitude if compare with its initial value. Curve 3 shows the change in the conductivity 
in the first hour of heat treatment. Note that the scale of time is extended 10 times. An 
increase in the conductivity to the saturation state is similar to the same behaviour 
observed in a typical lead-silicate glasses [4,5]. It is confirmed that during this stage the 
amount of crystalline grains increases and the distance between them decreases. This leads 
to the lowering of the potential barriers in the percolation path of tunnelling electrons 
Consequently, the probability of electron tunneling between Metallic grains increases. In 
the saturation stage the reduction process decreases as a result of a very slow diffusion 
from the bulk. In other words there is a limited number of bismuth atoms that can migrate 
toward the surface of the glass. We have observed even a small tendency to the lowering 
of conductivity after 15h heat treatment. 

i 5i::,«««',»v illllllllllllllMIMIIIIHIIWiWiliminilHIIIIIII/IIMII 

T = 540K 
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10 

Figure 1 The surface conductivity and the effect of oxidation-reduction atmospheres 
Msmuth-silicate glass. 

in 

Curve 2 shows the time dependence of conductivity when the atmosphere was exchanged 
:n the chamber <W2-»02-*H2-» etc.) in the first 2 hours. It can be seen that heat treatment 
:n hydrogen: always is followed by an increase of conductivity while heating in oxygen 
induces an opposite effect. This phenomenon was reversible during the first 4 cycles but 
after one hour a systematic tendency to nonreversible* Information was observed. It led 
to the successive increase of conductivity. This effect can be explain if consider the 
oxidation-reduction processes. In the beginning when the sample contains bismuth ions in 
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a different valency states the influence of 
i he reduction and oxidation is large 
because it is easy to change the valency 
states of a single ions. The oxidation of 
crystalline grains is more difficult 
because oxygen can react only with 
bismuth atoms that are located on the 
surface of the grains. 

The reduction process in 
lydrogen should cause the change in 
weight of glass because the sample loses 
oxygen during heat treatment. Figure 2 
shows the loss in weight as a function of 
time of heat treatment in hydrogen. It is 
shown that maximal change in weight 
occurs between l-j-5 hours. We suggest 
that this curve could illustrate the kinetic 

4       5       6 
TIME[h) 

Figure 2   Loss in weight in a sample as a 
function of reduction time at 540K. 
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Figure 3 The temperature dependence of the surface conductivity of bismuth-silicate glass 
after thermal treatment in hydrogen at 540K during 20h 

process of the reduction of surface layer. 
Figure 3 presents the temperature dependence of conductivity after 20h heat 

treatment in hydrogen at the temperature 540K. One can see a continuous change of the 
activation energy from 0.126eV in the high temperature region to 0.044eV at about 
100K. We have not observed any hysteresis in this dependency. This behaviour is 
consistent with the theoretical model of electrical conductivity in discontinuous metal 
structures based on the tunnelling process of electrons between metal granules [6]. It is 
believed that the creation of charge carriers is due to thermal processes leading to the 
transfer of the electrons from one metal granule to a neighbouring one.   Therefore the 
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^activation energy is the energy that is needed for the creation of two granules, one 
positively charged and the second negatively charged. The value of {IHis energy is 
generally small <0.1eV as in the case of our layer on bismuth-silicate glass. 
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'NORMAL' AND ANOMALOUS VISCOSITY DEPENDENCE OF 
THE DIELECTRIC RELAXATION TIME OF LIQUIDS 

G. Turky0, G. Wilke6, U. Witt6, A. Ghoneim" and M. Stockhausen6 

° National Research Centre, Microwave Physics Department, Cairo (Egypt) 
6 Institut für Physikalische Chemie, Universität Münster (Germany) 

* * * 

The dielectric relaxation of non-associating, quasi-rigid molecules in liquids is gov- 
erned by their reorientational motion, and in the ideal case the dielectric relaxation 
time T equals the reorientational correlation time. Already Debye [1] gave an esti- 
mation after which for a polar molecule in solution r depends (in linear manner) on 
the macroscopic viscosity 77 and the molecular volume. As well known, his relation 
could not be corroborated quantitatively. However, it is general experience that r 
parallels viscosity and molecular size. The aim of the present note is (i) to consider 
a useful empirical correlation between these quantities, and (ii) to present examples 
where deviating behaviour indicates special interactions. 

(i) Empirical r-^-r-eff correlation for quasi-rigid molecules 

Often a certain polar molecule in different nonpolar solvents shows relaxation 
times r depending in roughly a sublinear (rather than a linear) manner on viscosity 
77 [2-4]: r ~ T?°, a < 1. Systematic studies by Hufnagel [5, 6] have shown that the 
exponent a increases as the effective radius reff of the tumbling entity. The correlation 

/ „ \ (Wro) - ko 

"*(i) • (1) 

can be deduced from his material, where the quantities indexed '0' are empirical pa- 
rameters: r0 = 0.655 ps, 770 = 1.7 • 10~4 mPas, r0 = 0.6 nm and fc0 = 0.27 [7]. The 
applicability of Eq. (1) is of course restricted to not too extended 77 and reff ranges. 
Surprisingly enough, it was found that this correlation holds good also for moderate 
concentrations and even pure liquids consisting of non-associating molecules [7, 8], 
appearing thus as a general rule, appropriate if the relaxation process under consider- 
ation is determined by the tumbling motion of single quasi-rigid entities characterized 
by reff. Eq. (1) predicts r within roughly an octave bandwidth if rj and reff are given, 
or allows to estimate reff with an uncertainty of about 0.05 nm from measurements 
of T and rj. 

To demonstrate the applicability of Eq. (1) to concentrated solutions and to pure 
substances, Tab. 1 presents some 'expected' relaxation times er in comparison to 
data which we have measured for some aprotic molecules with relatively high dipole 
moments. The effective radii reff are taken from Stuart-Briegleb or corresponding 
computer models as the minimum radius of a sphere around the molecule's center of 
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mass chosen such that even its most distant parts (pictured as atomic spheres) are 
enclosed. The table may show that within the above-mentioned bandwidths there is 
satisfactory agreement of r and °T. 

Tab. 1. Viscosity r/ and experimental relaxation time r of some liquids 
in their pure state and in 50 vol% solution in 1,4-dioxane, 20 °C. 

Effective radius reg from molecule models. 
'Expected' relaxation time "r according to Eq. (1). 

Substance ° State 
mPas 

r 
ps 

reff      er 
nm      ps 

Dimethylformamide 
(DMF) 

pure 
soln. 

0.85 
0.95 

10.5 
12.0 

OJos    10.2 
^4     10.5 

Propylenecarbonate 
(P# 

pure 
soln. 

2.72 
1.76 

39.5 s 

37.5i; 

r'b.4lf- 38.8 
•           32.3 

Methylpyrrolidone 
(NMP)       r; 

pure 
soln. 

1.78 
1.45 

20.0 
18.5? 

>'0.385    20.5 
19.0 

Dimethylethylene urea 
(DMEU) 

pure 
soln. 

2.13 
1.64 

35.0 
27.0 

0.41     32.4 
29.0 

Diethylacet amide 
(DEA) 

pure 
soln. 

1.51 
1.28 

50.0 
35.5 

0.44s    47.7 
44.1 

° In the order of increasing mole volume. 

(ii) Systems with anomalous T-TJ relation 

Significant deviations from the correlation Eq. (1) may be subdivided into two 
groups. 

1. Moderate deviations. The T-TJ dependence in a dilution series of a certain 
substance may be in accord with Eq. (1) inasmuch as r varies in the same sense 
as rf, but regarding absolute values, there is T > er to such a degree that it 
cannot be reconciled with the tumbling motion of single molecules. 

This is often found in case of protic molecules where it can be ascribed to 
association. Example: Pyrrolidone (in contrast to NMP, Tab. 1) exhibits a 
relaxation time which is too long for single molecule tumbling motion but is 
compatible with the motion of dimeric entities [7, 9]. 

Al§p some aprotic liquids show a similar behaviour, e. g. Dimethylsulfoxide 
(DMSO), Its experimental relaxation times, r = 18.5 and 18.0 ps (pure and 
soln. as in Tab. 1, respectively), both correspond to ren- « 0.38 nm, which 
significantly exceeds the model value for a single molecule, re« f» 0.33 nm, but 
is, on the other'hand, too small for a quasi-rigid: dimeric entity. DMSO has 
a smaller mole volume than the molecules listed in Tab; 1, and possibly its 
exposed polar group allows for dipole-dipole interactions which cause a slowing 
down of the relaxation behaviour. The tendency toward self-association has 
been found also by other methods [10-13]. 
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2. As extreme deviations from Eq. (1) we consider cases where r and TJ vary 
in opposite sense.5 In that respect the two, systems regarded in the following 
deserve closer examination. Although studied already previously [14], they are 
reconsidered here since in the meantime further data have been obtained by 
extending the concentration range of measurements to dilute solutions. 

• • N-Cyanopiperidine and N-cyanopyrrolidine in tetrachloromethane 

These systems show some common peculiarities which are especially pronounced 
with the pyrrolidine derivative. The relaxation times for dilution series of the hetero- 
cyclic compounds in mixtures with the nonpolar component CCU are shown in Fig. 1. 
Starting from the pure polar liquids, r increases on dilution and passes through a 
maximum, whereas t) decreases monotonously. This feature is related to the choice 
of the solvent CCU; it is not observed e. g. with benzene [14]. It may be noted 
that the relaxation times for dilute solutions and for the pure liquids are found on 
roughly one and the same line according to Eq. (1), corresponding to a certain r^ 
value (Fig. 1)/ In relation to this there is a V excess', which can be described by 
an apparent, concentration dependent increase in reff comparable to that mentioned 
above for DMSO. This is parallelled by a density excess, Fig. 2. 

a 

60 
1 

_r. ,  .,— 1                    1 

SO - -^""^ 

40 Jp 0 
• : 0° § S^ 

r, m ■■ ■ .   v^-""* = 1 
30 

n_  

mr^^ .    .. 

-x = *    " 

20 

" 

x — 0 

1    1   1 

0  •     Tj- 

□ ■   x  ,, . ef f 
 1               1 

1.8 

0.6 1 2 

H  (mPas)    

Figs. 1,' 2. N-Cyanopiperidine (open symbols) and N-cyanopyrrolidine (full symbols) in 
the pure state and in CGI4 solution, 20 °C. 

Pig. 1:  T vs. 77 (log-log plot).   Straight Fig. 2: Densities p vs. mole fraction 
lines:   Eq. (1) for reff = 0.435 (above) x of polax component. Straight line 

■!   and 0.410 nm (below), indicates linear p variation. 
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The polar molecules under discussion axe not rigid, but without doubt the relax- 
ation times considered relate to their overall reorientational motion (minor higher 
frequency contributions, probably due to flexibility, are disregarded here). In [14] 
we have discussed the possibility of conformational changes under the influence of 
the solvent, leading to a physical increase in reff. This interpretation becomes ques- 
tionable in view of the data on diluted solutions now available. It is feasible, on 
the other hand, that the rotational motion of the polar molecules is delayed by a 
special interaction with CCU which leads to transient associations. If so, these must 
be short lived since it is not possible to analyze the results such that a relaxation 
contribution could be obtained which is slow enough to be ascribed to quasi-rigid, 
long-lived associates [14]. Since reg returns to its 'normal' value at low concentration, 

. the transient associates are likely to involve polar molecules as major component. It 
should be mentioned that the relaxation strength, when normalized to concentra- 
tion, has a minimum around x PS 0.8 (significant at least for cyanopyrrolidine). This 
indicates a partial moment compensation. Note that the density excess, the sign 
of which is indicative of attractive hetero-interactions, exhibits a maximum in the 
same concentration region. According to the tetrahedral CCI4 symmetry, the short 
lived associates may therefore be sketched as a preferential arrangement of four polar 
molecules (cyanopiperidine or -pyrrolidine) surrounding one CC14 molecule. 
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ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF VACUUM DEPOSITED M/Dy_0 /M 

THIN-FILM SANDWICHES 

Tadeusz Wiktorczyk 
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50-370 Wroclaw, Wybrzeze Wyspianskiego 27 

1. Introduction 

It is very important for dielectric materials, not only from theoretical 
point of few, but also due to different applications, to have a picture of 
dielectric polarization mechanisms as well as to know mechanisms of the 
charge transport. Unfortunately, in many insulating materials a picture of 
dielectric polarization mechanisms and mechanisms of electical conductivity 
is far from clear and they still need examinations and ex p lanation. Rare 
earth oxides belong to this class of dielectric materials [1]. 
In this paper we report results of dielectric polarization and charge 
transport studies for dysprosium oxide films (Dy„0_ ). These films belong to 
sesquioxides of the heavy rare earth metals. Presented results are discussed 
taking into account properties of. the volume as well a s properties of 
metal/insulator (M/I) boundaries. 

2. Sample preparation and measurements 

All films of Dy_CLand M/Dy_ p./M structures    were   prepared by the method of 
vacuum deposition.  An electron gun was applied for evaporation of these high 
temperature       oxides.    Different    experimental    techniques    were    applied    to 
electrical examinations, namely: 
-Electrical   conductivity   current,   I   ,was   measured   at   equilibrium   conditions 
or during slow cooling of the specimen at fixed voltage bias, 
-Transient   currents   were   measured   after   step     voltage   application   or its 
removing at isothermal conditions. 
-Dielectric    studies   were    carried    out    in   a    wide   frequency    range,    from 
ultra-low  frequencies   to   radio   frequencies.Different   experimental   procedures 
were applied to this aim [2-4]. 
-Measurements     of     thermally     stimulated     polarization     and     depolarization 
currents, TSP and TSD, were performed at linear heating condition. 

3. Isothermal charging and discharging currents 

Experimental data of isothermal charging currents measured in the time 
domaim for M/Dy„ 0„/M structures show that these currents follow well known 
Curie von Schweialer law and after some time achieve a level of equilibrium 
conductivity   current,   I   .   In   general   a-  shape   of   I(t)   curves depend   on 
a temperature and voltage. The equilibrium currents for examined films were 
reached aftec, the time of the order seconds at high temperatures (at 500K) 
and about 10 to 10 seconds at the room temperature. Such a long dielectric 
relaxation times observed at the room temperature mean that current is 
almoust a constant at fixed voltage   bias, it is   nevertheless   a   nonsteady 
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state current. 
Examinations of resorption currents in the time    domain    show> that    in the 
first per-iot of time currents follow Curie von Schweidler law, I=;A t    .where 
n=0.2-0.6.   After some time currents become steper.with n>l  [2],   A transition 
at  which L =t      accured  is, ,t thermally  activated  with  E=leV. This   activation 
energy.;corresponds with ionisation of deep traps in insulating film. 

4. Temperature dependence of dc currents 

As it was mentioned in the previous chapter the measure m ents of the 
equilibrium dc currents were much time consuming and we applied to this aim 
the method of dc currents measurements during slow cooling of the pecimen. 
Fig. 1 shows a family of, current-temperature curves for Al/Dy?0_/Äl specimens 
in logi-1000/T coordinates obtained in,.the temperature region 150K-50QK. It 
is easily to see that dc current ,.isi thermally activated. Values of the 
activation energy for the conductivity prop e ss evaluated at different 
voltages are, ypjitage-dependent and decrease from about E=l.l-1.2eV at Ü=i-6V 
to about. E=0.9eV at 12V.lt is obvioijis fhat field dependent processes have to 
be taken account during consideration high temperature conductivity 
mechanisms. F^-om extrapolation (unshown here) we get E=1.23eV as "zero 
voltage activation 
thin-film sandwiches 

energy"   for the   conductivity   process   in   Al/Dy _.CL /At 

-13 

1.8       IX        ?JB       3.0       3.4       3,8       4.2       4.6 

1000  rK-1 IK"1] 

Fig.l Temperature dependence of the conductivity current for Al/Dy^ /Al 
thin-film sandwiches (insulator film thickness is 146 nm). 
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Low-temperature measurements (for T=120-200K) show that the conductivity 
current is almoust temperature independent. Results presented in logI-1000/T 
scale give an activation energy of about E=0.01-0.03eV. Such a behaviour 
indicates that electrical conductivity process in the low temperature region 
is probably connected with hopping process near Fermi level.Ionistion of the 
shallow traps is less probable due to the fact that we have insulating films 
with a "bad" crystalline structure (having deep energy tails in energy gap). 

5. Dielectric properties 

Experimental data of dielectric reponse of dysprosium oxide thin films were 
examined by us in frequency range from 10 Hz to 10 Hz and published 
elsewhere [2,3]. Here we show, in Fig.2, the normalized dielectric data 
presented versus the normalized frequency. The low frequency data (below 
the peak) correspond with properties of M/l boundaries. Results in this range 
are very sensitive to the measurement conditions (voltage amplitude and its 
bias). Dielectric dissipation peak appears as an interaction between volume 
and interface processes. High frequency results correspond with typical 
volume processes. The peak is thermally activated with activation energy 
associated with volume processes (E=leV). High frequency slopes of the real 
and imaginary part of susceptibility are thermally activated and suggest 
that an interaction between polarizing spaces take place or another 
processes   give an important contribution to the total dielectric response. 

8 » 
log (f [Hz]) 

Fig.2 Frequency domain dielectric response of Al/Dy^/Al thin-film samples 
presented in the normalized scale. 
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6. Complex; impedance diagnostics 

On the basis of dielectric data in frequency domain complex impedance graphs 
were plotted for different temperatures, voltage and specimen thickness [4]. 
Analysis of these results [4] shows clearly existance of two regions 
corresponding to: volume of insulating films and M/I interfaces. Resistances 
of M/I regions are extremally high, typicaly about 1000 times greater than 
resistance of insulator.Resistance of the volume determined by this method 
was themally activated (E=leV) and corresponds with thermal activation of 
traps in Dy_0_. 

7. Thermally stimulated currents (TSD and TSP) 

Al-Dy„ Q-Al  sandwiches     were  also  examined  with  the  method  of  thermally 
stimulated currents.  The TSD and TSP measurements were carried out in the 
temperature region 300K-500K. The TSD and TSP thermograms are characterized 
only by a single peak located between 360K and 400K depending on the rate of 
heating.  Estimation of the activation energy of defects responssible for the 
TSD    and   TSP    peak   give    E=0.7eV.   as    determined    with    the   method   of 
Garlick-Gibbson.In TSP curves measured at U>2.5V     this peak disapeared due 
to    high    contribution    of     d.c.     conductivity.     Also    high    values     of    the 
polarization   voltages   (for   U>6V)   cause   that   the   TSD   peak   was   completly 
deformed.     This    behaviour    corresponds    with    electrode-volume    transition 
observed   in   the   impedance   studied.    For   high   voltages   barriers   at   M/I 
boundaries    become   more   transparent   for    electrons    and   their   resistance 
decrease at least 1000 times and R XR . 

o   v 

8. Conclusions 

Presented results lead us to the conclusion that dielectric properties and 
charge transport in vacuum deposited Al/Dy„ Q /Al thin film structures depend 
on the volume of insulator as Well as on M/I interfaces. To explain 
properties of these sandwiches we propose the model in which despite of the 
insulating film there are two Schottky barries formed at each M/I boundary. 
At high temperatures these barriers can limit current transport at a 
constant    electric    field    or can    give    main    contribution    to    dielectric 
polarization. The activation energy for electrical conductivity can be 
connected with energy barrier at M/I boundary or with ionisation energy of 
coulombic centers in near-electrode region. For low temperatures barriers 
are transparent for carriers which can move from one electrode to the 
second by hopping near Fermi level. This lead to almoust temperature 
independent electrical conductivity and flat dielectric characteristics at 
high frequencies. 
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MOLECULAR MODEL FOR ROTATIONAL VISCOSITY IN A NEMATIC 
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The purpose of this note 1B to present a simple molecular 
model based upon the random walk theory together with Borne 
ideas of Zubarev's honequiiibrium statistical operator and 
Rott's conditional distribution method allowing calculation 
of the rotational viscosity coefficient (RVC) of a nemätic 
liquid crystal (NLC) near the interacting wall.The essence 
of the former approach is that one considers not only auto- 
correlations of the microscopic stress tensor [1-4], but 
take into account the additional correlations stress tensor 
with the director and fluxes the tensor of the order para- 
meter (OP) E53. Results of the calculations of these correla- 
tions in the bulk of the NLC show that they gives the 
significant contributions to the viscosity coefficients [6] 
because there are interactions between the hydrMinamical 
flow of the fluid and the molecular oriental Ions. The 
general expression for the macroscopic stress tensor and 
equations of motion for the director n and the tensor  OP 
D±  for the uniaxial NLC's requires nonequllibrium 
averaging (NEA) the local balance equations 
p - -v^. P±- v3 oiyi =- v^. e^o^ M± =0,  (1) 

where p, P and h are the densities of mass, momentum and 
energy, o±. the stress tensor, M is the volume density of 
moment and 3± is the flow energy.The microscopic tensor of 
the OP can be expressed as [7] 

D1^r)=Sm
akt(rak-ra^(rak-ra] - io^ir^-f-floir -ra), 

Ot.k (2) 
where raVDtkare the coordinate and mass of the kth 
particle in the ath molecule and r°lB the molecular centre 
of mass.The equation of motion for D±.is of the form 
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V &- 2(£±r 3"1öÄ>+ J xy (3)      -. 
where     "_., 

if0* is the momentum conjugated by r^and   d^is the 
source density,The macroscopic OP D1.=<Pi.>,where angular 
brackets mean of the pÄ.The introduce a dynamic density 
of a small rotational angle<RAf>, e±(r) = j; 9a ö(r-r"), 
where   (P is the RA of a molecule   with a'number a. After 

/"> 
NEA the equation of motion for 0± 

e±(r)=jf = E 5jJ ö(r-ra)- vk( 2 m^1 p£ ej Ö (r-r")), (4) 
ot=i a=i ,,< 

reduces to the one for director evolution. Here iü± is ""the 
angular velocity (AV) of a molecule, Pk is the molecule 
momentum m -is -the molecule mass. Averaging the microscopic 
tensorj;^ and Eqs.(3-4) yields the relations of 
statistical hydrodynamics of NLOs 

°1J- - P ÖX3+ aijkiekl+ EiJklVkl- *uA- (5) 

eikinkni = °\+ ^iki6ki - Aikivki + biA- (6) 

»u - pukivki + e'1 ^Eijkieki+ AiA) • ■(7) 

here Ö=kf is the temperature,e±.= v.v±- üys^.co kis 
the average'AV of molecular rotation,v±is the average 
velocity of it's centra mass,s±„is the Levi-Civita symbol, 
Mi=eijkn3Kk'hkis ^ molecular field.In the Eqs. (5^61 the 
last three and in Eqi (7) the last two termB are dfBslpktive 
contributions5«-So, the first among the last three terms in 
EqV(S):ls thö traditional the autocorrelation contribution 
to'th^iriicrbsödpiö stress tensor '(ST), the second and the 
third termrBr%relTthe correlations ST with the flux tensor of 
of the OP "andWiththe director one, accordingly. The similar 
contributions- exist1 in the other Eqs. (6-7) arid can be 
expressed in terms•'■of A lkl, Ei;jkl.' ^±jk and P±;Jkl' 
Expressions for A^^^and b±^ in Eqs. (5-7) require the 
averaging With help of the distribution "function which have 
been obtained by means of solving of the' 'appropriate kinetic 
Pokker-Planck (PP) equation.The averaging of E±;Jkl.A.13kand 
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aijki retlull,e the distribution function (HP) which would 
obtained solving the hydrodynamics IP equation. One can 
obtain the hydrodynamics equations for nematic [1] and the 
expression for all six Leslie VOs in terms of the tensor 
components entering into Eqs.(5-7),which expressed by 
Green-Kubo-like formulas in the form of time integrals of 
time correlation functions (8-11).As result,the RVO can be 
written thus as a function of the temperature 9 = kT/ eQ, 
density p = v"1 (■ Nc^/ V) and set of the NOL OPs [6,8] 

V f <§ 1 )1/2]=3i§'?F2l/.2-öl/f_.ii^i£^  
. ö?      ^    v 1 - | <P0> + §1 <p„> - %% <p 

where 
2 ~2' '  8 vx4'   16 Ni6> 

f«PD>) 
(3.181+ 0.757 <P2>) <P2> 

2 

2    2.881+<P2>+ 12.36<P2>
2+ 4.69 <P£5- 0.743 <P£>

4 

We estimate 7^ for the PAA(Paraasoxyanisole) at T=390K with 
I=20*1CT44kg m2, k=1.38*1CT23J/K, a =5.01 8, s /k=520K. 

o o 
According to our calculations 7^0.0536 [ps3.This value 
clouse enough experimental data j^ 0.067 [pslC91. 
When the HLO is placed In contact with a solid wall, all 
OPs becomes depends upon the distance from the wall and the 
molecules nearest to the surface may have a tendency to be 
located in a plane parallel to the surface.Due to more 
stronger interaction between solid wall and the molecules of 
the NIC than between the molecules consists of nematic one, 
the existence of this layer favours the formation of a 
second one, and so on. The question how long this effect 
propogate into the KIO a recent have been investigated [10]. 
For this purpose the intermolecular Interaction it have been 
chose due to Berne and Pechukas [11.]. The molecule - wall 
Interaction have been chose due to (9-3)Lennard-JoneB like 
potential with the potential energy and size parameters 
depend upon molecular orientations. The calculations were 
carried out with the values of the potential parameters of 
the corresponding values for PAA: a = 5.01 % s / k= 520K, 
and surface parameter e = 5.0»e . It found that the RVC ■v ow     o 
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decrease; with the growth of the distance from the wäll and 
of the temperature e. The value of the TJ to vary-rapidly 
(typically over two or three molecular cells) between the 
RVC 7 (1) and jh  (7bIs the bulk RVO). We can ascribe such 
behaviour or the RVO to a tendency of the molecüleö to be 
more ordered near the surface than in the bulk:'The 
similar change in shear viscosity in the boundary layers 
of the Isotropie liquids was attributed to phenomena 
related to orientation of the liquid molecules under the 
influence of the solid surfaceE12]. ,;/ 
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SLOW ELECTRICAL CURRENT DECAY IN  CONCRETE 
SUBJECTED TO DIFFERENT ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS. 

A. Zieliriski, J. Szyszka Faculty of Civil Engineering, Technical University ofRzeszow, Poland 
A. Bak, J. Michalski, Chair of Physics, Technical University ofRzeszow, Poland 

W.L. SzymaMd, A.B. Szymariski, Cracow Institute of Technology, Krakow, Poland 

Abstract. 
The migration of ionic species in concrete is important, for example, in corrosion 

problems. The time evolution of salinisation and desalinisation processes may be of 
interest for such field of concrete application to bridge and marine constructions. In our 
studies the concentration and migration of charged species in concrete have been 
studied by means of time-domain dielectric spectroscopy method. The apparatus used 
has been described elsewhere [1]. The concrete has the composition /gravimetrically/; 
65,12% of the Portland cement 350 from Cement Mill Malogoszcz, 24,18 % of water and 
13,70% of the sand. The samples were kept for two weeks before the tests. Samples used 
for experiments were flat concrete discs 46,3 mm in diameter, 11.2 mm thick, supplied with 
guard   ring. The following electrodes have been used: 

1/pressed metal electrodes, 
2/electrodes consisted of gel material salt richly. 

The concrete samples were predated before measurement. This treatment was aimed at 
cianging the concentration of salt in the concrete. On pretreatment and environmental 
canditkm the electrical low frequency properties of concrete may change in broad range. 
Ihis does suggest the possibility of monitoring of the state of concrete and determination 
of the kinetics of sah*nization\desalinization processes. 

Eibliography: 
[ [].W.L.S2ymanski, A.B.Szymanski, Abstracts of Th Conference "Dielectric and Related 

Phenomena" Zakopane, Poland, 12-16.09.1992.p.l9 
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■Dielectric- Behaviour of Polyethyl ene 

D.K. DAS - GUPTA 
Bangor 

ABSTRACT 

Z ^0r^0l0gy °f Polyethylene and its aging with AC electrica Istre s in dry 

I olZ^TT «t'.The P-rent PaPer diSCUSS6S the electrtflosseneS s^ectroscopy of polyethylene with respect to its valence band structure and a 
determmat.on of ,ta very high frequency dielectric constant. T S SAI 

Light Scatter»_ Studies (SALS) provides information on morpl olog ca tl"a" 
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Dielectric Properties of Nematic Liquid Crystal 4'-pentyI-4-cyanobiphenyl 
in Porous Membranes 

S.A.Rözanskit, RKremert 

fMaria Sklodowska-Curie High School 
W.Pola 11, Pl-64920 Pila, Poland 

f Fakultät fiir Physik und Geowissenschaften 
Universität Leipzig, Linnistr. 5, D- 04103 Leipzig, Germany 

Broadband dielectric spectroscopy (102 Hz - 109 Hz) is employed to study the molecular 

dynamics of the liquid crystal 4'-pentyl-4-cyanobiphenyl (5CB) in cylindrical channels of 

Anopore membranes having a diameter between 0.2 \\m and 0.02 urn and thickness about 

60 urn, chemically modified using aliphatic acid C9H19COOH as a surface coupling agent. In 

the 5CB/Anopore system one single relaxation process is observed, the 8-relaxation, which is 

assigned to the hindered rotation of the molecules around its short axis. This process is strongly 

modified by the confining geometry with surface coupling agent. The relaxation rate in the 

isotropic phase is nearly uninfluenced by the presence of the inner surfaces, it is in the nematic 

phase by two orders of magnitude faster for the porous materials with modified surface as 

compared to the bulk. This phenomena is connected with changing of the orientation of the 

molecules from planar to homeotropic and activation of second process connected with 

precesion of the long axis of the molecules around the director. The dielectric strength of the 

8-relaxation is considerably weakened for the 5CB/Anopore system. A pronounced broadening 

of the relaxation time distribution is observed for the liquid crystal in the porous environment 

modified by aliphatic acid. 
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ASEA BROWN BOVERI in brief 

The Asea Brown Boveri Group was formed in January 1988 as the ^sult of 
merger - on a 50 / 50 base - of the electrical engineering activities of Asea 
and 3BC Brown Boveri. Asea and BBC each have experience extending back 
somt one hundred years in this business. 

Ownership 
ASE A:-mStöckholm (Sweden) arid BBC Brown Boveri Ltd, Baden (Switzer- 
land) own 50'percent each of the shares of ABB Asea Brown Boveri Ltd, Zurich 

(Switzerland). 

ABB Asea Brown Boveri Ltd, Zurich is the Holding Company and Coronate 
Headquarters of the ABB Asea Brown Boveri Group, Comprising 1300 com- 

panies around the world. 

While the shares of ABB Asea Brown.Boveri Ltd are publicly traded the 
shares of the two parent companies, ASEA AB and ABB Brown Bover. Ltd, 
are : isted on various stock exchanges in Europe and the Unired States. 

Scope of Business 
The ABB Asea Brown Boveri Group is an electrical engineering company with 
global operations. Earnings after financial items were US$ 1 192 mühon, or- 
der- received US$ 29,406 million and revenues US$ 28,315 million in 1993. At 
year and 1993 the Group employed some 206,490 people. Net income m 1993 

totaled US$ 68 million. 

AB3 develops, produces, sells, and services systems and products in a wide 
ran15e of areas generally related to the production, distribution and applica- 

tion of electricity. 

Its principal activities are in the fields of: 

i, power generation plants for primary energy - coal, gas, oil, water, nucle- 

ar; 

o high-voltage transmission of electricity and systems with such products 
as switchgear, transformers, relays and cables; 

.i medium- and low-voltage distribution including installation. 

Th.sse three Segments together contribute almost half of total sales. 

Aether area of activity is the production of high-speed trains   locomotives 
and urban transportation systems. Other areas of activity include installation 
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material, indoor climate, service, general contracting, oil and gas, robotics, 
superchargers and power lines. 

The Financial Services Segment provides financing, leasing, treasury opera- 
tions, insurance trading, and portfolio managment for companies within the 
AÜJ3 Group and for third parties. 

Asea Brown Boveri in Poland 

ABB has been present to Poland since 1990 through 13 companies located in 
6 major towns. The total investments is estimated at 150 MusD what gives 
ABB a place m among ten largest investors in the country. Polish ABB com- 
panies employ 7 000 people and in 1993 reported revenues of 220 MusD 75% 
of which was directed to local market. 

The largest ABB companies in Poland are: ABB Zamech in Elbla.g, ABB 
Dolmel and Dolmel Drives in Wroclaw, ABB Elta in Lodz, ABB Zwus Signal 
in Katowice. & 

Asea Brown Boveri Ltd Telefon: pax- Telex- 

ä"M?WSWiat-19
B,, -«-8.9-120705, 48-39-120707, 813360 

00-029 Warszawa, Polska 48-22-269233, 48-22-267289. 
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